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Letters

Feedback on Last Issue’s “Coming to Terms: Rotor”
There is a minimum condition to call a rotor a rotor: it will respond
to edgewise flow with a flapping of the blades as explained in depth
by Anubhav Datta. This was the rotorcraft world for decades until an
exploding variety of drive system architectures appeared with the
raise of eVTOL aircraft. And suddenly, many of them use the term
rotor for something which in reality is a propeller. But where’s the
problem? There is none as long as these rigid propellers are used for
vertical flight primarily. But as soon as forward cruise flight begins
there will be edgewise flow. A rotor will “know” how to respond — it
will start flapping. But what happens to a propeller not knowing
how to flap? It will “feel” loads — oscillating bending moments
and forces — at its blade roots generated by such asymmetric flow
conditions. Will this cause problems? There is no general answer,
of course, except that the rotorcraft research community has the
skills and competences to investigate this in depth. I’m sure there is
plenty of interesting research work ahead of us!
Prof. Manfred Hajek
Technical University of Munich
Munich, Germany
Member Since 2016
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Starting in early 2022 the Journal of the American
Helicopter Society will give authors a new option for
how they wish to publish their work. In addition to
the conventional subscription option, where only
journal subscribers can view papers, authors may elect
to publish with Open Access so that their work can be
viewed by everyone.
Open Access will provide authors with greater visibility
for their work and should result in the Journal of the
American Helicopter Society being a more favorable
vehicle for disseminating research related to vertical
flight. It is believed that this improved visibility will
yield to increases in readership and citations that
should broaden the visibility of authors’ research,
improve the journal’s impact factor and ensure
continued success and viability.

I know that writing an article takes a lot of labor hours and
takes a lot of research. In addition, I know this article is a
very important article for the vertical lift industry but I am
confused by this article. So please do not be offended by my
comment and please don’t kill the messenger!

discussing rotor blades or propellers or any type of vertical lift
thruster with each other.

I have always called the main rotors of a helicopter, “rotor
blades,” or the “main rotor blades.” I have always called a
helicopter’s tail rotor, the “tail rotor.”

Michael Hampson
HelicopterLinks.com
San Diego, California USA
Member Since 2013

The definition list is confusing to me. That is, I know the
difference between a rotor blade and a propeller, but I get
confused when I read the definition of a propeller.
In fact, doesn’t Joby Aviation use tilt-props on its Joby S4
eVTOL urban air mobility passenger aircraft because they can’t
be tilt-rotors, can they? For the Joby S4, they use two propellers
that tilt using a linkage mechanism, and, on the same aircraft,
they use four propellers that tilt where the propeller and its
entire motor nacelle tilts.
I would recommend making the definitions of each thruster
using laymen’s terms. Or for each thruster, 1) use engineering
lingo to explain the thruster in one or two sentences, and 2) in
the next sentence, use laymen’s terms to explain the thruster.
And if you don’t think that tilt-rotor or tilt-prop should be
defined, in the real world, engineers, writers and vertical
lift fanatics need easy-to-use laymen’s terms when we are
2

JAHS Now Offering Open Access

I would also recommend using a picture next to each
thruster’s definition.

See this issue’s “Coming to Terms” article on pg. 12 for more
insights. We’ll work to develop more definitions for the lay
community on our website www.eVTOL.news. – Ed.
Feedback on Last Issue’s “China’s Rising
eVTOL Industry”
Seems that with every day that goes by the eVTOL players seek
to approach things by focusing on the glimmer of the end and
not the costs and complications of the start.
Every startup has the dream of a rainbow ending. Just start at
the beginning and go straight to the pot of gold. This approach
seems to be hyper utilized by the eVTOL players who are showing
zero indication that they are even considering the issues critical to
the development, testing and certification of any flying platform.
Flying is not a flight test. All one has to do is review some of the
media that depicts various eVTOL platforms flying with a few
people on the ground using laptops talking to the pilot. A true

flight test campaign includes purpose-built control rooms, trained
flight test engineers, aircraft instrumentation that is sensing
various activity aboard the platform and tracking antennas that
produce a stream of telemetry data to the ground, and in various
instances from the ground up. What type of potential flight
termination systems are these developers using if indeed the first
article of testing happens to be unmanned? None of these points
seem to enter the conversation at all. One should ask why?
It appears that the biggest jolt to the industry might not come
from the aviation community or the FAA but the insurance
carriers. How can one gain insurance when you can’t predict
scope of loss? Aviation insurance in the traditional sense has been
around for a little over 100 years. The new era of eVTOL is going
to require a tremendous amount of data to be collected before
any type of insurance metrics can be determined. Just review the
different types that will require the data that (as has been pointed
out) isn’t being collected. One could then logically deduce there is
no game today.
James Falasco
AeroGear Telemetry
Sachse, Texas USA
Member Since 2020

Support VFF Scholarships!
The Society's Vertical Flight Foundation (VFF) provides
$100,000 of annual merit-based scholarships for
engineers interested in careers in vertical flight. The
Society gratefully acknowledges the contributions made
to VFF over the preceding two months:
Jing Yen
$6,000.00
Funding the Dr. Jing Yen Scholarship for Cost Awareness
Paul J. Balfe
In Memory of Walter Hodgson
Bud Forster
Piasecki Foundation

$2,000.00
$1,100.00
$1,000.00

Inderjit Chopra
In Memory of Alfred and Elaine Gessow

$200.00

Elena Shrestha

$100.00

Roy Wagner

$62.24

George Brian

$50.00

Stephen Margetich

$50.00

Francis Hurley

$50.00

In addition, Samuel W. Ferguson has continued his
regular support of VFF through his company’s workplace
giving campaign. Please go to www.vtol.org/VFF to
make your donation today!
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Commentary

Workforce: Diversity, Inclusion
and Equity Too
By Mike Hirschberg, Executive Director

This issue of Vertiflite is the first one for the New Year and
is being shipped with our 2022 VTOL History Calendar,
generously sponsored this year by the Kaman Corporation.
The VFS History Committee prepares the calendar each year
as a benefit to our members and to highlight the breadth
and depth of the history of vertical flight. In addition to our
sponsor, the calendar features aircraft from our five corporate
Platinum Members — Airbus, Bell, Boeing, Leonardo and
Sikorsky/Lockheed Martin — as well as a diversity of vertical
takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft.
Diversity of representation is at the core of everything that
VFS does. Our operating guidelines codify rotations of many
positions between industry, academia and government. This
includes, for example, the Annual Forum Chair, the VFS
Technical Director, the Journal Editor-in-Chief, and even
our Leadership Profiles in every Vertiflite issue. To the extent
possible, when looking for candidates for leadership positions,
we seek diversity through different technical disciplines for
many positions.
VFS also has a long track record of promoting gender diversity,
encouraging women to take leadership roles at many different
levels in the Society — in local chapters, technical committees,
the VFS Technical Council, the Board of Directors, etc. However,
the US aerospace and defense (A&D) community has an even
smaller number of African American and Hispanic American
engineers (see below) — so we need to work extra hard here.
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Entering into leadership roles is a great way for members,
especially those from underrepresented groups, to receive
mentorship from other leaders, network, enhance technical
skills and advance VTOL technologies. As a student and young
engineer, I benefited incredibly by taking on professional
society roles of increasing responsibility; I wouldn’t be here
today without that professional growth.

4

We Want You!
As the global VTOL industry is seeing unprecedented growth
in the technical workforce, the competition for employees will
only increase (see our commentary, “Workforce: Winning the
War for Talent,” Vertiflite, May/June 2021). With the exploding
demand for talent for electric VTOL (eVTOL), Future Vertical
Lift (FVL) and new civil rotorcraft programs, VFS has forecast
the need for a net increase of 10,000 engineers in vertical flight
over the next decade — reminiscent of the need for rocket
scientists during the Space Race in the 1960s. We need “every

man, woman and child” to get excited about vertical flight and
consider joining our industry.
VFS has published several commentaries and reports on
workforce and diversity (see
www.vtol.org/workforce),
how we must attract more talent to vertical flight to meet the
demand, and how being inclusive will help retain talent in our
industry. We have somewhat avoided equity and social justice
(i.e. “fairness”), since this has been politicized in the US and it
seemed at first that this was perhaps “outside our lane.” But
recent interactions with members and those on social media —
and the dedicated efforts of similar engineering and scientific
professional societies — has crystalized in my mind the need
to address it head on.
Not only do we need to address diversity and inclusion because
of the business impacts, but because it’s also the right thing
to do. As a technical community, we look at data, statistics
and trends rather than politics. Conscious and unconscious
bias lead to exclusionary practices. As a result, we see a lack
of new talent and/or leaky talent pipelines. Even if we don’t
feel that we have suffered — or inflicted — any discrimination
ourselves, with sufficient introspection and listening to tales of
discrimination against others in our industry, we can see the
social justice challenge.
I’ve been appalled to hear and see some examples of gender
bias — even today, in the 2020s! — in our industry. As a
white man, it’s been easy to think that civilized society has
transcended some of the more puerile behavior, but listening
more to women tell these stories as a common occurrence has
been a wakeup call. As I have spoken on more workforce panels
and talked with more members about diversity and inclusion,
I’ve realized that working for equity has to be a key pillar of
winning the war for talent for the future vertical workforce.
New Statistics
In October 2021, the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA) and the Aerospace Industries Association
(AIA) published the results of its “2021 Aerospace and Defense
(A&D) Workforces Study,” conducted by Ernst & Young LLP.
The results suggest that the percentage of women in the US
A&D workforce is slowly creeping up year over year — reaching
24.8% in 2021. Larger gains were seen in the percentage
of Black (9.8%) and Hispanic (8.7%) employees. Growth in
these areas is great to see, as they would ideally reflect the
same percentages as the US population: 50% women (of all
ethnicities), 13.4% Black and 18.5% Hispanic, according to the
US Census Bureau.
VFS membership is largely comprised of the A&D workforce
that this survey represents. So, striving for equal representation
of women and people of color in VFS institutions is a challenge.

At most US engineering universities, women make up only
25–30% of engineering students. So, it would make sense that
our Vertical Flight Foundation (VFF) scholarship awards would
reflect that. And indeed, at Forum 76 in 2020, eight of our 29
VFF scholarship winners were women (27.5%), including five of
13 PhD students (38.5%). Encouraging more women to enter
engineering and vertical flight — and apply for scholarships
and positions of leadership — would truly tap into the available
talent that diversity and inclusion brings. However, of the 73
applicants, only 14 of the students were women, meaning 57%
of women applicants were selected for scholarships in 2020 —
even higher than the percentage of women in the US population.
We need to encourage more women to apply.
I bring up Forum 76 because in response to one of our postForum surveys, one member said he or she would not be watching
the VFS Grand Awards Ceremony video because, “Who wants
to watch a bunch of White guys giving awards to other White
guys.” That hurt. As humans, we are easily tempted to become
defensive, so it’s important to reflect on the true people hurting:
the hard-working folks who continuously go unrepresented,
unpromoted and unheard. And that hurts the entire industry.
Well, the Forum 76 awards video is available on YouTube and
through the VFS Video Library ( www.vtol.org/videos). We
recognized 30 people (not including our VFF scholars), of which
17 were White men (56%) and 11 non-White men (37%), but
only two women (7%). Again, we reflect the A&D workforce,
but more women and people of color need to be nominated —
the VFS Awards Committee can only select from the nominees
that our members submit.
Looking at the pages of Vertiflite and our award recipients sees
representation that reflects the A&D industry, despite our best
efforts. Certainly, the vertical flight community needs to do
better at recognizing the contributions of those who are not
just White men. Part of this is in submitting nominations,
but even in advance of this, it’s promoting women and people
of color to leadership roles and taking advantage of what
everyone has to offer.

Now, VFS has joined with Women and Drones, LLC, to promote
its goal “to inspire and encourage more women to pursue careers
in STEM and aviation, with an emphasis on UAS and AAM.”
We are also expanding our DiversiFlite initiative, with podcasts
and other types of online and in-person discussions to increase
awareness and understanding, and provide training and
educational support.
Many women and minorities have faced overt discriminatory
speech and actions in the workplace. However, a more insidious
type of discrimination can cause even more psychological
damage to an individual and to overall work culture: ostracism.
It is maddening to be ignored or excluded while being an expert
in a field. Yet many organizations continue to tolerate biased
behavior, overt and covert, excusing it as “that’s just the way
things are,” or even gaslighting the victim suggesting something
didn’t happen the way the victim recalls. Organizations that
tolerate this behavior will fail at retaining or promoting
women and other minorities. If this has not happened to you
personally, imagine if you had to work in a situation where
these comments and behavior are the norm — would you stay
or would you find a less stressful working environment?
Will we enable this bias by standing by silently when we see it?
Or will we do the right thing and openly condemn the behavior
(but not the person)?
We all strive to be the best in our technical proficiency. Let’s
all make a New Year’s resolution: let’s also strive to become
the best version of ourselves. Individually and collectively, we
all have an important role to play in supporting the dramatic
expansion of the future vertical workforce.
We must listen to women and people of color in STEM as
they continue to relate these incidents, but until each and
every one of us actively participates to stop these behaviors,
our problems in recruiting, retaining and promoting a diverse
workforce will not end, and we will not reap the benefits that a
talented diverse workforce brings.
It’s not only the right thing to do, it’s also good for business.
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Encouraging Diversity
Corporate leaders, and the A&D workforce in general, say that
they recognize the benefits of diversity, although it is still
often absent from their executive leadership teams. Lack of
diverse leadership creates a perfect opportunity for conscious
and unconscious biases to thrive. “Bad apples” creep in and
undermine corporate efforts towards inclusion. It’s exceedingly
difficult to change a corporate culture, and requires conscious
and deliberate effort. It begins at the top, but it requires
everyone’s best efforts all the way up and down the ranks.

to our longtime efforts in supporting science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) education, VFS
recognized more than two years ago the increasingly urgent
need to support the growth of the future vertical workforce
and to promote diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI). We
hope some of our new efforts will begin to bearing fruit in the
coming months and years.

What do you think? Let me know at director@vtol.org.

Seeking diversity of perspectives is at the heart of everything
that VFS does, but we need to be more proactive. In addition
5
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Industry Briefs

Racer Continues Coming Together

January / February 2022

The rear fuselage and empennage of the Airbus Racer highspeed technology demonstrator was completed in October by
Aernnova in Spain and shipped to Airbus’s Marignane, France,
facility. Racer is being developed by Airbus Helicopters within
the Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking European research program,
which involves 40 partners in 13 European countries. Airbus
Helicopters in Spain, with the support of the OUTCOME
consortium led by Aernnova, has been responsible for the rear
fuselage of the prototype, including concept design, structural
design, parts manufacturing and assembly. The asymmetric
cross-section of the rear fuselage section partially negates the
torque from the main rotor, leading to a 10% power savings
in hover. According to Clean-Aviation.eu, “The H-shaped
empennage and control surface positions have been optimised;
additive manufacturing (powder bed fusion) has been used to
develop a type of titanium alloy (TiAl6V4) trimming tab fittings,
and out-of-autoclave technologies were also implemented.” First
flight is now expected by the end of 2022.
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Leonardo Primed for AW609 Certification
Leonardo executives are optimistic that the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) could certify the AW609 in
2022, according to an Oct. 3 report in Reuters. In an interview
at Dubai Airshow 2021, Leonardo CEO Alessandro Profumo
said, “We’re pretty close to the final step” on certification.
Separately, in an interview with FlightGlobal, Gianfranco
Cito, head of AW609 flight testing, said that Leonardo expects
to complete the flight testing in August 2022, though Cito
was uncertain when the FAA would certify the aircraft. The
fourth AW609 arrived in the United Arab Emirates in midSeptember for Expo 2020, before making an appearance at
Dubai Airshow 2021 on Nov. 14 (see “Dubai Air Show 2021:
A Return to the Jewel in the Middle East,” pg. 42). Leonardo
currently has four AW609s, which accumulated more than

1,200 flight hours in tests. Bristow Group Inc., the Houstonbased civil helicopter service (which merged with AW609
launch customer Era Helicopters in June 2021) has ordered
two AW609s. Which Leonardo says are in production and will
be delivered upon certification.
US Army Demonstrates Autonomy,
Teaming Technologies
In a test on Nov. 1, the US Army and the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) flew an autonomous Sikorsky
UH-60 Black Hawk that deployed and teamed with two uncrewed
aircraft (although both flew with safety pilots onboard). The
test occurred at the Yuma Proving Grounds in Arizona, during
Project Convergence, an ongoing Army program to evaluate new
technologies and concepts of operations (see “Glimpses of FVL,”
pg. 20). The Black Hawk helicopter flew autonomously using
DARPA’s Aircrew Labor In-Cockpit Automation System (ALIAS)
and was teamed with two Area-I Altius-600 unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS). Although the Army previously conducted tests of
an autonomous Black Hawk earlier in 2021, the test represents
an escalation in complexity. According to FlightGlobal, it was
the first time the autonomous Black Hawk deployed teamed
UAS mid-flight; it was also the first time the Army evaluated
using autonomous Black Hawks for aerial resupply missions and
conducted an autonomous landing on an unimproved landing
zone. In early 2022, the Army is planning on flying an autonomous
Black Hawk using ALIAS without any crew on board.
Romania Buys Black Hawk,
Philippines Takes Deliveries
The government of Romania has approved the acquisition of
up to 12 Sikorsky S-70i Black Hawks for the Romanian state
emergency services organization (SMURD). In a ceremony
on Nov. 9, Romanian Minister of Internal Affairs Lucian Bode
signed a four-year framework agreement covering the delivery of
an initial set of six aircraft. All S-70i Black Hawk models are built
in Poland by Sikorsky subsidiary PZL Mielec, which it acquired
in 2007. Romanian partners such as Romaero and Deltamed will
participate in the production. Leonardo and Airbus Helicopters
also submitted bids for the Romanian contract. “Selection of
new Polish-built Black Hawks will establish a strong industrial
link between our manufacturing facility in south-east Poland
and Romania,” said Janusz Zakrecki, president and general
director of PZL Mielec, in a statement.
Meanwhile, on Oct. 13, the Philippines took delivery of five
Sikorsky S-70i Black Hawk scout utility helicopters, completing
the acquisition of a total of 16 Black Hawks for the Philippine Air
Force (PAF). The five new helicopters were formally turned over
to the Philippines in a ceremony on Dec. 5 at Clark Air Base. This
group of five Black Hawks follows an initial delivery six units in
November 2020 and five units in June 2021. The S-70i Black

Hawk contract was worth approximately $241M. The Black
Hawks will replace the PAF’s fleet of Bell UH-1H Hueys.
Airbus Expands SAF Capabilities

On Nov. 9, Airbus Helicopters announced that an Airbus H225
made its first flight using 100% sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
to power one of the helicopter’s two Safran Makila 2 engines.
Airbus conducted the flight at the company’s headquarters in
Marignane, France, using unblended SAF based on cooking
oil provided by TotalEnergies. While all Airbus helicopters are
certified to fly using a 50% blend of SAF and kerosene, the test
in Marignane is part of Airbus’ campaign to enable helicopters
to fly using 100% SAF, a goal that it hopes to reach within
the decade. “SAF is an important pillar of Airbus Helicopters’
decarbonization strategy because it provides immediate
CO2 reduction with no negative impact on the performance
of the helicopter,” Stefan Thome, executive vice president of
engineering at Airbus Helicopters, said in a statement.
Meanwhile, Safran Helicopters announced that it had
partnered with ÖAMTC Air Rescue, an Austrian air medical
services operator, to introduce SAF to its Airbus H135 fleet.
The Airbus H135s flown by ÖAMTC are equipped with Safran’s
Arrius 2B2 engines. Initially, Safran is aiming to introduce
30 to 50% biofuel to one of the ÖAMTC H135s by mid-2022,
after which the two companies will study deploying biofuel to
the entire fleet. Eventually, Safran and ÖAMTC are seeking to
study introducing 100% SAF and other innovative fuels.

The FAA convened a virtual Inclusive Language Summit on
Nov. 10 on its agency-wide initiative to promote the adoption
of language that is both gender-neutral and inclusive. FAA
representatives shared recommendations it received that

One notable official change was the FAA’s recently published
Order 7930.2S, Change 2, “Notices to Air Missions (NOTAM),”
which took effect Dec. 2, which includes “modifying the
acronym NOTAM from Notice to Airmen to the more applicable
term Notice to Air Missions.” Additional official changes are
expected over the coming months and years.
Israel Approves CH-53K Purchase
On Nov. 28, Israel’s Ministerial Committee on Defense
Procurement approved the purchase of an initial 10–15
Sikorsky CH-53K heavy-lift helicopters for the Israeli Air
Force, an acquisition valued at approximately $2.4B. The
number of helicopters — some sources put it at 12 CH-53Ks —
is lower than the 18 helicopters that the Biden administration
approved for Israel in July, though Tel Aviv may follow up this
purchase with a second smaller batch of up to six aircraft.
Israel is expected to outfit the CH-53Ks with domestic military
equipment, including communication systems, electronic
warfare systems and an advanced pilot helmet, according
to Breaking Defense. In February 2021, Israel selected the
Sikorsky CH-53K over the Boeing CH-47 Chinook to replace
its aging CH-53 “Yasur” helicopters, which have been in service
with Israel since 1969 and are the Air Force’s primary rotarywing air mobility platforms.
Bell 525 Certification Expected in 2022
Bell is expecting to obtain type certification for the Bell 525
helicopter from the FAA in 2022. In an interview published on
VerticalMag.com on Nov. 29, Patrick Moulay, vice president
for commercial business at Bell, said that the certification is
“in the hands of the FAA now.” Bell had previously hoped that
the FAA would certify the Bell 525, which was first announced
at HAI Heli-Expo 2012, by the end of 2021. When approved,
the Bell 525, a super-medium-class helicopter, would be the
world’s first commercial helicopter with fly-by-wire controls.
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FAA Adopts Gender-Neutral Terms

support the use of inclusive language at the agency and
across the aerospace community, such as changing words like
“repairman” to “technician” and “unmanned” to “uncrewed.”
This followed recommendations in June for gender-neutral
language by the agency’s Drone Advisory Committee (DAC),
which is now transitioning into an Advanced Aviation Advisory
Committee (AAAC). “The FAA notes that implementation
of policies and plans related to the adoption of inclusive
terminology may necessitate changes in legislation, as
well as rules and regulations,” the agency’s meeting notice
stated. “However, the FAA is committed to ensuring FAA
is both a workplace and a regulatory agency free of bias and
discrimination in all practices.”

Meanwhile, Bell announced on Nov. 17 that it had conducted
the first flight of the Bell 525 with SAF (see “The Blend:
7
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Industry Briefs

Helijet is North America’s largest scheduled helicopter airline
(see “Helijet: A Modern Success Story,” Vertiflite, March/
April 2014). “Consistent with its asset-light model, Blade will
exclusively utilize helicopters owned and operated by Helijet
for scheduled service in Canada and the U.S. Pacific Northwest,
while preparing for the integration and transition to Electric
Vertical Aircraft (‘EVA’),” Blade’s press release stated.
Australia to Replace Taipans with
Black Hawks & Seahawks

Sustainable Aviation Fuels,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021). The
flight, which occurred in summer 2021, was conducted with
Neste MY SAF, a biofuel created using waste and residue
materials and sourced from Avfuel Corp. “This is a major
milestone in our sustainability journey, and we look forward
to implementing more carbon emission reduction practices in
the future,” said Michael Thacker, executive vice president for
innovation and commercial business at Bell, in a statement.
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Blade Acquires Helijet Route Rights
On Dec. 2, New York City-based Blade Air Mobility, Inc.,
announced that it had acquired exclusive rights to Vancouver-
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based Helijet International’s scheduled passenger business
in Canada for US$12M. Flights will continue to use Helijetowned and operated aircraft. The acquisition gives the
Blade mobility platform Helijet’s scheduled business,
which generated approximately US$15M in revenues flying
approximately 100,000 passengers in 2019. The routes are
between Vancouver, Victoria and Nanaimo, British Columbia;
flights range from 20–40 minutes. Blade will invest in Helijet’s
heliport terminal infrastructure, and expand routes to the US.

Australian Minister of Defence Peter Dutton announced on
Dec. 10 that his nation would retire its fleet of NHIndustries
NH90 helicopters early and replace them with 40 Sikorsky
UH-60 Black Hawks. “It is critically important there is a
safe, reliable, and capable utility helicopter available for
our service men and women into the future,” Dutton wrote
on Twitter. The Australian Army accepted its first MRH90 Taipan version of the NH90 (shown) in 2007, and had
planned to keep it in service until 2037. However, a series
of problems have plagued it — being on the government’s
watchlist of “projects of concern” since 2011 — including
groundings in 2019 and 2021. “The performance of the
MRH 90 Taipan has been an ongoing and well-documented
concern for Defence and there has been a great effort at
great expense to try to remediate the issues,” Dutton said
in a statement. Citing the growing threat in the IndoPacific region, Dutton said, “I want the Australian Defence
Force to have at its disposal the most effective equipment
and the most highly trained people to deal with that
reality,” Dutton said. The Australia Army has a long history
of operating Black Hawks, but chose the Taipan in 2004
over the UH-60M.
Australia received US State Department approval in October
to purchase a dozen additional MH-60R Seahawks to boost the
Royal Australian Navy’s (RAN) fleet from 24 to 36, allowing
the withdrawal of its six Taipans from RAN service. In January
2021, Australia announced it had selected the Boeing AH-64E
Apache Guardian to replace the Australian Army’s Tiger
Armed Reconnaissance Helicopters.

New Leaders at Helicopter
Associations in India and Canada
By VFS Staff

Butola Leads RWSI
Retired Indian Air Force (IAF) Air Marshal Arvindra Singh
Butola was elected as the President of the Rotary Wing Society
of India (RWSI) on June 17, 2021, for a period of three years.
He succeeded retired Air Vice Marshall K. Sridharan, who led
the society since inception and founding in 1998.
Butola entered the National
Defence Academy in 1978 and
was commissioned in the IAF as
a helicopter pilot in June 1982.
He has served all over India and
abroad, and has 7,000 hours
of incident-free flying on 24
different types of aircraft and
helicopters. He is a graduate of
Defence Service Staff College
and National Defence College,
with a Master of Philosophy
degree in Defence Studies.
Butola is qualified as a flying instructor and an experimental test
pilot. He served as an instructor in the basic stage training of
both fixed-wing and helicopters, and served as a Senior Flying
Instructor for the Namibian Defence Force in 1997–99. As an
experimental test pilot, he was involved in prototype testing,
certification and induction into the IAF of the Dhruv Advanced
Light Helicopter (ALH) and the Cheetal in 2001–05 (see “HAL
Finally Sees New Model Production,” pg. 36). He also served as
an experimental test pilot with the Mil Design Bureau in Moscow
in 2009–10 for the Mi-17V-5 cockpit design project.

Butola was awarded Commendation Cards by the Commanderin Chief and Chief of Air Staff in 1985 and 1988, respectively.
For his distinguished service to the nation, he was awarded by
the President of India the Vayu Sena Medal in 2002, Vishisht
Seva Medal in 2005 and Param Vishisht Seva Medal in 2021.
Mitchell Takes Over HAC
Trevor Mitchell was introduced as the incoming President and

“Trevor brings with him a broad
range of experience in the Canadian
Helicopter industry, including time
as a line pilot, heliports consultant, ops manager, and aviation
consultant,” Jacob Foreman, HAC Chair of the Board, said in a
message to members.
Mitchell most recently served as a heliport planner with WSP —
one of the world’s leading professional services consulting firms —
based in Regina, Saskatchewan, while also leading his consultancy
specializing in rotary-wing operations and infrastructure. He
served as the operations manager at Regina International Airport
(YQR) — the 15th busiest airport in Canada — with Strategic
Aviation in 2016–17, and as a Base Director with STARS in
Regina in 2013–2016. In 2013, Mitchell flew as a line pilot for the
Winnipeg Police Service after he spent more than seven years with
Arrow Helicopters, including time as its operations manager. He
also served as a base pilot with Kokanee Helicopters in 2004–05.
Mitchell originally studied at the University of Saskatchewan
before becoming a commercial helicopter pilot in 1997. He
graduated from Athabasca University in 2016 with a Bachelor
of Management degree.
In his President’s Report, Jones said, “It has been my great
pleasure to serve as HAC’s President & CEO since the Fall
2008. Some years have been better than others, and 2021
has been challenging to say the least — for the industry and
your industry association — 2021 was quite a year. While
2020 was the worst year in our industry’s history, HAC was
most adversely affected by the pandemic in the membership
year 2020-2021. We experienced significant drops in our
membership and [virtual] Convention revenue.”
Jones noted that as of Dec. 1, he was transitioning to a parttime consulting role in support of the Board and Mitchell “to
ease the transition and to provide any other assistance that
your Board sees fit.”
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After successful operational tenures, Butola served as Principal
Director of Administration in the Indian Strategic Forces
Command, Senior Officer of Administration and Senior Air
Staff Officer of Central Air Command, Assistant Chief of
Air Staff at Air Headquarters (controlling all transport and
helicopter assets), and Commandant of Air Force Academy,
before taking over as Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the
Training Command. He retired from the IAF on Sept. 30, 2020,
after more than 38 years of service.

CEO of the Helicopter Association
of Canada (HAC) during the
organization’s annual conference,
held virtually Nov. 22–24,
Helicopters Magazine reported.
Mitchell will succeed Fred Jones,
who served as the leader of HAC
since October 2008.

Video recordings of briefings from the HAC Annual Convention
can be viewed at www.h-a-c.ca/convention.html.
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Leadership Moves

Airbus Helicopters Appoints Lead for
Australia and New Zealand

Christian Venzal will serve as the Managing Director for
Airbus Helicopters in Australia and New Zealand. Based in
Brisbane, Australia, Venzal will oversee the company’s civil and
military helicopter sales, services and operations, according
to a Nov. 3 press release from Airbus Helicopters Asia. Venzal
draws on over 30 years of experience at Airbus; he previously
served as the Vice President for transversal coordination
and business improvement at the company’s headquarters
in Marignane, France. “Australia and New Zealand are key
markets for our helicopter business, with a strong footprint in
the civil, parapublic and military segments,” Venzal said in a
statement. “I look forward to further developing our position
in these markets, working closely with colleagues, customers,
partners and industry stakeholders.”

procurement, supply chain and manufacturing. According to
his LinkedIn, Yemsi assumed the post in September. Prior to
joining Lilium, Yemsi spent 16 years at Airbus, where he served
in a variety of leadership roles. “The new COO organization will
further integrate important activities which are necessary to
drive the development, certification and industrialization of
our first Lilium Jet aircraft,” Wiegand said.
Vertical Grows Advisory Board
In a press release on Nov. 16, Vertical Aerospace announced that
Kathy Cassidy and Gur Kimchi had joined Vertical’s Board of
Directors as independent non-executive directors. Meanwhile,
Dómhnal Slattery will serve as advisor to Vertical CEO Stephen
Fitzpatrick. Cassidy, who will chair Vertical’s Audit Committee,
has more than 20 years of capital markets expertise and has
served as the Senior Vice President and Treasurer of GE and
GE Capital. Kimchi is the co-founder of Amazon Prime Air,
Amazon’s drone delivery service, and serves on the boards of
Near Earth Autonomy and Ascent Aerosystems. Kimchi will
chair Vertical’s Certification Committee. Slattery is the CEO of
aircraft leasing company Avolon and has more than 30 years
of experience in the aircraft leasing industry. “I am thrilled
to welcome Kathy and Gur to the Vertical Board and to be
working alongside Dómhnal in his new role as an advisor,” said
Fitzpatrick in a statement. “Their collective experience across
aviation, technology and the public markets will propel us
forward on the next stage of our journey.”
Hütsch Takes Lead at NHV
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Lilium Appoints Yemsi as COO
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In a third-quarter earnings call with investors on Nov. 16, Daniel
Wiegand, co-founder and CEO of Lilium, announced that Yves
Yemsi had been appointed to serve as Chief Operating Officer.
Yemsi, who joined the company in 2019 and previously served
as Chief Program Officer, will oversee program management,

In a press release on Nov. 19, NHV Group, the Belgium-based
civil helicopter operator, announced that Thomas Hütsch will
succeed Steffen Bay as CEO. Hütsch previously served as COO,
a position he had held since joining the company in 2019. Prior
to joining NHV, Hütsch held a series of leadership positions in
the helicopter industry, including as VP of customer support at
Airbus Helicopters and as CEO of ADAC Luftfahrt Technik. “The
quality of our teams, our modern fleet of helicopters as well as
the international reach of the Group puts us in the ideal position

to grow our reputation as a highly safe, reliable and flexible
helicopter operator of choice,” Hütsch said in a statement.
Wisk Aero Expands Leadership Team
In a press release on Nov.
30, California-based eVTOL
developer Wisk Aero announced
the appointment of two new
members of its leadership team.
Wisk Aero appointed Sebastien
Vigneron to serve as Senior
Vice President for engineering
and programs, where he will
be responsible for executing
the company’s technical vision
and roadmap. Vigneron joined
Wisk in June 2021 as the Senior
Director of engineering before joining the leadership team.
Vigneron has more than 18 years of experience in the aerospace
and technology industry; he previously held a variety of roles
at Virgin Hyperloop, where he led the development of the
Hyperloop system, as well as at Bombardier and Dassault
Aviation. “Joining Wisk is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
transform mobility in a way that is effective, accessible, and
sustainable,” said Vigneron in a statement.

Transition at Russian Helicopters
Nikolai Kolesov will serve as the new CEO at Russian Helicopters
Holdings, a division of the Rostec State Corporation, according
to a Nov. 30 company press release translated by HeliHub.
com. Kolesov previously led the Radio-Electronic Technologies
Group (KRET), another division of Rostec, since 2008. “Today
the Holding is one of the leaders in the global helicopter

In addition, Russian Helicopters
appointed Vladimir Ginsburg
as the new managing director
of the Kazan Helicopter Plant,
one of the largest helicopter
manufacturer sites in the world.
Ginsburg previously served in a
variety of technical positions
at the Kazan Electrotechnical
Plant since 1974 including,
most recently, as general
director between 2003 and
2021. He holds the title of
Honored Mechanical Engineer
of the Russian Federation
(2013). “The new management of the plant has ambitious
tasks — in 2022 we plan to produce about 100 helicopters
and increase the profitability of the Kazan Helicopter Plant,”
said Kolesov. Ginsburg replaces Alexei Belykh, who had held
the position since 2020.
Rinaldi Joins Joby Aviation Board
Paul Rinaldi, the founder and president of Rinaldi Consultants,
has joined the advisory board of Joby Aviation, according to
a Dec. 2 press release. Rinaldi is the former president of the
National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA), a position
he held from 2009 to 2021; he is the longest-serving elected
leader in the organization’s history. Prior to joining NATCA in
2006 as Executive Vice President, Rinaldi served as an air traffic
controller at Washington Dulles International Airport for 15
years. “Paul knows what it takes to ensure the continued safety
and efficiency of the airspace and air traffic management system,”
JoeBen Bevirt, founder and CEO of Joby, said in a statement.
Rinaldi was succeeded at NATCA by Rich Santa, who took
office as its president on Sept. 1.
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Ricky Robinson joined Wisk Aero
in October 2021 as Chief People
Officer, where he will manage
issues relating to recruitment,
organizational structure and
culture, and diversity and inclusion.
Robinson draws on more than 25
years in talent management and
has held leadership roles at Nortek,
Anixter International, Gap and
Office Depot. Prior to joining Wisk,
Robinson served as Vice President
for human resources at Medtronic,
a medical technology company.
“I look forward to leveraging my
experience to help Wisk lead from the front, as we continue to
grow,” Robinson said in a statement.

industry, and we face serious
tasks to further strengthen
these positions,” Koselov said
in a statement. “I would like to
thank the previous management
for their contribution to the
development of the company —
by now, a significant portfolio of
firm orders for 525 helicopters
has been formed.” Koselov
replaces former head Andrey
Boginsky, who held the position
since 2017 and is now the CEO
of civil aviation at Rostec’s
United Aircraft Corporation.
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Coming to Terms

Rotor Redux
By Daniel I. Newman

Last issue’s “Coming to Terms” column on the definition of
the word “rotor” generated a significant amount of discussion
(see “Letters,” pg. 2). The article was featured on the VFS
eVTOL.news website and e-newsletter, with several
thoughtful comments posted the first day, followed by emails
to the author and Vertiflite.
In a detailed comment, Prof. Manfred Hajek concurs that
“rotor” be preserved for devices with flapping installed to
respond to edgewise flight, as Dr. Anubhav Datta’s companion
piece explains. And the professor points out that this was “the
rotorcraft world for decades until” the recent explosion of
interest in electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft.
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Prof. Hajek then warns those not already aware that the
asymmetric flow of flying a rigid propeller edgewise will incur
oscillating bending moments and forces at the blade roots.
Designing the “propeller” blades and the remainder of the
system to handle these loads incurs weight — the price to pay
to avoid the complexity of blade flap. It is a classic designer’s
choice between including adequate structure to restrict motion
and handle the resulting stress, strain and transmitted loads/
vibration, or articulating to allow motion and avoid the loads.
So, the reduction in maintenance of a simple flexure relative to
a hinge or mechanism isn’t without consequences. Yet again in
engineering as in life, TANSTAAFL (“there ain’t no such thing as
a free lunch”) applies. It is just another trade best performed by
accounting for all penalties along with the benefits.
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Another contributor to the comments, eVTOL.news directory
webmaster Mike Hampson, shared that he personally has described
“rotors” by including their installation in the reference, as in “main
rotor” and “tail rotor.” He went on to ask if there should be definitions
for “tilt-rotor” or “tilt-prop.” The answer is “no” — according to the
premise of the original column that the rotary-wing thrust device
terminology should uniquely define the component, regardless of
its installation on the aircraft. So, Hampson’s qualifiers of “main,”
“tail” and “tilting” are not necessary to define the devices installed
(propeller or rotor) and serve only to describe their installation on
the aircraft configuration.
Hampson went on to ask about Joby Aviation’s differing
installation of propellers on its S4 eVTOL passenger aircraft.
Specifically, with two propellers tilting using a linkage and four
tilting with their motor nacelles, he asks if there are “proper names
for each of these types of tilting propellers.” And per the premise,
there are: they are all propellers, as they do not have flapping
provisions. The installation isn’t relevant to their nomenclature.
The S4’s multi-propeller configuration has all the propellers tilt

(a “vectored thrust” configuration), while other designs only tilt
some of their propellers (e.g. “lift plus cruise”). Regardless, they
are all propellers. The discussion of whether they tilt and how is at
the aircraft configuration level. Stand by for a future “Coming to
Terms” column on configuration terminology.
Hampson then suggests that descriptions of these components
and aircraft be first in engineering terms and then again in
layman’s terms. However, the premise here is that one set of
clear and concise terms for all can provide clarity with brevity,
something we all can appreciate.
In a direct email, Alan Lawless posed another great question:
“What provision does a rigid rotor aircraft have to accommodate
edgewise flow?” For rigid rotors with a root-end flexure that
is softer than the blade itself is in the flapping direction, it is
as easy as this is a dedicated flapping mechanism. It is not the
mechanical device (a hinge) of an articulated rotor, but it is
installed to accommodate flapping. There is an effective hinge
offset and it is inboard of the blade.
However, it does get messy for hingeless rotors that do not have a
soft inboard section or a specific feature for flapping, such as on the
original Airbus BO105 (and all its successors) and the Boeing A160
Hummingbird. Here, the blade exhibits all flapping along its span.
It is credible to claim that these have no specific flap “provisions”
as the response is blade deformation as on a propeller. However,
the blade design accounts for flapping and the associated loads,
and has an effective hinge far inboard — e.g. nominally a 10%
span — as opposed to an articulated rotor with hinges between 3%
and 6% span. As of yet, no one has identified a specific definition.
However, it may be necessary to specify a flapping stiffness cutoff
for rotors — or a hinge offset cutoff — just as there is a cutoff for
solidity (0.5) to distinguish between propellers and fans. But in
short, a rotor is designed to accommodate bending in the flapwise
direction whereas propellers must avoid it.
And finally, with this opportunity to follow-up the original
column, it is appropriate to address a mild conflict that exists
between the last line in the main body of the original column
and the last line in Datta’s addendum. Some may have noticed
this conflict, but no comments have specifically mentioned this
discrepancy. The main column stated that the term “rotor” should
be preserved for devices with cyclic blade control or flapping for
edgewise flight, or both. In contrast, the addendum stated “a
rotor is loosely an airscrew that generates lift, and strictly an
airscrew that has flapping motion.” The similarity is the flapping
to address edgewise flow, but the difference is whether a rotor
generates lift or thrust. For a conventional helicopter main rotor
or a tilting rotor, there is no difference, as they both provide
lift. However, for a tail rotor this difference is not insignificant
as its thrust is not strictly “lift,” as described in Datta’s
addendum. But hopefully this nuance is forgivable.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR COMPOSITE
ROTOR BLADE PROTECTION
As the nation’s leading AS9100-certified electroform manufacturer, GAR Electroforming – an AlphaCoin company – has the
capabilities to fabricate the most complex and precise abrasion/erosion guards for the composite blade rotorcraft market. We can
produce shapes and accuracies in metal products unmatched by other fabrication methods, creating complex shapes with tight
dimensional tolerances and perfectly reproduced surface finishes. With relationships spanning decades, we help customers navigate
their most difficult manufacturing challenges and know how to deliver products that meet their stringent specifications.

AlphaCoinLLC.com

info@AlphaCoinLLC.com

Archer Hits its Target
Archer Aviation made the first flight of its
Maker eVTOL demonstrator right on schedule.
By Mike Hirschberg

A

t the unveiling ceremony for Archer Aviation’s Maker
on June 10, 2021 (see “Archer Makes Its Mark,”
Vertiflite, July/Aug 2021), company co-founders/coCEOs Brett Adcock and Adam Goldstein boldly stated that it
would fly before the end of the year. More recently, Archer
contacted Vertiflite and other media outlets in mid-October
to advise that the company planned to fly Maker on or around
Dec. 17, the 118th anniversary of the Wright Flyer’s first flight.
Even with heavy rainfalls hitting California in mid-December,
the team successfully lifted off ahead of schedule on Dec. 16,
and landed safety again at 10:30 am.
The two-seat electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
aircraft, which will only be flown uncrewed, made a modest
first flight, but one of tremendous importance, not unlike
the Wright Flyer in 1903. However, as anyone ever involved
in flight test knows, hitting a first-flight target is exceeding
difficult, and requires careful planning, top talent and more
than a small amount of luck.
“The past six months have been an incredible journey, from
unveiling Maker to watching it take its first flight,” said
Adcock. “It’s been humbling to build a leading eVTOL company
and educate the public on clean transportation alternatives.
Today is a milestone for both Archer and the future of travel.
I’m extremely proud of this exceptional team.”

A relative newcomer in the world of electric vertical flight,
Archer Aviation was started in 2018 with a vision for a quiet,
sustainable urban air mobility (UAM) transportation platform.
The well-funded startup soon began recruiting some of the top
talent in the eVTOL industry to design and build Maker, its
proof-of-concept demonstrator, and its five-seat production
aircraft, and unveiled its plans in May 2020 (see “Archer Flies
Out of Stealth,” Vertiflite, July/Aug 2020). The company went
public through a special purpose acquisition company (SPAC)
merger in September 2021 (see “SPACtacular Financing:
Billions Coming for eVTOL,” Vertiflite, March/April 2021) that
provided net proceeds of nearly $1B in additional funding.
Approved to Fly
Archer had been busy since the completed aircraft was unveiled
in June 2021. Maker was built at the company headquarters
in Palo Alto, California, but disassembled and trucked the six
hours to Hawthorne, California, for its big Hollywood-type
reveal in June — and then trucked back.
In November, Archer’s dedicated flight test team, consisting
of experts in flight test, battery, propulsion, flight controls,
software and avionics, moved from the company’s headquarters
in Palo Alto to a new flight test facility (which the company
prefers to keep private for the moment) to prepare for this
important milestone.
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The liftoff marks the completion of the company’s first full
and complete systems test and validation of all hardware

and software components operating as intended for flight.
The flight test also resulted in the successful checkout of the
company’s flight control system in flight and the end-to-end
close of flight software. Now that flight has been achieved,
Archer will move forward with an ongoing extensive flight test
campaign into 2022 and beyond.

Archer’s Maker made its first
flight on Dec. 16, 2021. (Archer)
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Maker Description
Characteristics
Propellers
Weight

Imperial

Metric

6 lift/cruise + 6 lift only
3,325 lb

1,508 kg

40 ft

12.2 m

Range

60 miles

100 km

Top speed

150 mph

240 km/h

Cruise altitude

2,000 ft

600 m

Wingspan

Lift-to-drag ratio

11.3 L/D

Battery

75 kW-h

Hover power

435 hp

325 kW

As an uncrewed aircraft, Maker obtained its certificate of
authorization (COA) and aircraft limitations from the regional
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Manufacturing
Inspection District Office (MIDO) in early November. The two
documents are key components of the Special Airworthiness
Certificate, which will be the FAA basis that permits the
Maker aircraft to commence test flights. Archer noted that it
has “worked hard to maintain a collaborative and transparent
relationship” with the FAA through its Center for Emerging
Concepts and Innovation (AIR-650, under the FAA Policy and
Innovation Division, AIR-600) and the Los Angeles Aircraft
Certification Office throughout the certification process.
The production aircraft will be certified under Federal
Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 23 Normal Category Airplane
airworthiness standards for fixed-wing aircraft with 19 or
fewer passengers, but Maker will only be flown without anyone
aboard. The FAA’s Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
Regulations (FAR Part 107) is only applicable up to 55 lb (24
kg). Aircraft above that weight need to use another means, and
an experimental aircraft like Archer qualified
for a “Special Airworthiness Certificate
(Experimental Category).” The “aircraft
limitations” are required to be issued for any
aircraft operating under such a certificate and
defines parameters that must be followed
when using the test area approved by the COA.

From left to right, Brett Adcock, Marc Lore and Adam Goldstein
at the June 10, 2021, unveiling. The two-seat cabin was a favorite
for selfies. (VFS)

Archer’s propulsion test facility has a test stand using a
Maker propeller pylon to test both fore and aft propellers
simultaneously. (Archer)

Making Maker
Over the prior two months, the team was
laser-focused on Maker’s integration and
ground testing in order to prepare the aircraft
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On Dec. 2, Archer announced it had been
granted the certificate. As part of its
formal inspection, the FAA conducted a
comprehensive review of Maker to confirm
the aircraft adheres to the Administration’s
safety standards. Following its inspection, the
FAA issued Archer its Special Airworthiness
Certificate, signaling Maker was safe to leave
the ground and Archer was permitted to begin
hover test flights with the aircraft.

The Maker fuselage, showing the locations of the main compartments and
systems. (Archer)
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for a successful first hover flight, as well as ensuring it met FAA
requirements to fly.
After being fully integrated, Maker moved into its ground
testing phase, which included verification of the control and
propulsion systems, along with driving the motors at full
power, and then putting those motors through stress testing
to ensure all systems were operational and ready to withstand
flight testing. After completing an untethered test, during
which the Archer team verified that the entire propulsion and
flight control system was functioning correctly, Archer’s flight
test team approved the aircraft for its first flight.

flight controls engineer at A³ by Airbus Group, but quickly
was appointed as the chief engineer for the Vahana eVTOL
demonstrator program. He, like most of the Vahana team,
departed at the end of 2019 after the program ended and was
snapped up by Archer.
Bower noted in March that Archer’s subscale models were
designed to be dynamically scaled, following Froude scaling
(defined as the ratio of the flow inertia to the external field).
“The dynamics are basically the same as the full-scale [aircraft]
or as close as you can get to it. So, if you have a quarter-scale
model, when you fly it, if you were to slow the video down to
half speed, it should look just like the full scale,
and we use this primarily as a GNC testbed [for]
guidance, navigation and control. So, it flies the
exact same flight software control laws that will
fly the full-scale vehicle, obviously with scaled
gains. But it really lets us get beyond simulation
to actual hardware tests with the physics that
we expect for the full-scale vehicle.”
After the first flight, Bower confirmed that,
“The first flight provided the first in-flight
validation of the integrated flight control
system stability and tracking performance.”

An earlier subscale radio-controlled flight-test model of the Maker
configuration. (Archer)

Archer’s flight test team is led by Matt Deal, who previously
managed eVTOL flight test operations at A³ by Airbus for its
Vahana program. Deal oversees the day-to-day operations of the
flight test team — including setting the test flight timeline and
leading test flights — which was focused on integrated Maker’s
mechanical and software elements for the first flight and beyond.
While the lead up to Archer’s critical first flight is paramount,
the integration and test process also allowed for essential twoway feedback to the engineering teams to refine functionality
and software for both Maker and Archer’s production aircraft,
which is currently in its preliminary design stage.
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Now that aircraft has come together, Archer has revealed a bit
more about the component testing.
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In an early March 2021 interview with Archer Chief Engineer
Dr. Geoff Bower, he told Vertiflite that at that time, “we’re
building our demonstrator as we speak, putting it together….
a little later this year we’re going to do an unveiling of the
demonstrator and then fly before the end of the year is our
current schedule. And then in parallel with that, we’re doing
the design of our product.”
Bower had studied under Prof. Ilan Kroo at Stanford University,
and then was hired by him in 2011 when Kroo was the CEO of
Zee.Aero, which built the demonstrators for what has evolved
into today’s Wisk and its Cora lift-plus-cruise eVTOL. In
2016, Bower was hired initially as the lead aerodynamics and

In December, Bower said their GNC team has
been doing a lot of simulation testing and
development in the software simulator, and
testing it out on the “subscale vehicle that
we’ve been flying for year and a half now,
roughly.” The model, approximately 23% scale, has now made
hundreds of flights.
When the aircraft was unveiled in June, it had the flight
motors and propellers installed but not the batteries and some
of the internals. To get from the unveiling to the maiden flight
required six months of testing and integration activities.
At Archer’s propulsion test facility near its headquarters, “We
have a propulsion test stand, so we’re spinning rotors, getting
data that way,” Bower said in March. “We have a hardware-inthe-loop simulation. We have subscale models that we’re flying
[and] software simulation.” A video released in December
showing the Maker ground checkouts also included videos of
the propeller test stands.
In a follow-up interview in December just prior to the
first flight, Bower explained that one test stand is used
for conducting acceptance test procedures (ATPs) on all
the motors and propellers they receive. This includes basic
performance characterization to make sure they meet
minimum requirements, as well as balancing of the propellers.
Archer’s propulsion test facility also has a test stand using a
Maker propeller nacelle — the pylon that connects the tiltingpropeller in front of the wing and the fixed lifting-propeller
behind the wing. Archer can test both motors and propellers
at a time on it.

Archer has a sizeable laboratory for its avionics testing with
multiple hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulators to mature the
controller designs. “There’s one that we call the Grand HIL that
pretty much has all of the avionics hardware on the airplane.”
And then we have some flight control computer HILs that have
a subset of the hardware with more of the rest simulated, and
this allows us to run closed-loop simulations of the vehicle in
software, but on the actual flight control hardware.”
System Checkout
“We do a lot of testing of individual boxes and hardware on the
avionics too before they’re integrated into those HILs,” Bower
said. For instance, Archer’s state estimation platform allowed
the team to test out the inertial navigation system. “We can
put it in the car, drive it around, that sort of thing.”
After the individual components were checked out, they were
integrated into the airplane. “So, the first ground testing was
low-voltage checkouts — basically making sure everything
communicates with each other, you can charge the batteries,
you can log data, all the communications between all the boxes
are as expected, matching what they’re doing in the hardwarein-the-the-loop simulator.”
The team then began testing the integrated system with highvoltage power on the airplane in the build-up to first flight. “So,
this starts really basic, right? You spin one motor at a time…
not going to super high RPM. Then you work your way up to
the max RPM. We do a lot of system identification [testing]” —
such as frequency sweeps on the commands to the actuators
for the variable pitch blades on the forward tilting propellers
— to make sure the actuator response is “as expected for the
dynamics of the system that we’ve calculated and simulated.”
First, all the motors and propellers were checked out
individually, and then all together with the complete flight
control system. This was initially at low thrust levels and then
increased with the vehicle tethered to the ground, working
up to the thrust required for hover and beyond. High-power
tethered ground testing began in November.
“Then we get into what we call allocation mode,” Bower explained.
The flight control laws output commanded forces and moments,
and then the control allocation translates them into commands
for each of the individual actuators. “It’s not as simple as a
conventional airplane or a helicopter where a pitch command
goes to an elevator and a roll command goes to ailerons, right?
These commands get translated to all the motors,” he explained.

The target date of Dec. 17 had a special significance because
Archer’s head of certification, Eric Wright, is a descendant of

In November, Archer announced a number of recent
additions to its personnel, saying it had “constructed a
best-in-class Flight Control and Software team as the
company ramps up to its first flight.”
Sergio Ferreira was hired to lead the company’s flyby-wire flight control system development. Ferreira
brings two decades of experience developing,
integrating, validating, verifying and certifying flyby-wire flight control systems. He joined Archer after
nearly 10 years with Gulfstream Aerospace, where he
most recently was the flight control systems lead for
advanced aircraft systems.
Damien Bardon, one of Archer’s earliest employees,
assumed the role of Director of Vehicle Management
Systems. In this position, he leads the Flight Control
and Software team in the development of the essential
aircraft components that enable control of the aircraft.
Bardon was also a previous Airbus A³ team member,
leading the avionics development for Vahana.
Perrine Mathieu, Flight Controls and Avionics
Program Lead, accountable for the development and
implementation of the fly-by-wire flight control system
of Archer’s production aircraft. She brings experience
with aviation flight control and vehicle management
systems, most recently with Bell Textron, where she was
responsible for vehicle management systems. At Bell,
Mathieu led the development and implementation of
software development, flight controls, avionics, electrical
systems and handling qualities across several platforms.
In addition, Dr. Michael Schwekutsch joined Archer
as the Senior VP for Engineering for Powertrain, High
Voltage and Battery Systems. He most recently served
as the Senior Director of Engineering at Apple’s Special
Projects Group; prior to this, he held a series of positions
at Tesla, including as Vice President for engineering. In
a LinkedIn post on Dec. 1, Schwekutsch said that he
was motivated to move to the Palo Alto-based eVTOL
developer because of its team and mission, writing that
Archer has a “product and business plan that works with
today’s technology.” An Archer spokesperson noted that
“He’s an absolute powerhouse in this industry, holding
numerous automotive patents and Archer is thrilled to
add him to [our] world-class team.”
As noted previously in Vertiflite, Dave Dennison
replaced Tom Muniz, who served as VP of Engineering
at Archer beginning in 2019 (after a decade at Zee/Kitty
Hawk/Wisk) until he became Archer’s Chief Operating
Officer (COO) in March.
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Then the last step of the propulsion system and control system
check out prior to first flight is with the inner loops turned
on. “First, with the vehicle strapped to the ground, we turn on
our roll and pitch and yaw controllers at less than 1g of thrust
and see that the vehicle stabilizes itself. And then you do the
same thing untethered, as the last test before first flight.”
Untethered ground testing began on Dec. 10.

Expanding the Team
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the Wright brothers’ family. According to the press release,
Wright “placed a historic piece of the Wright Flyer in Maker for
its inaugural flight to mark the full circle moment.”
The weather in California in mid-December almost unmade
Maker’s first flight plans. More than 1.5 inches (about 4 cm) of
rain fell on Dec. 14 and more rain was forecasted for Dec. 17 —
this was part of a massive storm system from an “atmospheric
river” that dumped near-record amounts of rain in the San
Francisco Bay Area. But with a break in the rain, first flight was
made on Dec. 16.

methodically broaden to include hover envelope expansion,
verifying Maker’s design and performance. Bower said that it
was “a very, very traditional envelope expansion… expanding
the speed envelope, the altitude envelope, the endurance
envelope.” As part of these tests, “we’ll be doing system
identification tests to verify the [control system] plant model,
that we’ve got that modeled accurately.” The team will start
with hover taxis “at different speeds, probably up to about 20
kt [37 km/h], both fore, aft, left, right and quartering” and
then testing with incremental yaw steps.
Following the hover expansion, the team will begin the
transition envelope expansion, ensuring that Maker is
able to move from hover to forward flight. A second Maker
demonstrator is under construction as a risk-reduction asset,
though not intended to join the flight test program.
While expanding the demonstrator’s test flights, Archer also
plans to unveil its production-intent aircraft in 2023.

Keeping to the schedule it had announced nine months
earlier, Archer hit its target of a Maker flight before the end
of 2021. (Archer)

Bower said the team planned a 20-ft (6.1-m) hover — just high
enough to get initial data for steady-state hover controllability.
“It’s really to get out of ground effect because it’s hard to
predict what’s going to happen there,” close to the ground,
because of the airflow and its reflections off the ground and
the interactions with the fuselage.
Archer declined to provide many details on the first flight, but
confirmed that it flew to about 26 ft (8 m) above ground level
— measured from the bottom of its wheels. The video also
shows some initial forward velocity at takeoff, followed by a
climb to a stable hover, with some pitch oscillations.
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The flight test team’s footprint is fairly light, Bower said, with a
flight test trailer and the electrical infrastructure for charging the
Maker’s batteries. The ground control system has “room for the
pilot-in-command, the test director and about five responsible
engineers that look at data coming off the airplane from
propulsion, flight controls, avionics, flight test instrumentation,
[etc]. So, a bunch of people with eyes on data during the tests in
good communication” and some spotters outside.
The aircraft, although fitted with two seats and a small display
screen at the unveiling, will only be flown uncrewed with preprogrammed flight tasks in “pretty much entirely automated
flights,” Bower explained. “The really only inputs the pilot has
are to press ‘Takeoff’ and then there are a few contingencies
[like] land immediately. When we’re doing operation down
the road, they’ll be able to return to home or divert to a predesignated landing site” in the event of an anomaly.
Making the Next Steps
In terms of the test plan for the new year, flights will
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Maker is an 80%-scale demonstrator supporting the
development of Archer’s yet-to-be-named production aircraft.
“The fuselage cross-section probably won’t inflate when we go to
a five-seater, but it’ll stretch and the wing and rotors will roughly
scale” Bower had explained previously (see “Archer Advances
eVTOL Commercialization,” Vertiflite, March/April 2021).
Designing, building and assembling Maker was done in
record time, levering the deep experience of the team. The
demonstrator “was all about getting this vehicle built and
learning as quickly as we can from it,” Bower explained. “So,
we worked with outside vendors to do the structural design
and manufacturing, and then the motors and batteries — and
a lot of the avionics components — are off the shelf.” Instead,
Archer was responsible for writing all the flight software and
all the assembly, integration and testing of all the components.
However, for the production vehicle, Archer will be developing
its own batteries and motors. The primary structural
manufacturing may still be outsourced and avionics will likely
still be off the shelf.
“Everything we’ve accomplished this year, every milestone
hit and partnership struck, was all with one goal in mind:
developing both an aircraft and a UAM ecosystem that could
scale and change the face of intra-city travel,” said Archer cofounder and co-CEO Goldstein. “With our first hover flight now
completed, we’re one major step closer to that goal and have
proven that Archer can work at a fast pace without sacrificing
safety or quality. Our team stands ready to continue that pace
as we work toward launching an aerial ridesharing service in
late 2024.”
“As an early investor in Archer, it’s been rewarding to watch Archer
grow as a company,” said Marc Lore in the press release, a renowned
entrepreneur and the first investor in Archer. “I congratulate the
whole team on today’s first hover flight accomplishment and
look forward to seeing the way Archer’s unique mode of
transportation shapes our cities of tomorrow.”

START
THINKING
INSIDE
THE BOX

INTRODUCING

Autonomous. Rugged. Reliable. With a maximum
self-deploy range of 500 nautical miles and an
800-pound cargo capacity, KARGO will deliver
sustainment to distributed teams across the battle
space while flat-out ignoring traditional, no-go
terrain. Because persistent logistics challenges
require creative solutions, think inside the box:
KARGO not only fits in a standard storage container, it
can go from full-stow to flight-ready in just minutes.
Discover how KARGO, part of the Kaman Air Vehicles
fleet of autonomous aircraft, will change the way you
think about logistics.
KAMAN-KARGO.com

The Bell Invicitus
deploys Air Launched
Effects or missiles from
its Modular Effects
Launchers. (Bell)

Glimpses of FVL
Surrogate platforms and proof-of-concept
demonstrators enabled Project Convergence
21 to experiment with pieces of the Future
Vertical Lift ecosystem.
By Frank Colucci
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W

ith proposals for a Future Long Range Assault
Aircraft (FLRAA) before source selection
evaluation boards, and prototypes for the Future
Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft (FARA) heading for a flight
competition, the shape of Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is still to
be determined. Joint Multi-Role Technology Demonstrator
(JMR TD) flight test data from the Bell V-280 Valor
tiltrotor and the Sikorsky-Boeing SB>1 Defiant compound
helicopter will help the US Army pick a FLRAA in 2022. FARA
competitive prototypes of the Bell 360 Invictus and Sikorsky
S-103 Raider X helicopters are about 70% complete, and one
will win a development contract in fiscal 2024.
Lacking FVL platforms, Project Convergence 21 (PC21) at
Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona, in October and November
gave soldiers glimpses of the FVL ecosystem. PC21 scenarios
saw Air Launched Effects (ALE) fly and a new gun system fire
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from a FARA surrogate, and soldiers were resupplied by an
autonomous helicopter standing in for FLRAA.
Some level of autonomy remains expected in both the FARA
armed scout and FLRAA squad carrier. By the end of 2021, the
Bell V-280 Valor tiltrotor JMR TD had finished flight tests,
including an autonomous flight demonstration in December
2020. After 214 flight hours, the Valor was dissembled and
showed rotor and drive systems in excellent condition, according
to Bell V-280 program director Ryan Ehlinger. The SikorskyBoeing SB>1 Defiant keeps flying through 2022 to validate
speed, maneuverability and load factors for FLRAA design
optimization under a Phase II Competitive Demonstration and
Risk Reduction (CD&RR) contract. Sikorsky has demonstrated
autonomous flight with its Matrix technology on S-76B and
UH-60A helicopters.
PC21 included a semiautonomous resupply mission scenario
that used the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) aircrew in-cockpit automation system (ALIAS) in a
UH-60M Black Hawk. Air assault soldiers of the 82nd Airborne
Division received supplies and tasked the helicopter to return
to base. The semi-autonomous Black Hawk was flown via a
ground control station with crew aboard, but the mission
remained under the command of the division headquarters.

At PC21, the ALIAS helicopter set down
at an unimproved landing zone.
Let Fly and Fire
Significantly, DARPA’s ALIAS Black
Hawk also launched two ALE small
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
during the resupply mission. Small
and large ALEs are expected to spot
and suppress air defenses for FLRAA
and FARA crews in contested airspace.
The Altius 600 surrogate vehicles used
at PC21 flew from a modular effects
launcher (MEL) on the Black Hawk
external stores support system (ESSS).
The MEL fabricated by the US Army
Combat Capabilities Development
Command (DEVCOM) is governmentfurnished equipment (GFE) on the
FARA and likely used by FLRAA. The
Army continues to pursue one-overmany architectures where a single
operator controls multiple UAS. In
another PC21 scenario, five ALEs were
launched during the same mission
under division tactical control.

Black Hawks played FARA and FLRAA at Project Convergence at
Yuma last October and November. (US Army)

FARA is also meant to be armed with a GFE
20 mm gun system. The XM915 cannon
fired from a Black Hawk at PC21 was
sponsored by the FVL Cross-Functional
Team and developed as a science and
technology project of the DEVCOM
Armaments Center at Picatinny Arsenal,
New Jersey. The 115-lb (52-kg) threebarreled rotary cannon fires electricallyprimed 20x102 mm rounds fed via a
linkless carrier drive system.

The XM915 gun for the Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft was air-fired at Project
Convergence 21 on a UH-60M Black Hawk. (US Army)
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General Dynamics Ordnance and
Tactical Systems is the Army’s industry
partner for the XM915. The Black
Hawk playing FARA in PC21 carried the
gun fixed-forward on an ESSS station
with its control unit and ammunition
magazine in the helicopter cabin. The
rapid-fire gun was triggered from the
pilot’s cyclic control stick and aimed by
yawing the aircraft. The XM915 at Yuma
fired about 2,000 rounds in flight in an
operational context to collect noise, blast
overpressure, recoil and impulse data.
The FARA gun will progress to live-fire
tests from a software-controlled turret on
a ground stand in 2022, and data and the
airworthiness certification from PC21
may advance or reduce testing in
the FARA program of record.

The Sikorsky Defiant X shows the government-furnished 20 mm cannon and modular
effects launcher of FARA. (Sikorsky)
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The Leonardo AW149 at Yeovil in June.
(All photos by the author)

The New Medium:

The RAF Puma Replacement Looms
2022 will see the formal beginning of the UK’s
New Medium Helicopter (NMH) competition
to replace the Puma HC2 by 2025. Here’s the
story so far.
By Ian Frain

I
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n 2020, the legacy twin-engine Airbus Helicopters (formerly
Aérospatiale and Eurocopter) SA330 Puma reached its
55th birthday (see “55 Years of the Puma,” Vertiflite, Sept/
Oct 2020). In 2021, the UK Royal Air Force (RAF) celebrated
a half-century of the Puma battlefield support helicopter in
service; the UK models were built and assembled in the UK by
Leonardo (then Westland Helicopters).
The UK Puma served throughout the Cold War, based in
Germany with the former RAF Germany’s 230 “Tiger”
Squadron at RAF Gütersloh then RAF Laarbruch (both bases
near the Dutch-German border). After the end of the Cold
War, the squadron moved to RAF Aldergrove in Northern
Ireland, supporting the counter-terrorist operations by both
the armed forces and the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC),
before relocating to RAF Benson in Oxfordshire.
Beginning in 1971, Pumas of No. 33 Squadron based at RAF
Odiham supported commitments of both the British armed
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forces and NATO, as well as out-of-area operations such as the
Middle East and Africa. The type served admirably in Allied
operations in Afghanistan and Iraq over the past two decades.
The RAF also had a presence in Belize with a Puma detachment
from 1975–1994, supporting the British Army garrison that
had been established to deter Guatemalan aggression.
The original Puma HC1 has now been completely replaced by
the HC2, with the upgrades carried out by Airbus Helicopters
Romania in Brasov. Twenty-four airframes were upgraded
altogether, with the first upgraded airframe delivered back to
the RAF in late 2012.
New Medium Helicopter Needed
In February 2021, the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD)
announced that the Puma HC2 would need replacing around
2025, with the planned replacement program called the New
Medium Helicopter (NMH). On March 22, the MOD published
its Defence Command Paper, “Defence in a Competitive Age,”
stating that not just the Puma HC2 but also three other
types needed to be replaced. These include the Commercially
Operated Military Registered (COMR) Army Air Corps (AAC)
Bell 212 and the RAF Bell 412 Griffin HAR1 (used by 84
Squadron at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus for search and rescue (SAR)
and supporting troops on the island). These two platforms have
been supplied by Cobham Helicopter Services (now known
as Draken Europe after taken over by Draken International)

under a contract spanning two decades.
The third airframe is the AAC Airbus
Helicopters AS365N3 Dauphin, which
belongs to special forces 658 Squadron
supporting the UK Special Forces and do
not fall under the COMR umbrella.
Soon after the NMH announcement,
Leonardo and Airbus began promoting
their solutions to the NMH, despite the
MOD having not yet started an official
competition. Bell and Sikorsky are also
pitching their solutions to the UK.
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The Continental Collection
Leonardo Helicopters is offering its
The AW149M model at DSEI in September.
AW149 twin-engine medium helicopter.
The AW149 is powered by either a pair
of General Electric CT7-2E1 or the recently certified Safran came to Airbus Helicopters UK headquarters at London Oxford
Aneto-1K, plus a 60 kW Safran eAPU60 auxiliary power unit. Airport in Kidlington, outside the famous historic academic
The AW149 has a maximum gross weight of 18,300 lb (8.3 city of Oxford. If selected for the NMH production, Airbus
metric tons) and increased gross weight of 18,960 lb (8.6 t); it would complete final assembly in Broughton, North Wales.
has a maximum cruise speed of 155 kt (287 km/h). The AW149,
the military version of the AW189, made its first appearance The Airbus Helicopters H175 was first unveiled to the
at the Farnborough Airshow in July 2014 and was certified international helicopter audience at Heli-Expo 2008 in
by the Italian Directorate of Air Armaments that same week. Houston (as the Eurocopter EC175). It is powered by a pair
Two years later at Farnborough 2016, Leonardo announced of Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6C-67E engines, and is aimed
the weight increase of the AW149 and exhibited two airframes, primarily at the offshore helicopter marketplace. The only
one of which was armed and the other in the utility troop role. parapublic version serves with the Hong Kong Government
Flying Service (HKGFS). Known as the Cheetah, the HKGFS
In early summer 2021, a black AW149 powered by the Safran uses it for SAR missions, and to support the Hong Kong Police
Aneto-1K was shown off at the Leonardo UK plant in Yeovil, Force and their elite tactical Special Duties Unit.
Somerset, as the NMH demonstrator. At the end of June, the
author had the privilege of visiting Yeovil to be briefed about the American Contenders
NMH and flying in the demonstrator. The flight took place over In April, Janes.com reported that Bell suggested its 525
the southwest of the UK from over the famous Glastonbury Tor to Relentless would be “an ideal aircraft” for NMH. The Bell 525
the coast. During the flight, the crew demonstrated the aircraft’s Relentless was unveiled to the global rotary-wing industry at
advanced avionics systems and a number of tactical maneuvers.
Heli-Expo 2012 in Dallas, in the form of a mock-up. The fly-bywire aircraft, which could seat up to 20 passengers, is expected
The same NMH demonstrator appeared in September at the to be granted civil certification by the US Federal Aviation
biennial Defence Security Exhibition International (DSEI) in Administration (FAA) in 2022 (see “Industry Briefs,” pg. 8).
London (see “Pressure Builds in UK New Medium Helicopter
Competition,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021). At the show, Leonardo Sikorsky is offering its S-70M International/UH-60M
announced its Team AW149 UK nationwide supply chain of Black Hawk, to be manufactured at their Polish subsidiary
more than 70 companies, highlighting nine companies: Abaco PZL Mielec (where most non-US military Black Hawks are
Systems, Aerco, Chelton, Ford Aerospace, Forged Solutions, manufactured and assembled). However, Sikorsky said
Incora, LFD, RDDS Avionics and Techtest Limited. All AW189s UK-based companies would be involved in manufacturing,
and AW149s so far have been built in Italy, except for 11 training and through-life support of the aircraft.
AW189s for the UK Coastguard. “Should the UK choose the
Leonardo AW149,” Leonardo stated, “the company has pledged In a strange déjà vu, in the late 1980s, Westland started to
to build the new fleet on a cutting-edge production line in manufacture and market the S-70 Black Hawk as the WSYeovil, Somerset, with between 60-70% of the platform’s 70, under license from Sikorsky. At the time, it was aimed as a
content and through-life support being carried out onshore in replacement for the legacy Westland Wessex battlefield helicopter
the UK at Leonardo and through UK suppliers.”
(based on the Sikorsky H-34) and the Puma for the RAF Support
Helicopter Force (SHF), but a few examples were also built and
Meanwhile, Airbus Helicopters is offering the H175M, a exported to the Saudi Arabia armed forces under the Al Yamamah
proposed military version of the H175 17,200-lb (7.8-t) medium program. This was a multi-billion deal for the UK to supply military
twin. The company subsequently displayed a model of the combat aircraft and helicopters to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
H175M at DSEI. Later in September, the H175M demonstrator Rolls-Royce owned the only civilian WS-70 Black Hawk in the UK,
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airframes and their support infrastructure. This includes a pair
of cockpit Flight Simulation Training Devices (FSTD) and a
cabin FSTD, as well as industry-supplied qualified helicopter
instructor training, aircrew training and maintainer training.
The estimated $1.3B (£1B) contract is anticipated to run from
October 2023 to October 2028.
The MOD said it would follow up the Market Interest Day
with “subsequent market engagement to further inform the
NMH requirement and procurement strategy,” and would
“issue Requests for Information (RFIs) with invited Suppliers
on key elements of the NMH programme and for industry to
respond to in writing.”
The AW149 at DSEI was armed with a rocket launcher on the port
side and a mini gun and fast-rope system on the starboard side.

fitted with Rolls-Royce RTM332 engines for trials at its former
Leavesden plant in Hertfordshire, outside London. One of the
WS-70 demonstrators was used in weapons trials. However, due
to politics — including the infamous “Westland affair” scandal
that almost sank then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher — the
WS-70 program did not materialize.
Procurement and Future
On Nov. 11, the MOD issued a NMH “Prior Information
Notice” about a “Market Interest Day” on Nov. 25. The initial
draft requirements that are outlined include purchasing 36–44

In a surprising move in December, the UK Joint Helicopter
Command (JHC) said the Puma would temporarily replace the
AAC Bell 212 and RAF Bell 412 in 2022 and 2023, respectively.
The RAF battlefield helicopters come under the tri-service Joint
Helicopter Command and for the last three decades they have
been in action in demanding environments, with the Puma fleet
recently returning from Afghanistan. Whatever the winning
airframe is, it will continue Britain’s long tradition and
reputation on the world’s stage during war and peace.
More photos are available in the VFS Photo Gallery at
www.vtol.org/gallery.

Abstracts due by
28th February!

SCHWEIZERISCHE VEREINIGUNG FÜR FLUGWISSENSCHAFTEN
ASSOCIATION SUISSE DES SCIENCES AERONAUTIQUES
SWISS ASSOCIATION OF AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES

The first VFS postCOVID technical
meeting was a
great success,
with more than 80
attendees. (VFS)

Manufacturing,
Modeling and
Materials
A VFS Specialist Conference looks at
analytical tools, tailored materials and
design approaches to make next-generation
rotorcraft safer, lighter and cheaper.
By Frank Colucci
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lean-sheet designs for Future Vertical Lift (FVL) and
urban air mobility (UAM) present challenges and
opportunities in rotorcraft structures. An October
specialist meeting hosted by the Vertical Flight Society (VFS)
Hampton Roads Chapter considered advances in computer
modeling, composite materials and rotorcraft design and
fabrication to make radical new rotorcraft safer, lighter and
cheaper. VFS executive director Mike Hirschberg told the
audience that VFS already had 550 different electric vertical
takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft designs catalogued (see
www.eVTOL.news). NASA Langley research scientist Russell
Wincheski talked about structural health monitoring for UAM
vehicles and new materials that have no historical inspection
data. He acknowledged, “The urban air mobility idea is trying
to catch on, but the acceptance by the general population of
flying taxis in the skies is really going to depend upon safe
operations for passengers.”
Langley investigators are testing eddy current, surface acoustic
wave and fiber-optic sensors that can gauge composite damage
and warn aircraft operators before structures fail. They are
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also evaluating medical electrical impedance tomography for
composite damage detection. UAM concepts typically prioritize
low weight at low cost, and Wincheski noted an impedance
analyzer chip can mimic a $50,000 piece of equipment for
less than $100. Meanwhile, carbon nanotube sensors woven
or stitched into composites promise to sense material changes
over the full service life of aerostructures. NASA Langley plans
an instrumented drop test to evaluate different structural
health monitoring technologies in March or April 2022.
NASA researcher Jacob Putnam told the VFS audience about work
underway on energy-absorbing sub-floors for eVTOL vehicles.
A “conusoid” sub-floor with carbon/Kevlar aramid interlocking
cones was previously drop-tested in a CH-46 at Langley (see
“Instrumental Impact,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2013). The smoothcrushing sub-floor reduced peak acceleration in the floor above
and weighed half as much as the aluminum structure, but the
findings apply only in vertical crash scenarios. For air taxis,
Putnam observed, “We do not expect these vehicles to crash only
up-and-down. We expect a large horizontal component.” Three
different sub-floor designs subsequently underwent simulation
and component testing, and a double-accordion sub-floor
promises good crush response under complex loads. Langley
researchers are now fabricating a crash impact vehicle and aim
for a full-scale crash test integrating the sub-floor with other
passenger protection measures.
Integrating crash protection with aircraft structure is
complicated, even in derivative helicopters. East/West Industries
engineering manager Michael Vetter and Sikorsky engineer
Barton Hainesworth described collaborative development of the
primary aircrew seat (PACS) in flight test on the new HH-60W
combat rescue helicopter derived from the familiar Black Hawk.
The multi-axis gunner seat with five-point restraint and variable
load energy attenuator allows a special mission aviator to stand
freely to fire weapons or search for survivors but with occupant
seated locks fore, aft and in a side-facing position for takeoff and
landing. Significantly, the seat has to protect occupants sized

Component evaluation – Initial Results
Baseline

-

SA

-

Sheets fold over rather than
crushing
Minimal energy absorption
Large acceleration as component
bottoms out

-

-

DA

Cruciform fails after component is
initially loaded
Minimal energy absorption before
failure
Large acceleration as component
bottoms out

-

-

Subfloor initially crushes then
sheets fold over
Continuous energy absorption
although sheet folding is present
Desirable acceleration profile
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Urban air mobility vehicles have to protect occupants in combined vertical and horizontal crash conditions. NASA researchers tested
three different sub-floor designs, and a double-accordion sub-floor promises good crush response under complex loads. (Jacob
Putnam, NASA Langley)

from a fifth-percentile female to a 95th-percentile male under
hybrid vertical and horizontal crash conditions. The metallic subfloor designed by the airframer and the limited headroom for
large, helmeted occupants meanwhile constrained seat stroke.
“The design space was quite small,” said Vetter. “We had a whole
collection of complementary and sometimes contradictory
requirements.” With 300 specified requirements and another
100 derived requirements, the three-year PACS development
ran more than 50 tests at Wichita State University to correlate
seat and restraint performance with simulation models.

Danielle Rhodes from the Army Aeromedical Research Lab
told the VFS audience about work on a crashworthiness index
for assessing occupant crash protection. Rhodes noted, “The
military environment exposes the occupant to unique loading
scenarios.” New full-spectrum crashworthiness critera will

The AH-64 attack helicopter was one of the first helicopters
designed for crashworthiness with energy-attenuating landing
gear, structures and crewseats. US Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory researcher Blake Johnson presented an analysis of
sitting position and crew injuries in Apache mishaps fron 1990 to
2018. Statistically, 47% of Apache Class A and B serious mishaps
resulted in injuries. Most were suffered to the head (29%), spine
(19%), and torso (19%). Injuries were notably higher in the AH64 front cockpit with its targeting displays. Notably, less than
1% of reported injuries were burns, validating the effectiveness
of a crashworthy fuel system. Future studies may correlate types
of injuries with crash kinematics. The Army Combat Readiness
Center compiled the mishap data, and Johnson acknowledged,
“It’s a wonderful database, so much information, but they still
have to go into the narratives to better understand what is
happening to the occupants.”
While military helicopters have long stressed terrestrial
crashworthiness, FVL prioritizes speed and range to span the
Indo-Pacific Command region. Retired Apache pilot Warren
Aylworth from engineering firm JHNA cued the conference
audience to modern design concerns. He observed, “We go where
there’s water, and that has an impact on crew survivability,
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Safe, Inc., chief engineer Marvin Richards described a dual
three-point (D3PT) seatbelt system to reduce upper torso
motion during crashes. He cited an early Black Hawk and Apache
crash analysis that showed the single biggest contributor to
injuries was excessive motion allowed by occupant restraints,
even with the five-point restraints in the UH-60. Richards
observed, “Four or five inches can be the difference between
hitting the cyclic stick, for example.” The D3PT restraint adds a
cross belt over the occupant’s upper torso and pelvis to prevent
“submarining” under ordinary harnesses. Simple attachments
make it suitable for troops or UAM passengers unfamiliar with
four- or five-point restraints, and the passive protection can
eliminate complicated airbags and belt tensioners.

allow for the higher speeds, increased maneuverability and
longer missions that characterize FVL and take into account
relative occupant safety to mitigate head and spine injuries.
FVL planners expect to use the new criteria to demonstrate
crashworthiness in the Future Attack Reconaissance Aircraft
(FARA) and Future Long Range Assault Aircraft (FLRAA).
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AVX FVL CCH BASELINE AIRFRAME DESIGN
The airframe is the structural backbone of FVL Aircraft. To meet
the FVL aircraft mission requirements, the airframe must be
robust while being lightweight. To optimize the weight to
performance ratio, the airframe is a predominantly bonded
carbon/epoxy composite structure. The predominantly bonded
approach to the airframe drives the overall design, analysis,
manufacturing, and reliability.

To optimize the predominantly bonded
design, the design, analysis, and
manufacturing methods were considered in
tandem. The main airframe objective for
Phase 1 was to maintain the composite
bonded assembly intent while developing a
confidence in the capability of the structure
to meet and exceed flightworthiness
requirements.

AVX 2021-01

9
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AVX Aircraft sought to reduce the number of heavy, costly fasteners from its Coaxial Compound
Helicopter designs with adhesive bonded structures in FVL studies. (John Busch, AVX)

Sled Test Results
• No signs of submarining
• Reduction in shoulder forward displacement
~3.6” (34%)
• Reduction in head forward displacement ~4.0”
(23%)
• Top and forward camera views showed no
significant difference in lateral motion

Huntsman senior engineer
Majid Sharifi described the
Safe, Inc., tested a dual three-point (D3PT) seatbelt system that reduces upper torso motion to
testing done on surface
prevent injuries in rotorcraft crashes. (Marvin Richards, Safe, Inc.)
tolerant adhesives (STA) for
bonded composite structures.
something that is not automatically accounted for in the system The work developed structural film adhesives that tolerate silicone
as we know it... Traditionally, we haven’t accounted for the fact release agents that commonly contaminate composite layups. The
that you might be low. You might be fast. You might hit the resulting hydrophobic bonds would also reduce moisture wicking
water. It’s unrealistic to think you’re going to be at zero-zero in naval or marine applications. Mechanical testing goes on to
altitude and you’re going to have controlled ditching.” Aylworth evaluate STA performance in hot, wet, dusty conditions under
noted top-heavy helicopters roll over and sink fast, and new cyclic and sustained loads, and the adhesive manufacturer is
military rotorcraft should address crew escape, flotation and working on production formulations with better wetability and on
sea survival during initial design. “It never gets solved later if it a filming process to apply the adhesive. The epoxy-based adhesive
wasn’t adequately addressed at the time.”
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D3PT Restraint- Safe Inc. patent pending
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Smarter Structures
Common denominators in
most of the Hampton Roads
presentations were rotorcraft
weight and cost savings. One
way to build lighter, lowercost rotorcraft was addressed
by AVX Aircraft principal
engineer John Busch. Design
house AVX teamed with
L3Harris Technologies to
propose a coaxial compound
helicopter for FVL with
extensive use of bonded
structures to eliminate heavy,
costly fasteners. “You’re not
going to get rid of all your
fasteners”
acknowledged
Busch. “It’s just good to get
rid of as many as you can.”
The proposed AVX design
carried its rotor system on a
crown structure that had to
withstand crashloads to keep
high-mass items away from
the fuselage and crew. With
the cost of some aerospace
fasteners near $18 per part,
adhesive bonds promised
overall cost and weight
savings compared to riveted
structures. Bonded joints also
promised to end structural
cracks caused by mechanical
fasteners.
AVX
tested
surface-tolerant adhesives
from Huntsman Advanced
Materials, but elimination
from the FVL competition
left the promise of bonded
structure unsupported by
experimental data. Busch
nevertheless concluded, “This
is the way of the future.”

Slide 15

currently cures at 350°F
(177°C), but researchers
want to reduce cure to 250°F
(121°C).

RSVT Visualization
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Pending such bonding
The RSVT includes visualization
advances, today’s metaltools allowing the user to view:
composite
aircraft
• Initial Damage
are full of mechanical
• Propagated Damage
fasteners
prone
to
galvanic corrosion, and
• Stresses
PartWorks vice president
• Strains
of product management
• Margin of Safety
Dale Manning described
a new approach to bolt
hole corrosion and fatigue
damage repair in hybrid
Skyward developed the Rapid Structural Vulnerability Toolkit (RSVT) that enables aircraft designers
structures. The restorative
to visualize damage and the margin of safety, taking into account impact, blast, hydrodynamic ram,
repair is a rivetless nut
fragmentation, fire and directed energy effects. (Neal Berg, Skyward, Ltd.)
plate applicable to any
area with composite skins
over aluminum structure. Still in development is a damage- Fast, hard-banking rotorcraft can also complicate ballistic
tolerant adhesive. Manning added, “We’re also looking at protection. According to Sierra Semel of the Army Aviation and
using digital image correlation to develop a system where we Missile Center, “We can no longer assume normal obliquity to
will be able to insitu evaluate residual stresses.” Initial testing be the worst-case-scenario in armor testing, especially with
should wrap up next spring.
composite armor. Understanding the mechanism of defeat is
necessary to characterize armor performance.” Semel presented
Zackery Satterfield from Corvid Technologies described his an analysis of Turning Block composite spaced armor made by
company’s work under a US Army small business innovative Hardwire, LLC. The weight-saving anisotropic spaced armor
research (SBIR) program on functionally graded fuel tank fittings creates asymmetrical loads to tumble incoming rounds in the
for crashworthy fuel systems. Bladder fittings are typically air gap between layers. Tumbling increases the area of the
reinforced to withstand hydrodynamic ram effects on impact, projectile and lets the interior “catcher” layer stop the round
but extra rubber plies around the interfaces increase stress with only partial penetration. Tests at Fort Eustis measured
concentrations and weight. The design, analysis and prototyping armor performance with up to 10 inches (25 cm) between
effort characterized fuel cell materials, modeled new fitting outer and inner layers and with different angles of obliquity.
geometry and evaluated different designs based on stress, energy Intermittent, degraded protection was recorded between 30°
and displacement response. Optimized fittings were bonded to and 40°, but Semel noted, “There appears to be an inflection
bladder walls for crash tests. According to Satterfield, SBIR Phase 1 point at or near 40° where the tumble of the round is greatly
analyses demonstrated lighter designs were feasible. “We estimate reduced.” Future work will integrate obliquities with systems
that we could probably save maybe 5%, 10% of the total fuel tank level design, and the space armor may have application under
weight by removing some of those structural plies around the cabin floors where space can be filled with wires and structure.
fitting.” Phase 2 will look at designs for manufacture and conclude
with subsystem and crash impact drop testing.
Small vertical takeoff unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) pose
special structural challenges. “Obviously, they don’t have the
Sikorsky technical lead for integrated vehicle health management structural requirements that a standard vehicle has,” explained
technology Andrew Brookhart described his company’s efforts to SURVICE Engineering survivability subject matter expert Harry
develop an intelligent composite structure without fasteners. The Luzetsky. “The focus is on electromagnetic shielding.” Luzetsky
three- to four-year project aims to build a structure representative told the Hampton Roads audience about the weight savings
of future rotorcraft that can tell users its own condition via a suite possible with shielding integrated into the skins of unmanned
of health monitoring sensors and software. Materials bonded aircraft. MUSIC-EMS — Multi-functon UAS Structurally
with a Pi-shaped joint will integrate fiber optic strain sensors Integrated Composite for ElectroMagnetic Shielding — aims
to generate a structural health index via a special algorithm. to provide greater than 90 dB shielding in microwave and
Significant work was done to integrate optical fibers without radio wave bands with no more weight than unshielded skins.
troublesome cross-over that wrinkles composite plies. Structures Sensitive electronics would have their own secondary protection.
including simulated ballistic damage have already been tested Study work modeled FVL-sized air-launched effects (ALE) with
and algorithms demonstrated to spot significant damage. The 3D-printed IM7/PEEK composite formed with copper mesh.
objective is a means to measure residual strength under various Test panels are due to begin testing in January with an eye to a
damage conditions.
final report by May 2022.
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Morphing Materials
Adaptive rotor blades that optimize their shape to
suit flight conditions have long promised to improve
rotorcraft performance. Boeing, the Army Research
Laboratory, and the Multifunctional Materials and
Aerospace Structures Optimization (M²AESTRO)
Lab at Texas A&M University are collaborating on
smart use of thermally activated shape memory
alloys to change blade shape, morphing the structure
by twisting the spar. Allen Davis from Texas A&M
told the VFS audience about mission-driven
biometric design and optimization for morphing
blades. Compuational work started with defining the
rotorcraft parameters to minimize fuel burn, achieve
best range or otherwise optimize performance.

Social distancing and facemasks caused minimal disruption on the
technical meeting. (VFS)

Researchers used Texas A&M University Rotorcraft Analysis
Code to determine the aircraft trim condition. Morphing the
trailing edge of blades up and down in simulations aims to
increase lift-over-drag ratios along the full span of the blade
in different mission stages. The computational framework can
design mission-specific rotor blades to improve aerodynamic
performance across multi-stage missions via morphing. It can be
expanded to evaluate and design mission-agnostic rotor blades
based on individual functions rather than a specific mission.
Residual stresses calculated between fiber and resin determined
carbon fiber direction and helped make sample blade sections.
According to Davis, data-driven modeling can make structures
lighter weight, more damage tolerant and with increased
safety margins. Texas A&M is working with the Office of Naval
Research on physics-based models to simulate manufacturing
processes and with Bell on simulation tools to reveal defects.
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Michael Bass from Boeing Research & Technology described
the fabrication and test of operational adaptive blades for
benchtop and wind tunnel testing at Texas A&M by the end of
2021. The morphing composite rotor blade was based on fullscale H-60 blades with integrated nickel-titanium-hafnium
(NiTiHf) high-temperature shape memory metal actuators and
sensors. “This alloy was developed specifically to meet those
hot-day requirements anywhere in the world.” The compact
actuator elements that fit the wind tunnel blades will generate
300 lb (136 kg) each to move the trailing edge. Wind tunnel
tests are a necessary step on the road to flight test, observed
Bass. “Morphing structure that you can guarantee is not going
to disintegrate is a requisite.”
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Stretch-broken carbon fiber (SBCF) can potentially give
airframers corrosion-resistant composites that form like
ductile metal to cut manufacturing costs. Chris Ridgard from
Montana State University described SBCF work for the Army
Research Laboratory. He explained that breaking fibers at
natural flaws where breaks don’t necessarily line up creates
composites that can be formed until cured without reduction
in strength. Previous work showed SBCF is 10 times more
formable than continuous fiber composites. The Montana State
University program uses shorter fibers to make composites
about 10 times more formable than past-generation SBCF.

Forming loads can be 100 times less than those encountered
with continuous fibers. Ongoing work will scale the process up
to make aircraft parts and provide mechanical data to compare
with continuous fiber composites.
Retired NASA Langley researcher Karen Jackson — the 2017
VFS Alexander Nikolsky Lecturer — told the Hampton Roads
audience about the new MAT 213 composite material model in
development to represent hybrid carbon-Kevlar woven fabric
structures. The computer tool generates macro deformation,
damage and failure models with programmed ply thickness
and fiber orientation. Material characterization studies loaded
into MAT 213 generated accurate predictions of longitudinal,
transverse and biaxial tension, and showed better correlation
than with previous modeling tools. The new tool is in the final
stages of quality checking prior to full release next year.
Vulnerability analyses using physical test articles typically take
lots of time and money, and generally occur late in aircraft
design cycles. Modeling and simulation engineer Neal Berg
from engineering house Skyward, Ltd., described the Rapid
Structural Vulnerability Toolkit (RSVT) now being validated
in a Joint Aircraft Survivability Program project. “Traditional
analyses take months to years,” Berg said. “With RSVT you can
get thousands of shot lines in a few hours.”
The computational toolkit simulates damage from drone strikes,
bird collisions and other mechanisms, taking into account impact,
blast, hydrodynamic ram, fragmentation, fire and directed energy
effects. It enables users to determine residual strength of damaged
structures rapidly and can expedite vulnerability studies and live
fire test and evaluation. The RSVT two-phase SBIR effort has so
far modeled fixed-wing aircraft beam structures but can visualize
initial and propagated damage, and generate different outputs,
including probability of kill for ballistic threats and margins of
safety. “To put it simply, will the pilot flying this aircraft make
it home to his family safely?” said Berg. “It’s too late when
aircraft are flying in harm’s way.”
The VFS Structures & Survivability conference
presentations are available as downloadable PDFs,
as well as video-on-demand video recordings. Go to
www.vtol.org/structures to learn more.

Why
TORAY?

Supervised
Autonomy,
Step-by-Step
The Canadian Vertical Lift Autonomy
Demonstration takes a crawl-walk-run
approach to offload helicopter crews,
improve operational capability and enhance
rotorcraft safety.
By Frank Colucci

T
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he National Research Council of Canada (NRC) Aerospace
Research Centre outside Ottawa plans its first handsoff takeoff of a full-scale helicopter in Canada before
the end of March 2022. The five-year Canadian Vertical Lift
Autonomy Demonstrator (CVLAD) program is already flying
takeoff, enroute, and approach and landing profiles with a pilot
in the open control loop. Researchers have begun to exercise
computer-generated guidance directly through a closed control
loop. “We’re taking a crawl-walk-run approach,” explained
Derek “Duff” Gowanlock, technical lead for the flight autonomy
thrust of NRC’s broader Integrated Air Mobility (IAM) program.
“And at the end of two years from now we aim to demonstrate
autonomous takeoff, enroute flight and autonomous landing.”
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Gowanlock. “That has supervision involved with it. We’re not
taking the human being out totally, at the moment.”
Supervised autonomy that lessens workload on human pilots
appeals to civil and military helicopter operators alike. Under
CVLAD, Boeing will automate flight controls on a Royal
Canadian Air Force CH-147F Chinook in about two years.
Boeing has developed an active parallel actuator subsystem
and adaptive vehicle management system with an eye to
autonomy (see “The Feel of a Chinook,” Vertiflite, Sept/Oct
2018 and “Philadelphia’s Flexible Chinook Factory,” Vertiflite,
Jan/Feb 2019).
Boeing Phantom Works cannot discuss the Canadian
Chinook implementation, but NRC’s Bell 412 has begun
to step from open-loop autonomy with an informed
pilot working the controls to a closed-loop system where
algorithms drive ASRA fly-by-wire (FBW) controls directly.
Gowanlock offered, “The overall objective is to demonstrate
this technology on the Bell 412 and the Chinook, developing
the algorithms and software in Canada with NRC hardware
on the ‘412, so we’ll have the capability we’ve developed.
Boeing is doing the same thing with what they call the
‘autonomy core.’” The NRC research officer noted, “We’re
more interested in the demonstration of the technology and
supporting the project objectives — crew load reduction,
supervision, those sorts of things.”
NRC’s primary CVLAD sponsor and collaborator is Defence
Research and Development Canada (DRDC), an agency within
the Department of National Defence (DND). The program
also has ties to the civil and military regulators of Transport
Canada’s Civil Aviation Directorate and the DND Directorate
of Technical Airworthiness and Engineering Support. The

The CVLAD endgame is a technology readiness level (TRL)
7 autonomy kit able to
reduce crew workload,
improve
operational
capability and protect
safe flight envelopes that
extend component lives.
TRL 7 means a detaildesign prototype system
tested in an operationally
relevant environment. The
project aims to give Canada
a strategic capability in
autonomous flight. The
first CVLAD software build
now flying in NRC’s Bell
412 Advanced Systems
Research Aircraft (ASRA)
will
acquire
enroute
obstacle avoidance, GPSdenied navigation and
other enhancements in
successive releases. “To
be precise, we’re talking
about increased levels
The National Research Council Canada Bell 412 Advanced Systems Research Aircraft (ASRA) is the
in-flight laboratory for the Canada Vertical Lift Autonomy Demonstration. (NRC)
of
automation,”
said

team also interfaces with NASA and the Federal Aviation
Administration in the US.
Canada’s IAM initiative addresses both technical and regulatory
challenges of autonomy to offload and potentially displace
human crewmembers: “How do we go from two to one to
zero?” Gowanlock asked, “Philosophically, how do we want to
manage the split-autonomy contract, managing expectations
and boundaries of the autonomy so the pilot doesn’t have to
supervise the system with a high level of workload.”
Following Trajectories
NRC researchers identify four pillars of autonomous flight,
three of them within the scope of their CVLAD effort. The first
pillar — perception and world generation and interpretation
— fuses sensors including inertial navigators, GPS receivers
and obstacle avoidance cameras. CVLAD integration starts on a
Presagis HELI CRAFT customizable helicopter flight simulator
that hosts a physics-based lidar (light detection and ranging)
model and shows pilots representative cockpit displays.

The CVLAD uses off-the-shelf tools and hardware, including the
Presagis HELI CRAFT customizable helicopter flight simulator, to
develop a Canadian autonomous flight architecture. (NRC)

The NRC Bell 412 carries a French Lumibird Opal 3 lidar sensor
for CVLAD. First flights in early 2021 were captive-carriage
airworthiness tests to verify basic functional performance.
“Our approach is the hardware is off the shelf,” said Gowanlock.
“We try to buy as advanced as possible, but we’re not looking
to develop hardware... Our focus is on the algorithm, the
software.” The Bell 412 and Chinook put few constraints
on space, weight and power, and the CVLAD manager
noted, “We’re not looking for that optimized technology for
commercialization... Our computing hardware we’ve selected
is not production configuration.”
The trajectory planning pillar of helicopter autonomy models
pilot intent — the best way to get from one point to another.
“Trajectory planning initially uses well-known methodologies,”
observed Gowanlock. Deterministic autonomy routines follow
rigid if-then rules. “In the future, it may be neural networks.
That’s obviously massively complex when we start.” CVLAD
began with the Peregrine control package from Near Earth
Autonomy. NEA’s sensor-agnostic development kit is designed
for initial testing and enables developers to integrate autonomy
with aircraft systems and refine behaviors for their specific
vehicles and missions. CVLAD aims to develop a more robust
architecture. “We start deterministic. We’re moving into more
exotic algorithms in the future.”

The third pillar of autonomous flight teams human pilots and
machines via displays and, where appropriate, tactile cueing.
The NRC Bell 412 has long played flying simulator for flight
controls research. The CVLAD cockpit presents the left-seat
research pilot with autonomy displays and FBW controls. The
research pilot has a primary autonomous flight display on
the left and a longer-range, top-down display on the right to
show aircraft state and system intent. The FBW attitude hold
function is used to steer the aircraft over the intended landing
point. The right-seat safety pilot with glass cockpit displays
retains mechanical standby controls that permit flight tests
around the Ottawa airport. The flight test engineer in the rear
cabin has a color display to show landing zones and obstacles.
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CVLAD researchers are teamed with Memorial University in
Newfoundland and Labrador. “They’re developing some of the
algorithms we’ll, in due course, integrate into our architecture
here,” said Gowanlock. “For each of the builds, as you get more
complete capability, it takes longer to develop the algorithms.”
CVLAD Build 1 software has landing zone detection capability
but lacks enroute obstacle avoidance functions. More advanced
architectures will clear airborne targets and may address
degraded visual environments and other scenarios. Gowanlock
said, “One of our end objectives is to demonstrate increased
operational capability to the [Royal Canadian] Air Force to
increase the capability of tactical operations.”

Lumibird Opal 3 lidar Installed on the ASRA. (NRC)

Boeing is working in the fourth pillar of autonomous flight on
the CH-147F — autonomous systems management to reduce
the Chinook crew from three to two to one to zero.
33

Fly to Try
The NRC Bell 412 with CVLAD software guiding the
research pilot made its first takeoff in November and
will continue envelope expansion through the winter
of 2021. Open-loop testing will continue to have
pilots follow the autonomy system via cockpit displays
and tactile cues. Closed-loop experimentation takes
hands off FBW controls. “Now we’re taking those
same guidance commands and pushing them into the
flight control computer,” explained Gowanlock. “The
symbology becomes support information for the pilot
to supervise the autonomy.”
CVLAD researchers set up an obstacle field and
satellite facilities near the Ottawa airport to provide
low-speed test courses for the autonomous helicopter.
“It’s an ongoing process,” he said. “We’re trying to
examine the typical types of obstacles appropriate
to our concept of operations.” Mock towers and
other engineering obstacles support different test
methodologies for pilot task analyses. “What are the
ways you can evaluate a system’s performance and
behavior? That’s a bit of a longer-term task. In our first
build, the perception was, ‘It’s all about the landing
area.’ As we increased capability, we got into more
complex environments — approach obstacles,
enroute obstacles, those sorts of things.”

As part of CVLAD, Boeing Phantom Works is developing an autonomy
core to be tested on a Royal Canadian Air Force CH-147F Chinook. (Boeing)

About the Author
Senior contributing editor Frank Colucci has written for Vertiflite
for the past 20+ years on a range of subjects, including rotorcraft
design, civil and military operations, testing, advanced materials, and
systems integration. He can be reached at rotorfrank@aol.com.
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Legend to Develop Indian
Ultra-Light Helicopter
By Dan Gettinger, Managing Editor

L

egend Technologies (India) Pvt., Ltd., an Indian aerospace
firm based in Bengaluru, is making progress on the
development of that nation’s first indigenous ultralight
helicopter. If it succeeds, the Indian Ultra-Light Helicopter
(IULH) could be one of the few civil or military helicopters
developed and produced domestically (see “HAL Finally Sees
New Model Production,” pg. 36). The IULH offers a promising
prospect for growing India’s domestic helicopter industry
at a time when doing so has become a priority for a range of
government and commercial entities.
Computer-generated renderings of the IULH shared with
Vertiflite show a two-seat helicopter with a two-bladed main
rotor. Legend says that it will be outfitted with an integrated
glass cockpit and advanced navigation and communication
systems. It is expected to have a maximum take-off weight
of 1,764 lb (800 kg) and a 772-lb (350-kg) payload capacity.
Operationally, the IULH will have a 186-mile (300-km) range
and a flight ceiling of 10,000 ft (3 km). Legend is designing the
IULH to be certified against Part 27 rotorcraft standards and
capable of conducting day and night flights.
Legend Technologies is considering a piston engine for the
IULH, such as a four-cylinder, air-cooled member of the
Lycoming family, though other piston and turbine engines
are also under consideration. Although piston-powered
helicopters remain a minority in relation to those with
turbine engines — around 22% of civil rotorcraft sales
between 2021 and 2030 are projected to be piston-powered

aircraft (see “The World Rotorcraft Market: 2021-2030,”
Vertiflite, May/June 2021) — they remain the engine of
choice for lightweight helicopters. Legend estimates that
the IULH will require an engine with a fuel-injected system,
capable of delivering 200 hp, with at least 160 hp at an
altitude of 6,500 ft (1.8 km) for India’s high-altitude regions.
India’s community of civil helicopter operators is small
relative to other countries. As of early 2021, fewer than 300
civil helicopters were registered in India, a statistic that has
remained stubbornly stable for at least the past decade. By
comparison, over 800 civil helicopters are registered in Japan.
“Currently, the helicopter operations in India are well below
the potential of a country as large as ours,” said Hardeep Singh
Puri, then India’s minister of civil aviation, in a speech at Aero
India 2021, in early February 2021.
In a ceremony at the expo, Legend Technologies signed
a memorandum of understanding with the government
of Karnataka to develop the IULH. At the national level,
Jyotiraditya Scindia, Puri’s successor as minister for civil
aviation, announced a new policy in October creating new
helicopter hubs and flight corridors, cutting landing and
parking fees, and streamlining regulations — which have been
the key barrier to civil helicopter expansion in India.
Legend Technologies envisions that the IULH will offer a
cost-effective, domestically produced solution to India’s tepid
civil helicopter marketplace. It has suggested offering the
IULH for a range of applications such as pilot training, aerial
survey, air tourism, agriculture, advertising and emergency
medical services, among others. In doing so, Legend hopes
to take an early lead in a field that holds immense
potential for expansion.

The Legend Technologies Indian Ultra-Light Helicopter.
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Legend Technologies is an AS 9100D-certified company
established in 1992. Dr. E. Ranga Reddy is the Chairman
and Managing Director. The company “offers end-toend and cost-effective solutions” for the design and
fabrication of aerospace assembly jigs, aerostructures
and high-precision slip rings. Legend has been involved
in indigenized product such as the HAL Tejas Light
Combat Aircraft (LCA), Light Combat Helicopter (LCH)
and Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH), and was also
involved in licensed products like the Cheetah and
Chetak helicopter programs. It has hired a number of
helicopter experts for the program, including former
employees from HAL’s Rotary Wing Research and
Design Centre.
Learn more at www.legendtechnologies.co.in.
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HAL Finally Sees
New Model
Production
By Dan Gettinger, Managing Editor

A

fter decades of development of its two new
indigenous models, India’s Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) finally sees deliveries of its light
utility and combat helicopters.

384 helicopters, of which 197 were to be acquired from abroad
and 187 from a domestic supplier — i.e., HAL. On May 13,
2015, India’s DAC selected the Russian-made Kamov Ka-266T
over the Airbus Helicopters AS550 C3 to fulfill its requirement
for a foreign-made helicopter for the RSH program.
The early months of 2021 saw progress on the planned
replacements for the Cheetah and Chetak. In January,
Shephard News reported that Russian Helicopters, the parent
company of Kamov, was moving towards serial production of
the Ka-226Ts for India. On Feb. 5, 2021, the HAL LUH achieved
initial operational clearance from the Indian Army. In October,
HAL completed high-altitude trials of the LUH in Ladakh, an
accomplishment quickly followed by the Nov. 2 approval of 12
LUH by the DAC. In a response to parliamentary questions in

Light Utility Helicopter Advances
On Nov. 2, India’s Defence Acquisition
Council
(DAC)
approved
the
procurement of 12 HAL Light Utility
Helicopters (LUH). The 12 aircraft will
be divided evenly between the Indian Air
Force (IAF) and the Indian Army’s Army
Aviation Corps (AAC) and are expected to
be delivered in August 2022. The decision
by the DAC to proceed with the LUH
procurement comes amid a prolonged
period of uncertainty surrounding the
future of the Indian military’s helicopter
acquisition programs, of which the LUH
is but one.
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The LUH is intended to replace the
Cheetah (Aérospatiale SA-315B Lama)
and Chetak (Aérospatiale SA-316B
Alouette III) helicopters operated by
the Indian Air Force and Army, both of
which were introduced in the 1960s and
1970s. According to the VFS Vertipedia
database, the HAL LUH has a maximum
weight of 6,900 lb (3,120 kg), payload of
880 lb (400 kg), and seats six passengers
in addition to two pilots. It is powered by
a single Ardiden 1U turboshaft engine.
HAL displayed a mockup of the LUH in
May 2010; the first prototype made its
maiden flight in Sept. 6, 2016.
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India’s push to replace the Cheetah
and Chetak began in 2001 with what
was then called the Light Observation
Helicopter program (see “The HAL Light
Utility Helicopter (LUH),” Vertiflite,
Spring 2011). India formalized the
program in February 2008 when it issued
the Reconnaissance and Surveillance
Helicopter (RSH) requirement. The RSH
called for the procurement of a total of

Lt. Gen. A.K. Suri, Director General and Colonel Commandant Army Aviation, visited
the Indian Aviation Squadrons in Ladakh on Oct. 7. He flew a test sortie in the LUH,
completing its high-altitude trials. (Indian Army Northern Command)

The indigenous HAL Light Combat Helicopter was designed to operate at the high
altitudes of the disputed Himalayan regions bordering Pakistan and China. (HAL)

late November, Defense Minister Ajay Bhatt said that an initial
group of four LUH would be produced between 2022 and 2023,
followed by eight helicopters between 2023 and 2024.
However, as of press time in early December, many questions
regarding the future of the program remain unresolved,
particularly those involving the Ka-226T. A meeting between
Russian President Vladimir Putin and Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Dec. 6 did not to produce a contract for the Ka226Ts, a failure that local media reports attributed to a dispute
over the degree to which the Russian helicopters are produced in
India. With India far short of its initial goal of 384 helicopters
and the planned retirement of the Cheetah and Chetak looming,
calls to accelerate the program are growing louder.
India Advances Attack Helicopters
Meanwhile, the IAF has taken delivery of its first HAL Light
Combat Helicopter (LCH). In a ceremony marking the 75th
anniversary year of India’s independence on Nov. 19 in Jhansi,
Uttar Pradesh, Prime Minister Narendra Modi handed over
the LCH to Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari, IAF Chief
of the Air Staff (CAS). The LCH is the first attack helicopter
developed and produced in India and, according to HAL, is the
only such helicopter that can take off at an altitude of 16,400
ft (5,000 m). The aircraft was originally conceived as the Light
Attack Helicopter (LAH) in 1989 and made its first flight in

March 2010 (see “The HAL Light Combat Helicopter (LCH),”
Vertiflite, Spring 2011).
Although the government of India has approved the acquisition
of 15 LCHs, a contract for the aircraft has yet to be signed,
according to FlightGlobal. Still, HAL has begun production of
the 15 helicopters using internal funds with the expectation
that a contract is forthcoming. In an interview with India
Today, HAL Chairman R. Madhvan said that the company
could fulfill an order of as many as 150 LCHs depending on the
final acquisition decision by the government.
The LCH was a development of the HAL Advanced Light
Helicopter (ALH) Dhruv, which went into service in 2002, and
is now used by the IAF, Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard.
More than 300 Dhruv’s have been produced for military
and civil operators around the world.
Editor’s note: On Dec. 8, India’s Chief of Defence Staff Gen.
Bipin Rawat, his wife and 11 others were killed in an IAF Mi17V5 crash in southern India. The Indian Army released
a statement describing Gen. Rawat as “a visionary who
initiated far reaching reforms in the Indian military’s higher
defense organization.” VFS extends its heartfelt condolences
to the family and friends of the victims, and to all of India.
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Reflections
on the Origins
of the Rotary
Wing Society
of India

on achieving safer skies through safety education, namely
the recurrent training of pilots on aeronautical subjects
such as safety management systems. Between 2004 and
2021, a total of 6,600 pilots, engineers and other aviation
professionals have benefitted from various courses
conducted by RWSI. Notably, these courses were conducted
by experienced members of RWSI on a voluntary basis. We
believe that the efforts of RWSI in achieving safer skies
through ground training courses on aeronautical subjects for
civil helicopter pilots has helped to build their aeronautical
decision-making abilities, contributing to a reduction in the
number of accidents. The work done by RWSI in other safety
promotion areas during the last two decades is outlined in
the succeeding paragraphs.

By Air Vice Marshal K. Sridharan, Indian Air Force (Ret)

The founder and long-time president
of the RWSI reflects on a quarter
century of progress. In June 2021,
he was succeeded by Air Marshal
(Ret) A.S Butola (see “Leadership
Moves,” pg. 10.)

I
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n this article, I would like
to share my experience in
building the Rotary Wing
Society of India (RWSI) to serve
the Indian helicopter industry
and improving the safety of civil
helicopter operations.
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At the request of my colleagues in the helicopter fraternity,
I agreed to establish a not for profit, professional institution
to assist the growth of the Indian
Helicopter Industry. Along with 15
highly qualified and experienced
rotary-wing aviation professionals
— both serving and retired pilots
and engineers — as its founding
members, RWSI was registered
with National Capital Region New
Delhi on June 18, 1998, a year
after I began the groundwork for
its formation. The objective set for
RWSI was to promote advancement
of the Indian Helicopter Industry
in achieving the highest level of
safety and efficiency.
In the formative years of RWSI
(before 2000), the high number
of accidents of civil helicopters in
India — an average of five major
accidents per year — convinced
the founding members of the
need to focus RWSI activities

New Delhi headquarters building of Rotary Wing
Society of India.

The high number of accidents of civil helicopters in India inspired the focus on safety during
its formative years.

third-party safety audits of their operations and maintenance
facilities. Of the 67 third-party safety audits conducted, the
majority were related to helicopter service providers and
helideck operators in the offshore sector.
RWSI has organized over 60 national and international
seminars and workshops in Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru
on the latest technological developments and other topical
subjects. These events were designed to build the awareness
of rotary-wing aviation professions and were well attended
by the leading members of the industry. RWSI is an active
member of Vertical Aviation Safety Team (VAST) —
previously known as International Helicopter Safety Team
(IHST) — and has successfully organized two IHST/VAST
regional conferences in in New Delhi. The first one was held
on June 12–13, 2006, and the second one during Sept. 6–7,
2018. Many safety recommendations launched by IHST
(India) have helped improve the safety performance of civil
helicopter operations.
In the interest of building an enabling environment for growth
of the Indian helicopter industry, RWSI has regularly interacted
with India’s Ministry of Civil Aviation, Directorate General of
Civil Aviation and the Airports Authority of India as a nodal
agency of the helicopter industry.

RWSI’s safety leadership resulted in IHST regional conferences
in New Delhi in June 2006 (top) and September 2018 (bottom).

RWSI presented HAI President Roy Resavage (middle) a model
of the HAL Dhruv at Heli-Expo 2005 in Anaheim, California,
by RWSI Board member Chandra Upadhyay (left) and RWSI
President Sridharan (right).

To enhance the safe operation of helicopters, RWSI helps
helicopter operators comply with regulatory norms through
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Safety Promotion
RWSI’s Rotor India publication is circulated to members
free of cost. The only dedicated publication covering the
activities of civil and military helicopter industry in India,
the quarterly print magazine and online monthly updates
focuses on key issues, helicopter news, special reports,
product updates and services.
Mike Hirschberg visited with RWSI Board members (top) and
staff members (bottom) at its old Delhi offices in 2011.
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Significant Safety Progress
After working on these key areas for a quartercentury, I am happy to report that the safety
environment of the helicopter industry in India
has improved. Between 2001 and 2005, the
average number of civil helicopters that met with
major accident was five per year. Since 2006, the
average has fallen to 2.8 major accidents per year.
RWSI negotiated formidable struggles faced by
the society in its formative years, but they were
well worth it. As the society was started with
zero investment and no financial help from the
Indian government or others, it was operated
from my residence in the formative years. Later,
we worked from a garage in Sector-21 NOIDA on
the outskirts of Delhi before we could afford to
shift into a proper office.
It is also a matter of immense pride that the
RWSI was built up by the phenomenal voluntary
support received through the sponsorship from
office bearers and some corporate members. Rotor
India, the mouthpiece of RWSI, was published
through free editorial service of the society’s
officers and advertisement from its corporate
members. The achievement of the society’s major
objectives was made possible by the voluntary
service of its members, driving the revenue that
helped build a corpus to operate the society.

HAI President Matt Zuccaro (left) presenting the RWSI Life Time Achievement
Award to Sridharan (right) at the 2018 IHST regional conferences in New Delhi.
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RWSI came to be recognized as a nodal agency
for helicopter operators by the Ministry of Civil
Aviation. The society played a supportive role to civil
aviation authorities in finding solutions to common
issues faced by the civil helicopter operators.
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RWSI is managed by a 15-member elected council,
At Heli Power India 2012 in New Delhi, Hirschberg recognized Indian Institute
and has earned the patronage of the chiefs of the
of Technology Kanpur students Puneet Singh and Sriram Ganesan for their
winning entry in the 28th Annual VFS Student Design Competition.
Indian Army, Navy and Air Force, as well as that
of two eminent industrialists and aviators, Mr.
Ratan N. Tata, chairman of Tata Trusts, and Air Commodore at Delhi, members from HAI, including Zuccaro, participated
(Honorary) Dr. R. Vijaypat Singhania, chairman emeritus of in the events and shared their successful safety initiatives in
reducing the number of civil helicopter accidents. In January
Raymond, Ltd.
2011, Hirschberg, VFS, visited the RWSI headquarters in
RWSI has maintained regular contact with professional New Delhi. A second meeting in Bengaluru in 2013 helped in
societies such as VFS, Helicopter Association International opening the first VFS chapter in India.
(HAI), VAST/IHST and the British Helicopter Association
(BHA). RWSI is also proud to include helicopter operators from Growing Safety for Tomorrow
Nepal and Bhutan. It has extended its membership affiliation In October 2020, RWSI agreed to HAI’s invitation to join its
International Partnership Program (IPP). It had also proposed
to the Helicopter Society of Nepal.
that it was ready to assist future safety education and safety
I am personally grateful to the guidance received from the audit programs for civil helicopter operators in South Asian
leadership of HAI — past presidents Roy Resavage and Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries.
Matthew Zuccaro, and current president Jim Voila — and AHS/ Since then, the HAI team has been holding regular meetings
VFS executive directors Rhett Flater and Mike Hirschberg. with RWSI on areas of common interest.
RWSI became an Affiliate Member HAI in 2000 and VFS
in 2002. In the years 2006 and 2018, when RWSI organised The growth in RWSI membership is a key indicator of its
International Helicopter Safety Team Regional Conferences contribution to the rotary-wing aviation community. Over

1,270 aviation professionals and 187 corporate members have
joined RWSI and more are continuing to do so. RWSI has been
fortunate in having volunteer members who, through their
integrity, discipline and selfless devotion to duty, have made
huge contributions to RWSI activities.
Institutions such as RWSI are important to promoting the
advancement of the helicopter industry in achieving the highest
level of safety and efficiency. RWSI’s safety through education
initiatives have been a major success in India and may prove
instructive for other countries that operate helicopters.
After I stepped down as President of RWSI on June 17, 2021,
HAI President Viola kindly wrote of how RWSI had a profound
impact on the industry by enhancing training resources
available to the operators in our region: “Rotorcraft industry
professionals need every advantage available to enhance safety
and improve the efficiencies of their operations... The RWSI
Recurrent Training Program, which you implemented, is just
one example of the benefits your organization provides to
industry... You have provided for an enhanced safety culture
across the region for years to come. You have also had a
noteworthy influence on the level of international collaboration
within our industry. Your contributions to programs such as the
HAI International Partnership Program, and the International
Federation of Helicopter Associations, have helped to align the
industry more closely by facilitating a unity of effort on issues
that impact us all. Through your faithful efforts, you have
set the standard for all to follow.”

About the Author
Air Vice Marshal K. Sridharan (Ret.) is the founding
president of RWSI; he continues today as editor of
Rotor India. Born in February 1941 in Bangalore, India, he
graduated from National Defence Academy and joined
the Indian Air Force (IAF) in January 1963. As a qualified
helicopter and transport pilot in the IAF, Sridharan
served with distinction in numerous helicopter units and
transport squadrons. Notable in his career of service was
his participation in the air evacuation of disabled Indian
prisoners of war from a Red Cross camp near Kibithoo
in April 1963, the insertion of the Indian Army’s Parachute
Regiment during the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971 and
the opening of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands for
helicopter operations in November 1979.
Sridharan is a flying instructor in both fixed- and rotarywing aircraft, and a production test pilot with over 6,700
hours of flying experience in India and abroad. He holds
a Masters in Military Science from the Universities of
Allahabad and Madras. Sridharan is the recipient of a
Lifetime Achievement Award for valuable contributions to
RWSI in 2018, a lifetime achievement award for valuable
contributions in rotorcraft research by the Asian/
Australian Rotorcraft Forum in 2015, the Sikorsky Award
for Pioneering Work in Rotary Wing Aviation in India in
2004, and the Vayu Sena Medal (Gallantry) in the IAF.
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Dubai Air Show 2021:
A Return to the Jewel in the Middle East
By Ian V. Frain

T

he aviation world is trying to ease back into some form of
normalcy after the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns that
hit in 2020 and were extended into 2021. The biannual
Dubai Air Show 2021 took place Nov. 14–18 and brought the
aerospace industries from North America and Europe, the
Middle East and Far East together under the sunny blue skies
of the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Here, rotorcraft and vertical
flight unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) shone.
From Russia with Love
Russian Helicopters exhibited for the first time in Dubai,
showing off their lead attack helicopter products for the first
time internationally. These platforms were the two-seat Mi28NE Night Hunter and the naval Ka-52K Alligator.
The original Mi-28 (NATO codename Havoc) was designed and
flown in the early 1980s by the Mil Design Bureau as the Russian
analog to the Boeing AH-64 Apache with similar features
such as the tandem seating arrangement of pilot/aircraft
commander and co-pilot/gunner. The 24,000-lb (10.9-metricton) Mi-28NE Night Hunter is powered by a pair of 2,200 shp
Klimov VK-2500-02 engines and cruises at 140 kt (260 km/h).
The Mi-28NE is equipped with a mast-mounted radar and the
integrated weapons management system revolves around the
airborne radio electronic equipment (BREO). The Mi-28NE
weapons systems include anti-armor guided and unguided
munitions, as well as air-to-air missiles (AAM). The Iraqi Army
is the only customer who operates the Mi-28NE, though the
Algerian Air Force has the earlier Mi-28N in its inventory.

The two-seat Ka-52 Alligator was developed from another Cold
War design, the single-seat Kamov Design Bureau’s Ka-50
Black Shark (NATO codename Hokum). It was envisaged as a
counter air/fighter helicopter as a threat to NATO battlefield
helicopters, and unique in having an ejection seat. The 26,900lb (12.2-t) Ka-52K Katran, as with many other naval helicopters
around the world, is fitted with blade folding system, folding
wings/hardpoints (for carrying anti-armor, anti-ship and airto-air missiles). It uses two more powerful VK-2500 engines
with 2,400 shp, but the same cruise speed of 140 kt (260 km/h).
Another coaxial counter-rotating platform on display was
the Ka-226T Climber. This unique light utility helicopter
is powered by a pair of full authority digital engine control
(FADEC)-equipped Arrius 2G1 engines by Safran and can
operate at extreme temperatures from –50°C to +50°C, and
high altitudes. This modernized version of the iconic Ka-226
has a gross weight of 7,940 lb (3.6 t).
The 28,660-lb (13-t) Mi-171A2 medium transport helicopter,
which hails from the legacy Mi-8/17 family and is powered by
a pair of 2,270 hp VK-2500PS-03 engines, was also in Dubai.
Also on display were two 7,940-lb (3.6-t) gross weight Kazan
Ansat light twin helicopters. Powered by a pair of Pratt &
Whitney Canada (P&WC) PW207K engines, one Ansat was
configured for emergency medical services (EMS), while the
other was the luxury corporate Ansat Aurus, which had an
interior like that of Aurus Senat limousines.
Mil, Kamov and Kazan are all brands of Joint Stock Company
(JSC) Russian Helicopters Holdings, which itself is part of
Russia’s Rostec State Corporation.
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The Ka-52K naval variant of the Alligator, called the “Katran,” is
a two-seat, side-by-side, coaxial shipborne combat helicopter.
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The Sarang
helicopter display
team over the skies
of Dubai. (All photos
by the author)

VRT500 Now by Aeroter
Also on display was an engineering test prototype
of the light, single-engine, coaxial VRT500. Like the
Ansat, the VRT500 is also powered by two P&WC
engines, in this case the PW207V. The VRT500 was
developed by VR Technologies, which was previously a
wholly owned subsidiary of Russian Helicopters (“VR”
is Cyrillic for “Russian Helicopters”), founded in 2014
as its innovative design bureau.

Russian Helicopters brought its Mi-28NE Night Hunter to the
airshow for the first time.

However, in 2019, the Tawazun Economic Council,
the UAE’s defense and security acquisition authority,
announced that it would acquire a 50% stake in VR
Technologies, which was finalized in 2021. In 2020,
Russian Helicopters and Tawazun set up a new,
Singapore-registered joint venture, named Aeroter Pte.
Ltd. It is still led by Alexander Okhonko, formerly the
general manager at VR Technologies.
At the Dubai Airshow 2021, Tawazun signed a letter
of intent on Nov. 15 with Aeroter to purchase 100
VRT500 helicopters, estimated at around $248M. The
helicopters are expected to be used by government and
military entities in the UAE and delivered by 2023.

The Russian Helicopters Ansat fitted with the Aurus luxury
limousine brand interior and trim.

In a separate agreement also announced the same day,
Aeroter partnered with Sweden’s Savback Helicopters
to market the VRT500 to potential customers in
Scandinavia. “The VRT500 highlights a gap in the market
for light single-engine helicopters which we have long
identified,” Michael Savbäck, founder and head of sales
at Savback Helicopters, said in a statement.
The VRT500 will be built in Italy and certified to
European Union CS-27 standards. First flight is
expected in 2022 and deliveries are planned to begin by
the end of 2023.
Meanwhile, the company’s 715-lb (350-kg) VRT300
coaxial drone helicopter also remains under
development by Aeroter.
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The Russian Helicopters Ka-226T Climber light utility and Ka-52K
Alligator shipboard attack helicopters.

The French Connection
Airbus Helicopters exhibited a mock-up of the twin-engine
H145M combat helicopter and a Kuwaiti Air Force H225M
multi-engine combat helicopter, powered by a pair of Safran
Makila 2A1 engines, was also on display. Their H225M is
used for a variety of roles, including search and rescue (SAR),
combat search and rescue (CSAR), troop transport and utility
roles. A first for Airbus Helicopters was exhibiting the Airbus
Corporate Helicopter ACH175. The Pratt & Whitney PT6C67-powered H175 primarily serves the offshore marketplace,
but the ACH175 targets the corporate helicopter marketplace
around the world.
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Fly Smart Fly Bell
Bell exhibited their commercial light single-engine Bell 505
Jet Ranger X, which still has the distinction of being the first
and only Bell helicopter product powered by the French Safran
(formerly Turbomeca) engine. The 505 in Dubai belongs to a
private customer in the local region.

Joining the Military Dots
The UAE Joint Aviation Command (JAC) exhibited all their
rotary-wing assets. Their attack helicopter assets consisting
of the Boeing AH-64D Apache and the Bell 407GX Multi-Role
Helicopter (MRH), supplied and role-fitted by Northstar
Aviation.

The twin-engine Bell 429 that was on static display belongs
to the Horizon Flight Academy based in the UAE Sharjah
emirate. Horizon trains primarily initial-entry rotary-wing
students from the Gulf Cooperation Council states, who
are entering their respective military air arms and will fly a
multitude of platforms ranging from the Bell AH-1S/F Cobra
and Boeing AH-64D/E Apache/Guardian attack helicopters to
the Airbus Helicopters H225M and Sikorsky UH-60L/M Black
Hawk battlefield helicopters. Horizon is a Bell operator, also
flying the legacy Bell 206B Jet Ranger III and the newer Bell
505 Jet Ranger X.

The UAE JAC battlefield support assets on display included
the Boeing CH-47F Chinook, the Sikorsky UH-60L Black
Hawk and a UH-60M Armed Black Hawk. Notably one of the
UH-60Ls exhibited was for special forces with a mounting for
electric-powered bikes.

Tilting Away at the Expo
Expo 2020 Dubai, which is a highlight of the UAE calendar,
was postponed from last year due to COVID-19 but is now
running for several months. The futuristic technological
exhibition has an Italian pavilion, which includes Leonardo
Helicopters. It was at Dubai Air Show 2019 that Leonardo
and the local Falcon Aviation Services jointly launched
development of an all-new rotorcraft-dedicated terminal
concept for the Expo 2020.

The UAE Joint Aviation Command (JAC) Bell 407GX Multi-Role
Helicopter and Airbus Helicopters AS565SB Panther.
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The Leonardo AW609 tiltrotor prototype aircraft four
(N609PH) landed at the terminal, the final prototype to
come off the Leonardo production line at Philadelphia (which
was seen during the plant visit after the VFS Forum 76 in
Philadelphia in May 2019). This was a first for the AW609, as
it flew all the way from the Leonardo facility at Cascina Costa
in Italy, over a three-day period with several stops. One was
at Al Makhtoum International Airport, where local helicopter
company Aerogulf is based; they supported the AW609
presence at Expo 2020 and the Dubai Air Show.

The JAC maritime capability was exhibited with the Airbus
Helicopters AS565SB Panther naval helicopter, armed with
the French AS15TT anti-shipping missile, which made a rare
appearance at the show. The Panther, which is based on the
civilian AS365N Dauphin series, is popular with small naval
air arms and is already in service in the region with the Royal
Saudi Navy and the Israeli Air Force.

The Kuwaiti Air Force displayed its Airbus H225M Super Puma.
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The UAE Sikorsky UH-60M Armed Black Hawk and Boeing AH64D Apache.

To Protect and Serve
The Abu Dhabi Police Aviation
Department brought their Bell 429 and
Leonardo AW139 in EMS configuration.
The UAE National Search and Rescue
Center’s red-and-white AW39 was on
static display, with an array of search and
rescue lifting equipment.
Unmanned but Not Forgotten
There was a multitude of unmanned
vertical platforms on display at the
show including the VRT300, and
Austrian company Schiebel exhibited
their S-100 Camcopter. UAE aerospace
company Abu Dhabi Automated Systems
Investment (ADASI) exhibited a mockup of their Garmoosha helicopter drone,
which can carry 220 lb (100 kg); it has
an endurance of six hours and a 80nm (150-km) range. ADASI will supply
the Schiebel Camcopter (as the Al Sabr
Leonardo displayed their AW609 for the first time, giving insights into the production
S100) to the UAE armed forces. The
configuration of the cockpit and cabin.
company also uses SwissDrones’ SDO 50
V2 intermeshing rotor helicopter drone,
as well as QX-1, QX-2 and QX-3 quadcopters from Emirati 2021 in France. The aerospace industry has been depressed
defense conglomerate Edge Group as loitering munitions.
and anxious about the future, so Dubai Air Show 2021 was
very welcome.
A Flying Re-Start
Many airshows and trade shows were cancelled due to The pristine azure skies were filled with the flying displays
the global pandemic over the past two years, including of Russian Helicopter, with its Ka-52K, Mi-28NE and Ansat
Farnborough Air Show 2020 in the UK, and Paris Air Show rotorcraft, while the Indian Air Force Sarang helicopter
display team performed for the first time in Dubai. The Sarang
(“peacock”) team flies the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
Dhruv twin-engine helicopter, and these colorful four-ships
performed aerobatics coupled with a display of dispensing flares.
All-in-all these impressive displays, and the range on show
in the static line-up, made for an interesting and longneeded show, and proved an all-round success for the
international aerospace community.
Check out more photos, including close-ups and details of
the AW609 and other rotorcraft, in the VFS Photo Gallery at
www.vtol.org/gallery.
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About the Author
Ian Frain runs Helian, an aviation research consultancy
from Cambridge, United Kingdom as well as across
Europe from Austria/Germany. He has a BSc in
engineering studies — aerospace and mechanical
— from University of Hertfordshire, and has worked in
offshore and parapublic helicopter maintenance, and
as a researcher in an aviation publishing company. He
can be reached at ian@helianinternational.com.
Russian Helicopters Ka-52K performing at Dubai Air Show 2021.
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Orlando Helicopters tested
an electrified Sikorsky S-52
helicopter in 1983. (Orlando
Helicopters via Helicopter
International. Used with
permission.)

Orlando Helicopter’s
Electric Sikorsky S-52
Electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
technology has only become a reality in the
past decade, but one battery-powered electric
helicopter briefly made it off the ground more
than 35 years ago.
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By Brent Wallace and Kenneth I. Swartz
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S

ikorsky’s model S-52 two-place helicopter was developed
using company funds following the successful S-51/H-5.
The S-52 was Sikorsky’s first helicopter with an offset
flapping hinge and all-metal rotor blades, and was aimed at the
military observation and medical evacuation role. The project
engineer was Ralph Alex, one of the founders of the American
Helicopter Society (AHS) and its first and 15th president.
First flight was on Feb. 12, 1947, with a 178-hp (132-kW)
Franklin 6V4-165-B32F air-cooled, six-cylinder piston engine.
The US Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) issued Type
Certificate 1H2 to Sikorsky for the S-52 on Feb. 25, 1948.
Further development of models S-52-1 through S-52-5

followed, with improvements to capacity and performance
along the way.
By 1951, the S-52-2 model was flying with a 245-hp (182-kW)
Franklin 6v6-245-B16F “flat-six” piston engine and an increase
in capacity to four seats. The gross weight was 2,700 lb (1,225
kg). The S-52-3 first flew in August 1951 with the same engine
as the S-52-2, but incorporated several modifications, most
noticeably a downward-canted anhedral V-type horizontal
stabilizer. The US Marine Corps took 78, designated as HO5S1, starting in March 1952 and the US Coast Guard took eight,
designated as HO5S-1G, starting in September 1952. The
USMC’s HO5S-1 saw operational military service in Korea
primarily as a medevac helicopter.
Clark’s Helicopters
In 1961, Fred Clark began a long association with the S-52
in Florida. Prior to this, Clark had served in the US Air Force
(USAF) between 1956 and 1959, flying B-25s and Sikorsky
H-19s, but primarily Piasecki H-21s with the 20th Helicopter
Squadron in Tennessee, including temporary deployments
to Greenland to support construction of the distant early

warning (DEW) Line
radar site construction
and to Nevada to monitor
above-ground
nuclear
weapons tests.
Clark moved to Florida
after
his
discharge
from the USAF in 1959
and established TransAmerican
Helicopter,
Inc., which purchased
the assets of Helicopters
International / New
England
Helicopter
Service, and pioneered
citrus grove spraying in
the Lake Wales area using
Bell 47s.
In July 1961, Clark
traded a Bell 47D (Serial
no. 61, now on display at
the Canadian Museum of
History in Ottawa) for
three S-52-3 helicopters
owned by Genair, Ltd.,
in Canada. He soon put
them to work with his
Rotor Wings, Inc., unit
on powerline patrols
for Florida Power Corp.,
spraying
irrigation
canals and operating
sightseeing flights.

The electric S-52 was
restored to its original Korean
War configuration and
donated by the Clark family
to the Smithsonian. (Gary
Vincent photo)

The four electric motors, drive belts and transmission
input shaft. (VAT)

“The S-52 was faster,
more comfortable, more spacious and had more range than a
Bell 47 and you could trim it so you could fly hands off on long
powerline patrol flights,” recalled Clark in a recent interview.
So, Clark established a subsidiary called Bee Line Helicopter
that used S-52s to shuttle passengers between NASA’s thenCape Canaveral Launch and Operations Center and the
Orlando airport. Bee Line flew many famous passengers,
including German-American rocket pioneer Wernher von
Braun, and television broadcasters Jules Bergman (ABC) and
Walter Cronkite (CBS).

In 1964, Clark founded Orlando Helicopter Airways, Inc.,
(OHA) at Orlando’s Herndon Airport (now Orlando Executive
Airport) to overhaul, modify and operate Sikorsky helicopters.
Sikorsky agreed to sell Clark all the technical data for the S-52;

for all practical purposes Clark’s company became responsible
for the future of the S-52 helicopter and acquired at least 17
military surplus S-52s from various sources.
Electrification
In 1981, Clark was busy operating and modifying Sikorsky H-19s
and H-34s at Sanford Airport for utility use and from piston
engines to turbine power when he connected with Dr. John Zuk at
NASA’s Ames Research Center who was interested in developing a
proof of concept electric helicopter for research purposes.
Clark can’t recall exactly how he was introduced to Zuk, but
the NASA scientist had access to some discretionary funds he
could use to launch the project. OHA expected battery-powered
aircraft would be quieter and emissions free, have no infrared
heat signature, and have a simple overall power system.
OHA needed its airworthy S-52s for its powerline patrol
contracts, so Clark selected an aircraft that had been in storage
for years; it had been damaged in 1966, when a tornado
destroyed the company’s heliport beside Highway A1A in
Cape Canaveral. This S-52 (FAA registration N8002E) had
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“One of our regular jobs after every rocket launch was to
rush the news film to the airline terminals at McCoy [now
Orlando International Airport] so that it could be flown to
New York City in time for the ABC, NBC and CBS evening
news,” Clark recalled.

Close-up of the installation of the four
electric motors and lead acid batteries
being installed. (VAT)
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served with the US Marine Corps, flown
executives for a sugar company and had
been used for many other tasks.
A copy of the maintenance logbook,
still in Clark’s possession, says that in
November 1982, “Airframe Bureau No.
125517 (serial 52010) removed from
storage and modified for experimental
helicopter operations… Roy Kaylor
of Kaylor Industries designed the
control system. Merrell Keller of
Orlando Helicopter Airways designed
and manufactured the electric motor
installation. All testing conducted at
OHA hangar at Sanford, Florida.”
Keller salvaged four 60-hp (45-kW)
alternating current (AC) starter/
generators from existing turbine
engines and mounted them around a
central transmission input shaft. The
four starter/generators were linked
by toothed belts. This 410-lb (185-kg)
powerplant could produce 240–300 hp
(180–225 kW) for 10 minutes using
as many as fourteen 72-Volt lead acid
batteries weighing 600 lb (272 kg) that
were installed against the firewall in the
rear passenger seat area.
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Clark recalls that Zuk introduced him to
Roy Kaylor, from Menlo Park, California,
to design the electronic control system
for the helicopter to maintain the right
rpm during flight. Kaylor had founded
Kaylor Energy Products, Inc., during
the 1970s energy crisis to sell plans and
parts for a “kit car” conversion of the
Volkswagen Beetle to electric power,
which he marketed through classified
advertisements in magazines such as
Popular Mechanics. The kit included an
electric motor, lead acid batteries and
an optional hybrid-electric motor and
fiberglass sports car body.

14 lead acid batteries weighing 600 lb (272 kg) were installed in the rear
passenger area. (VAT)

Brad Clark and Roy Kaylor with the electric S-52, the world’s first electric passenger
helicopter in 1983. (VAT)

The starting procedure for the helicopter was quite simple. The
pilot would turn on a master switch to arm and engage the
motors. He would then toggle a second switch into the “Start”
position to begin turning the motors and run them up to 2,000
rpm. Once stabilized, the start switch was moved to the “Run”
position to take the motors to 3,200 rpm for takeoff and flight,
recalled Clark.
The motors would maintain rpm without further adjustments,
but there was a switch on the collective to make fine rpm
adjustments as needed.
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Clark says the project moved quickly and it took about six
months to convert the S-52. According to the maintenance log,
the helicopter had 829 hours total time when ground testing
began at Sanford in 1983, with two hours logged each month
in March, April and May, and three hours in June.
After a break for the summer, ground runs resumed, along
with taxi tests in September (four hours), October (four
hours) and November (six hours). During ground runs and
a brief hover of less than a minute in November, Clark and
long-time Orlando Helicopter Airways employee (and exVietnamese Air Force pilot) Hue Dinh proved that the concept
had potential for further development.

battery pack. This should power the aircraft for
up to two hours, with recharging carried out by
simply replacing the lithium strips,” though this
now seems implausible.
Clark said OHA received $50,000 towards
the cost of the project from NASA. However,
OHA was never able to secure a larger torpedo
motor from the US Navy for further tests and
development of the lithium hydroxide batteries
stalled, so the helicopter was returned to storage
in June 1984.
Afterwards
In later years, Clark corresponded with pilots who
had flown this specific S-52 — originally one of the
first HO5S-1 examples delivered to Observation
Squadron VMO-6, which performed the majority
of the helicopter-borne medical evacuations for
wounded Marines in Korea, evacuating over 5,000
seriously wounded personnel.
In the early 2000s, the helicopter was restored in
Florida to its original Korean War configuration
and donated in 2006 by the Nancy and Fred Clark
family to the Smithsonian Institution’s National
Air and Space Museum for display at the Steven F.
Udvar-Hazy Center at Dulles International Airport,
in Chantilly, Virginia.

Added cockpit indicators provided the pilot with powerplant voltage and
amperage. (VAT)

This is believed to be the first passenger-carrying vertical
takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft powered by electricity to
get off the ground with batteries onboard (some previous VTOL
observation aircraft hovered with an electric cable — such as
the 1918 Austro-Hungarian PKZ-2 and the 1964 Canadian
Westinghouse Servotech Periscopter drone).

According to Helicopter International magazine Sept/Oct
1984, “Orlando expected to progress to a single 240 hp
electric motor powered by a 100-lb lithium hydroxide
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During the tests, problems with motor synchronization were
encountered and it was hoped the design would progress
to a single Gould torpedo motor located directly under the
rotor head. The proposed arrangement would have used
600 lb (270 kg) of silver zinc batteries to enable a hopedfor 30 minutes of operation. This configuration was of
great interest because it eliminated the main transmission,
freewheel and clutch.

Meanwhile, Clark’s son, Brad Clark, founded
Vertical Aviation Technologies, Inc., (VAT) in
1987 in Sanford, Florida, to continue OHA’s work
modifying and supporting S-52 helicopters. The
younger Clark subsequently transformed the
S-52 into a homebuilt, experimental-category kit
known as the Hummingbird 260L, now available
for purchase by home builders. VAT acquired
the S-52 Type Certificate in October 2019.
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Tier 1 Teams with
magniX for New e-R44
By Kenneth I. Swartz

T

ier 1 Engineering is one of the pioneers of electric
vertical flight and the only company in the world that’s
been regularly flying a piloted electric helicopter since
2016 as part of its development program.
Backed by millionaire Martine Rothblatt, the focus of Tier 1’s
sustained effort is to develop and certify a battery-powered
retrofit of the popular Robinson R44 helicopter so it can be
used by Rothblatt’s company Lung Biotechnology PBC to
transport human transplant organs to hospitals.
The company’s first proof-of-concept e-R44 (N3115T)
incorporating off-the-shelf components and a 1,100-lb (500kg) battery pack flew on Sept. 13, 2016, at Joint Forces
Training Base Los Alamitos in Southern California. In 2018,
Tier 1 claimed the Guinness World Record for the farthest
distance traveled by an electric helicopter, more than 30 nm
(55 km) at an average speed of 80 kt (148 km/h).
Tier 1 founder Glen Dromgoole has been focused on the fastest
and easiest path to certify an electric rotorcraft after concluding
that the work and cost involved in certifying a clean sheet aircraft
design would scale significantly if electric propulsion was added
to the task list. Instead, Tier 1 is developing an electric propulsion
unit (EPU) that can be easily installed in a proven airframe like the
R44 by way of a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved
supplementary type certificate (STC).
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Aviation innovators have long used STCs to upgrade existing
aircraft with new powerplants to enhance payload, speed,
reliability and safety.
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Examples from the helicopter world include turboshaft upgrade
programs for the piston-powered Sikorsky S-55, S-58, Bell 47
and Hiller UH-12, which received STC approvals in the 1970s.
This was followed by the use of STCs to install the Safran
(Turbomeca) Arriel 1S and 1S1 turboshafts in the S-76A+ and
S-76A++, and the Rolls-Royce (Allison) 250-C20B in the Soloy
AllStar Airbus 350B and 350D in the mid-1980s. More recently,
Eagle Copters received an STC for installing the Honeywell
HTS900D-2-1D in the “Hot and High” Bell 407HP in 2015.
In 2018, Tier 1 decided to focus on the in-house development
of the battery pack, electric motor, motor controller and pilot
control interface, which are the key components of the electricpropulsion unit.

Tier 1 second-generation e-R44 (N484AK) first flew on July 26,
2021. (Tier 1)

Despite delays caused by COVID-19 restrictions, Tier 1 flew
its second-generation e-R44 (N484AK) for the first time at
Los Alamitos on July 26, 2021, with a new battery pack that
weighed 400 lb (180 kg) less than the original design — i.e.,
only 700 lb (320 kg) with the same power and endurance
(see “Tier 1 Engineering Reveals Its Second Battery-Electric
Robinson R44 Helicopter,” Vertiflite, Sept/Oct 2021). The
weight reduction was achieved by using higher energy density
cells, improving pack design and designing a new lightweight
and streamlined structure to support the cells.
A new electric motor was also developed with a partner but
did not perform as expected, so Tier 1 decided to work with a
new supplier: Tier 1 announced on Dec. 7 that it had selected
magniX’s electric-propulsion units.
“magniX was chosen as they are leading the industry in the
development of aviation-specific electric propulsion, and we
recognized that significant progress had been made towards
obtaining FAA certification. With magniX’s technology, we are
now much closer to obtaining STC approval of the e-R44 and
transforming the delivery of life-saving human organs,” said
Dromgoole in a press release.
On Dec. 2, Tier 1 Engineering took delivery of the first
magniX motor (a prototype magni250) and inverter, at its
Santa Ana, California facility. The magniX motors have been
used in all-electric aircraft since the first flight of a retrofitted
Harbour Air DHC-2 Beaver in Vancouver, British Columbia,
in December 2019 and the company is considered a market
leader on the path to FAA Part 33 certification (“Airworthiness
Standards: Aircraft Engines”) following the recent publication
of the Special Conditions for certification of the magni250 and
magni350 motors from the FAA (see “Electric VTOL News,”
Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021).
The FAA says that “a supplemental type certificate (STC) is a
type certificate (TC) issued when an applicant has received FAA

plans to fly its third-generation e-R44 in early 2022. This will
be the company’s first R44 (N3115T), which is being stripped
of its original motor to accommodate the new system.
Meanwhile, flight testing continues on the second aircraft that
has recently been retrofitted with a new interior to meet Lung
Biotechnology PBC organ delivery requirements. The work
also allowed Tier 1 to better understand the work involved in
retrofitting an R44 with new motor and interior once the STC is
approved and retrofits begin for its launch customers.
magniX delivered its motor to Tier 1 for integration into its
original e-R44 (N3115T), seen in the background. (magniX)

approval to modify an aeronautical product from its original
design. The STC, which incorporates by reference the related
TC, approves not only the modification but also how that
modification affects the original design.”
This means Tier 1 must develop in-depth knowledge of the
R44 (since Robinson Helicopter Co. is not participating in the
STC program) to support the safe integration and operation of
the helicopter, while magniX’s leads the FAR 33 certification
of the engine. To this end, the company has acquired a new
R44 that will be used to benchmark the performance and flight
characteristics of the piston aircraft.
Dromgoole says Tier 1 should complete the integration of the
magniX engine into its propulsion system by late 2021 with

Part 33 certification of the magniX motor will now pace the
timing of Tier 1 receiving its STC for the e-R44.
.
Tier 1 also has a contract to deliver a limited number of e-R44s
for charter use by Eco Helicopters, which is being established
by Ric Webb, who has test-piloted all the e-R44 flights.
Tier 1 is an active participant in discussions with the FAA
and associations — e.g. the General Aviation Manufacturers
Association (GAMA), SAE International, ASTM International,
etc. — that have been trying to address the certification
requirements for an electric propulsion system and,
more significantly, the means of compliance.
VFS has an extensive photo gallery of Tier 1’s various e-R44
electric helicopters at gallery.vtol.org/album/AFqC
(case sensitive).
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Skyworks Aeronautics:
Something Old, Something New
Gyroplanes have been around for several
years. But the latest variants may find a home
in the environmentally friendly AAM sector.
By Robert W. Moorman

M

uch of the aviation press is focusing these days
on electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
aircraft and their potential for the evolving
advanced air mobility (AAM) sector. Gyroplane developer
Skyworks Aeronautics Corp. is also active in this new form of
air transportation.
“The advanced air mobility space has seen rapid investment and
growth over the last year,” said Steven Montes, defense electronics
analyst, who covers the AAM market for Forecast International,
an aerospace consultancy. “With the sheer number of aircraft
designs floating around, joint efforts to get those aircraft into use
will be the deciding factor in long-term success. Skyworks seems
to understand that crucial task of the next half-decade.”
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Over the last two years, Skyworks has posted a steady stream
of news regarding its gyroplane products, investments and
partnerships, a clear indication that this industry veteran is
serious about penetrating the AAM sector.
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Most significantly, in February 2021, Skyworks announced
a $100M investment commitment from GEM Global Yield
LLC SCS, the Luxembourg-based “global emerging markets”
private investment group (see “Skyworks is a $100M GEM,”
Vertiflite, March/April 2021). Under the agreement, GEM will
provide Skyworks with a share subscription facility (SSF) of up
to $100M for a 36-month term. An SSF is a formal agreement
between a company and an investor that purchases shares at
an agreed-upon price, and essentially acts as a line of credit for
the development of its gyroplane-based products, which are
described below.

Gyro Terms
■

■

■

■
■

autorotation: The state of flight where the main
rotor system is being turned by the force of the
relative wind rather than driven by shaft power or
a reaction drive.
gyroplane: The general term for an autorotating
aircraft using an unpowered rotor for lift and one
or more propellers for forward flight.
gyrodyne: An autogyro that is capable of vertical
flight and/or hovering, as well as extended forward
flight in autorotation (aka, a powered gyroplane).
autogyro: An alternative general term for a gyroplane.
Autogiro: The original term, trademarked and
licensed by Juan de la Cierva (Spain), for licensed
versions of his autogyro technology.

The Turbine-Powered Hawk 5
Skyworks announced in July that it had begun initial
certification of its turbine-powered Hawk 5 gyroplane. Barry
Jones, Skyworks director of aviation operations and chief
pilot, is leading the certification effort in the United Kingdom.
In addition, Skyworks hired former British Army Air Corps
Major (retired) Andy Ozanne as its test pilot in October.
As a gyroplane, the Hawk 5 uses a free-spinning rotor to
provide lift, along with a conventional pusher propeller for
thrust. Conventional gyroplanes cannot hover like helicopters,
but the Hawk 5 is capable of takeoff with a short runway roll.
In flight, the unpowered rotor remains in autorotation. In the
event of an engine failure, the rotor would continue to spin,
helping the pilot slow down and land the aircraft smoothly.
A single 450-shp (435-kW) Rolls-Royce M250-B17 turboprop

The Skyworks Hawk 5 gyroplane is being developed with
Serbia’s UTVA.

powers the Hawk 5, which does not need a transmission or
anti-torque thruster.
The Hawk 5 is a five-passenger version of the four-seat Hawk
4, first flown in 1999 (see “Modern-Day Autogyros: Back to the
Future,” Vertiflite, Summer 2003).
“We have recently stood up a certification and flight test
organization in the UK to handle flight-testing and certification
of the Hawk 5,” Skyworks’ Chief Technology Advisor Don
Woodbury told Vertiflite. “The United Kingdom has a long
history with gyroplanes. So, we are looking to leverage that role
with other regulatory agencies.” Specifically, Skyworks aims to
certify first with the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), and
then with European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA),
which, Woodbury said, has “about 95% commonality with the
regulation that we plan to use to certify the Hawk 5.” Through
reciprocity with the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and other countries such as Transport Canada, this could pave
the way for eventual approval in countries around the world.
On Oct. 11–14, the original four-seat gyroplane (mocked up
as a “Hawk 5”), was exhibited at the International Armament
and Military Equipment Fair, in Belgrade, Serbia (see
“Industry Briefs,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021). The aircraft is in
development with Skyworks’ partner UTVA, the Serbian stateowned manufacturer of light general aviation aircraft.

In July, Skyworks announced that it had selected Newport News,
Virginia-based Eagle Technologies, LLC, to design and fabricate

the rotor system for Skyworks’ eGyro. Eagle has developed
and built numerous rotor systems, including for Sikorsky’s X2
and Raider high-speed helicopters, and has assisted in various
aircraft and component development efforts.
Skyworks announced in November that it had forged a strategic
partnership with UK-based Williams Advanced Engineering
(WAE) to collaborate on the design, fabrication and testing
of the eGyro. “We are excited to be partnering with Williams
Advanced Engineering, born from Formula 1 racing, a globally
recognized leader in advanced composites, electrification
systems, and lightweight engineering, to develop our
groundbreaking eGyro electric aircraft,” stated John E. Michel,
CEO of Skyworks. Williams had previously worked with
Airbus to develop the Zephyr record-breaking, high-altitude
unmanned aircraft system (UAS), and BAE Systems on the
electrification of future aircraft. WAE’s credentials are well
suited to this project.
“The partnership with Williams will bring their talents with
aerodynamics and design as well as their electric powertrain
capabilities to the eGyro,” said Woodbury. The eGyro provides
a “practical approach to intra- and inter-city passenger
transport,” said Woodbury.
The updated eGyro configuration has been developed through
Skywork’s partnership with Eagle Technologies, and Skyworks
anticipates further advancements to the eGyro design through
its partnership with WAE.
In December 2020, Skyworks and Mobius.energy Corp.
announced a strategic partnership to adopt and improve
Mobius’ battery technologies to meet the needs of Skyworks’
eGyro. Skyworks has teamed up with Mobius Energy as the
AAM launch customer for a battery subscription model in
which batteries are replaced every three to six months when
the capacity degrades to 85-90% percent. Mobius will handle
the recycling or disposal of the battery when it reaches its end
of life.
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The Electric-Powered eGyro
For this article, Skyworks provided Vertiflite with the first
impression of the eGyro configuration. In contrast to the
previous notional graphic that was a wingless, single-propeller
concept (not unlike its Hawk series), the eGyro gyroplane
design shows a wide wingspan with each wingtip ending in a
large winglet with a three-bladed pusher propeller. In contrast
to past autogyro designs, the wingspan is greater than the rotor
diameter. Also evident is a notably wide-span canard. Both the
wing and the canard are set low on the body, presumably with
a long, retractable landing gear arrangement.

The Hawk 5 with Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić (shaking
hands facing right).

In June, Skyworks announced the order of 100 eGyro
gyroplanes by a consortium of Mobius.energy and Mint Air, a
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The DARPA Helijet program is the basis
for company’s Vertjet VTOL gyrodyne for
military and civil applications.

sister company of Mobius and launch customer for the eGyro.
The order includes options for an additional 100 aircraft. Mint
Air is building an AAM service center in South Korea and
envisions assembling eGyros in Korea.
Skyworks also announced in July that Nortavia Transportes
Aeros — a leading aircraft commercial flight training and
maintenance certification academy in operation for over 30 years
in Porto, Portugal — would purchase 10 eGyros. “With our many
years of preparing pilots for both civilian and commercial flight
operations, our team at Nortavia is ecstatic to add Skyworks’ best
in class electric gyro to our growing fleet,” said Nortavia CEO Dr.
Cassiano Rodrigues. Skyworks CEO Michel stated, “We are also
excited about the prospects of working with this very experienced
team to develop eGyro training and maintenance certification
programs for customers in Europe, Africa, and South America.”
Meanwhile, Europcar Brazil (the South American branch of
the world’s largest rental car company) placed an order for
50 Skyworks’ eGyro aircraft in September, bringing the total
number of conditional orders and options to 260 eGyro aircraft.
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Brazil is the fourth-largest market for civil helicopters after
Russia, Canada and the US. Skyworks appointed Dr. Marcelo
Augusto de Felippes as Director of Business Development for
South America in June 2020. Felippes also serves as CEO of
Logistics International Associates (LIA) and is a Special Advisor
to the Secretary General of the Inter-American Chamber of
Transportation. CIT represents more than 100 associations in
19 countries of the Americas, and is interested in supporting
the spread of AAM to South and Central America.
Skyworks also announced in August that Dr. Stefan Berger
was joining the company’s Strategic Board of Advisors. From
2017 to 2021, Berger served as Director of Electrification at
Jaguar Land Rover. In this capacity, he laid the foundation
for the company’s transformation to electric vehicles,
including the launch of the company’s first electric vehicle,
the Jaguar I-Pace.
In parallel, Skyworks is also focusing on bringing the company
public. Skyworks hired certified public accountant (CPA) Robert
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Tirva as a board director and as the head of the company’s
corporate audit committee. Tirva’s experience as a public
company audit committee chair and as chief accounting officer
of a Fortune 500 company will help to fulfill an important
role as Skyworks prepares to go public via a special purpose
acquisition company (SPAC) or initial public offering (IPO).
Meanwhile, in November, MintAir, Mobius.energy, Skyworks,
Lotte Corporation, and Lotte Rental announced a consortium
to conduct component tests and test flights of Skyworks’ eGyro
electric aircraft in 2022–23. Lotte is South Korea’s fifth-largest
family-owned conglomerate (a “chaebol”), with four key business
areas: food and beverage, retail, chemical, and hotel and service.
Lotte Rental is the top supplier of vehicle rentals in South Korea.
The consortium formed to “establish a vibrant runwayindependent electric air mobility passenger and cargo movement
capability, including all necessary certification and infrastructure
development to support flight testing and the commercial launch
of the eGyro [AAM] service in the lncheon region.” Additionally,
the consortium intends to develop a pilot training program as well
as maintenance and repair capabilities in the lncheon region to
support efficient, scalable operations across the Republic of Korea.
The consortium plans to bring air mobility to Incheon, Korea,
and will be working with the Institute for Aerospace IndustryAcademia Collaboration (IAIAC), a nonprofit organization
established in 2016 and funded by the Korean Ministry of
Industry as a partnership between Incheon Metropolitan City
and Inha University.
VertiJet, SparrowHawk, ScoutHawk and GyroLiner
Skyworks began in 1986 as Groen Brothers Aviation (see
“Advantageous Autorotation,” Vertiflite, July/Aug 2018). Venture
capitalist Steve Stevanovich led an acquisition of Groen Brothers
Aviation in 2012 by forming a new private company that acquired
all of the assets of Groen Brothers in a transaction worth more
than $210M. The Skyworks transition was finalized in 2016.
During a recent interview, Vertiflite posed several questions
to Woodbury about Skyworks and its various products and
development plans.

Global AAM Plans
In terms of market growth, Asia — and South Korea
particularly — seems more accepting of the AAM
concept and the various aircraft from which to choose.
Forecast International’s Montes noted, “Skyworks
is aware of the best places to try and squeeze out an
advantage in the heavily competitive world of eVTOL
aircraft, which will continue to grow.”
AAM is more than an efficiency and green-driven
transportation concept. In the US alone, the AAM
market is estimated to reach $115B annually by
2035, employing more than 280,000 staff, according
to an analysis by international professional services
company, Deloitte. AAM is “poised to break out and
be a mobility mainstay in the 2030s,” noted the
January 2021 Deloitte report.
Worth noting too is the projected environmental
benefits from AAM. Industry leaders polled by Deloitte
believe AAM aircraft will provide a sustainable and
environmentally friendly transportation alternative to
the current modes of air travel.
“While the cargo mobility market will likely be
the first to grow and achieve scale, the passenger
mobility market is expected to start slowly but catch
up and exceed cargo beyond 2035,” the January
2021 report stated.
Developing forward-looking eVTOL technology to
help meet the zero emission targets of the global
community is a laudable goal. But this effort will be
short-lived unless there is a corresponding business
case for Skyworks and other companies vying for a
seat at the AAM table.
Whether AAM is ultimately successful will
depend largely on the combined efforts of aircraft
manufacturers and system developers, governments
at various levels, non-profits and associations, and
fleet operators.

Since 2019, Skyworks has been working under a strategic
partnership with the famed Scaled Composites (a subsidiary
of Northrop Grumman) to collaborate on the design, build
and test of a prototype of the Skyworks VertiJet. Skyworks
envisions VertiJet to be a replacement for helicopter and
tiltrotor aircraft configurations in markets where speed, range
and cost-efficiency are important.
Woodbury was candid when asked about Skyworks’ possible
work with the US government: “We have elected not to pursue
government funding. Our intent is to use private dollars to develop
and demonstrate our aircraft, then pursue government funding
for military variants in parallel with commercial development.”
He also emphasized that gyrodyne technology emphasizes
simplicity, which seems to run counter to the current path for
new aircraft envisaged by Department of Defense (DOD).
“The [defense] community seems to be moving toward ever more
exquisitely complex designs to improve performance,” reflected
Woodbury. “What is noteworthy about the gyrodyne technology
is its lack of complexity yet outstanding performance.”
Keeping it simple pays dividends, he said: “The lack of
complexity breaks this vicious cycle on development and
operating costs that have plagued DOD aircraft programs.”
The company has also been developing its ScoutHawk, a tandem
two-seat, clean-sheet gyroplane that can be outfitted with various
powertrains — such as a gasoline-powered engine, fuel cells or
batteries — to power the pusher propeller. The ScoutHawk could
be optionally manned for airborne surveillance, inspection, cargo,
law enforcement, border patrol or multiple military missions.
In 2003, Groen Brothers flew the prototype of what became
its two-seat, quick-build kit SparrowHawk III centerline-thrust
gyroplane, under its American Autogyro, Inc., subsidiary.
The diminutive autogyro remains in service, said Woodbury,
but deliveries stopped in 2007. Skyworks is considering
relaunching updated kits.
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In the 2000s, Woodbury was the head of the US Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Strategic Technology Office
and Program Manager for the DARPA Heliplane program.
Heliplane was a compound gyrodyne aircraft with a tip-jet rotor
and fixed wing. The DARPA program was a development effort
with Groen Brothers and the Georgia Institute of Technology
(Georgia Tech) to develop a 400-mph (640-km/h) turbofanpowered gyroplane with a 1,000-nm (1,850-km) range and a
1,000-lb (450-kg) payload. Significant testing and design was
conducted, which formed the basis of Skyworks’ updated design,
called VertiJet, which could be used for military or civilian roles.

Skyworks subsidiary American Autogyro produced quick-build
kits for the SparrowHawk gyroplane until 2007.
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The GyroLiner concept — with a capacity of 100–200 passengers
— is currently on hold pending development of the eGyro and
Hawk 5.

The ScoutHawk is a tandem two-seat, clean-sheet gyroplane
that could be optionally manned.

Skyworks Gyros
Model

Type

Seats

Propulsion

Gross Weight

Cruise Speed

Range

SparrowHawk III

Kit gyroplane

2

Piston engine

1,500 lb (680 kg)

65 kt (120 km/h)

245 nm (453 km)

ScoutHawk

Optionally piloted
gyroplane

0–2

Piston engine or
electric

2,200 lb (1,000
kg)

120 kt (222 km/h)

510 nm (945 km)

Hawk 5

Commercial gyroplane

5

RR250 turboprop

3,800 lb (1,720 kg)

120 kt (222 km/h)

315 nm (580 km)

eGyro

Electric gyroplane

5

Electric

n/a

130 kt (240 km/h)

87 nm (160 km)

VertiJet

Civil & defense gyrodyne

5–7

Turbofans + tipjets

n/a

350 kt (640 km/h)

1,000 nm (1,850 km)

GyroLiner

Regional transport
gyrodyne

100

Turboprops +
tipjets

n/a

208 kt (385 km/h)

303 nm (563 km)

Note: All performance values except the SparrowHawk III are notional. n/a = not available

At the opposite end of the scale, the passenger carrying GyroLiner
airliner “is on hold,” Woodbury noted, pending development of
the company’s top projects, the Hawk 5 and eGyro.
On paper, the 240-mph (385-km/h) GyroLiner is a large
compound gyroplane with a capacity of up to 200 passengers in
a pressurized cabin with VTOL capability and maximum range of
350 miles (563 km). The GyroLiner concept is a modern take on
the Fairey Rotodyne compound gyroplane of the 1950s and ’60s
(see “Advantageous Autorotation,” Vertiflite, July/Aug 2018).
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The interview pivoted toward the sensitive subject about the
safety of gyroplanes.
“The safety issues with gyroplanes are truly ironic,” said
Woodbury. “Gyroplanes were developed to overcome the
safety challenges of other aircraft configurations. With its
autorotating rotor, a gyroplane offers unparalleled safety.
Gyroplanes delivered the mail between 1939 and 1949 and had
a good safety record. Then the aircraft faded into obscurity.
Hobbyist-designed gyroplanes have since suffered safety
challenges, but today’s professionally designed gyroplanes are
fundamentally safe aircraft when flown within their operating
envelope,” he said.
Some gyroplane accidents were due to design errors in the
misplacement of rotor and propeller thrust vectors as it related
to the center of gravity (see “Gyroplanes: From Novelty to
Mainstream?” Vertiflite, March/April 2019).
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Woodbury was asked about current aerospace-related research
with universities, similar to its past work on gyroplanes with
Georgia Tech. He said the company is working presently with
the University of Liverpool on its electric gyro technology
and is in talks with another as-yet unnamed university about
joining the eGyro team.
While the number of eVTOL developers keeps expanding,
Skyworks’
runway-independent
gyroplanes
remain
competitive in the traditional world of rotorcraft and the
emerging AAM sector.
Summed Woodbury: “The Skyworks family of gyroplanes is a
rebirth of rotary-wing aviation that returns it to its roots of
safety, simplicity and cost effectiveness. We believe that safe,
simple, efficient, low cost, runway independent gyroplanes
are a compelling path to AAM and additional civil and
defense applications.”
About the Author
Robert W. Moorman is a freelance writer specializing
in various facets of the fixed-wing and rotary-wing
air transportation business. With more than 30 years
of experience, his writing clients include several
of the leading aviation magazines targeting the
civil and military markets. He can be reached at
rwmassoc325@gmail.com.
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Collaboration Powered Success
of NASA’s Mars Helicopter
The combined efforts of NASA’s Science,
Space Technology and Aeronautics
Directorates were needed for the first
successful flight on another planet.

Crater, an area 28 miles (45 km) in diameter just north of Mars’
equator that scientists believe contains carbonates, which on
Earth helped form fossils billions of years old. That makes
Jezero prime hunting ground for the mission to seek signs of
past microbial life.

By James T. McKenna

Built by JPL and AeroVironment, Ingenuity rode to Mars
tucked in Perseverance’s belly. The vision was simple: prove
a helicopter could fly on Mars. The goal: take off and fly
autonomously then return safely to a single airfield and to do
that five times. Its first flight was April 19, 2021 (see “Ingenuity
Takes Off on Mars,” Vertiflite, May/June 2021).

T

he team of NASA and contract researchers that
succeeded in fielding a high-performing Mars
helicopter has proven rotorcraft capability for planetary
exploration and demonstrated the value of investment in
research capabilities to produce such platforms.
“Ingenuity checked all the technical boxes,” said NASA
Planetary Science Director Lori Glaze about the possibility of
powered, controlled flight on the Red Planet. “Future Mars
exploration missions can now confidently consider the added
capability an aerial exploration may bring to a science mission.”
The team’s efforts over seven years have also validated the
unique collaboration of NASA’s aeronautics and space arms in
developing, refining and operating advanced-concept aircraft
beyond the bounds of Earth.
The Aeronautics and Space branches “don’t cross paths a lot,
but in this particular case we did,” said Susan Gorton, NASA’s
Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology (RVLT) Project
manager. RVLT became a key sponsor of the Ingenuity
helicopter flying on Mars. “I’m proud to say that, in this
case, NASA Aeronautics and NASA Space worked really well
together. The researchers made significant contribution for
the success of this helicopter.”
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Ingenuity is operated by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory as
part of the Mars 2020 mission, which was launched July 30,
2020, from Cape Canaveral, Florida. Since it landed on Feb. 18,
2021, the Perseverance rover has been exploring the Jezero
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On Dec. 15, Ingenuity completed its 18th flight.
Ingenuity is 19.3 inches (49 cm) tall and on Earth, weighed
about 4.0 lb (1.8 kg or 17.8 N); it now weighs about 1.5 lb (6.7
N) on Mars, which has 38% of Earth’s gravity. Designed to fly
for 90 seconds, Ingenuity achieved a flight duration of 169.5
seconds on its 12th flight. Its range was designed to be about
984 ft (300 m); it has covered about 2,051 (625 m) in a single
flight. Ingenuity’s service ceiling was targeted at about 16.4 ft
(5 m); it has reached about 39 ft (12 m) three times and about
33 ft (10 m) seven times in 16 flights. In addition, Ingenuity
has operated from 10 different fields.
Ingenuity had exceeded its technology demonstration
goals by its fifth flight on May 7, 2021, and transitioned to
an operational demonstration. Since late May, it has been
helping the SUV-sized Perseverance explore Jezero, scouting
safe paths and photographing sites beyond the rover’s reach.
Flight planners are preparing for expanded exploration with
Perseverance, with four to seven more flights possible.
Highly Constrained Design
As of Dec. 15, Ingenuity had flown a total of 12,543 feet
(3,823 m) — roughly seven times more than the 1,637 ft (499
m) covered in its first five flights. Total flight time was 1,970

NASA’s Ingenuity Mars
helicopter has exceeded all
expectations. (All images
courtesy of NASA)

seconds (32 minutes
and 50 seconds), nearly
four times the 396
seconds flown during
the tech demo phase.
Achieving
such
performance required
the
AeroVironment
design and production
team to overcome many
challenges. It designed
and built Ingenuity’s
primary
structure,
swashplates, rotor blades
and rotor mast-mounted
propulsion motors. JPL
developed its avionics,
guidance and navigation
controls, and scientific
payloads, and oversaw
simulation modeling.
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The top challenge was
“planetary protection.”
Looking for signs of life,
NASA engineers prepare Ingenuity for a test
This image of the SolAero solar panel and the
NASA cannot afford to
in JPL’s Space Simulator vacuum chamber in
rotor head was taken in February 2019 in the
January 2019.
Space Simulator at JPL.
bring
contaminating
organisms to Mars.
Every spacecraft part must be cleaned or baked to 230°F (110°C) That made the titanium swashplates significantly smaller
or more to kill microbes. So called “bake-outs” also reduce volatile and several grams lighter. “It also shifted the distribution of
outgassing as a vehicle flies into space’s vacuum; outgassing bandwidth,” Tyler said.
materials tend to accumulate on the coldest items, like camera
With an in-plane swashplate, response is slower in cyclic than
lenses — critical on any science mission.
collective because the cyclic linkages effectively have longer
Ingenuity also had to be light yet strong enough to withstand control arms, he explained. Offsetting gave Ingenuity increased
launch and orbital insertion g-forces and vibrations. But its cyclic bandwidth at no expense to collective bandwidth, he
main design constraint wasn’t a launch one, nor was it Mars’ said. Engineers weren’t concerned about collective response.
But Ingenuity needed faster cyclic response to maintain pitch
thin atmosphere.
and roll in Martian winds gusting to more than 13 mph (6 m/
“Ingenuity’s primary constraint was getting the weight low sec), Tyler said.
enough,” said Ben Pipenberg, AeroVironment’s engineering
This design “proved to be a bit more interesting than I had
lead on the Ingenuity program.
expected initially,” Tyler said. “The swashplate ends up sort
“It’s a very carefully balanced problem between being light of swinging like a bell, so figuring out the geometry of those
enough to actually fly on Mars and being strong enough [to] linkages as they’re swinging side to side, as well as up and down
withstand launch loads,” Sara Langberg, an AeroVironment and rotating, involved quite a bit of trigonometry.”
aeromechanical engineer on the project, said.
Tyler asked Langberg to tackle that. She “developed a very
One contribution to that balance is the design of the comprehensive mathematical script to calculate this all, so we
swashplates in Ingenuity’s coaxial rotor system. On many could provide JPL with all of the controls geometry for them to
helicopters, “the lower linkages attach at the same plane as write control loops on,” he said.
the upper linkages, so that when the swashplate pivots, there’s
no net lateral motion,” Jeremy Tyler, a senior aeromechanical “The geometry ends up being pretty non-linear near the end
engineer at AeroVironment, said. “They all pivot about a single points,” Langberg said. One design tradeoff with Ingenuity is
that its lighter swashplate dictated “a pretty large lookup table
point on a single plane.”
of servo angles to command for a desired collective and cyclic.”
He designed Ingenuity’s swashplate to attach the lower links But that software table doesn’t weigh much.
to the bottom of the swashplate instead of the pivot plane.
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The Ingenuity Mars helicopter made history on April 19, 2021, as
the first aircraft to fly on another planet. This was one of the last
close-up photos, taken on April 8.

Langberg made another contribution to the weight/
strength balance.
Ingenuity’s carbon fiber/foam core rotor blades are very stiff
and very light (about an ounce each), with a chord of about
5.9 inches (150 mm) at their widest point, a specific twist and
a camber unusual for helicopter blades. The two 4-ft (1.2-m)
long rotors spin very fast — about 2,500 to 2,800 rpm — to
compensate for the reduced lift in Mars’ thin atmosphere. By
comparison, helicopters here on Earth spin rotors in the range
of 200 to 600 rpm.
On Earth, the atmosphere’s weight provides most aerodynamic
damping of helicopters rotors. That damping is largely absent on
Mars. At Ingenuity’s high rpm, the rotor blades (with their offaxis center of gravity) would be subjected to a severe propeller
moment, or “tennis racquet effect,” that would tend to flatten
the blades and reduce performance. NASA couldn’t afford that.
To offset that, Langberg designed inertial counterweights —
composite horns that each contain a titanium ball — at the
blade roots. These also reduced loads counteracted by the servo
motors that move each rotor blade, allowing the team to use
lighter, smaller servos.
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Success through Collaboration
Mars’ lack of aerodynamic damping helped provoke the
formation of the cross-agency team.
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Functional testing of Ingenuity was conducted at Kennedy
Space Center in March 2020. Inertial counterweights are in
composite horns at the blade roots.

dioxide with a density about 1% that of the Earth’s atmosphere —
that makes flying just above the surface of Mars the equivalent of
flying at 100,000–115,000 ft (30–35 km) on Earth.
The demonstrators could lift off in the Mars-like atmosphere, the
video showed. But they became unstable immediately after liftoff.
Those early demonstrators “were built the same way we
would build a helicopter that flies here on Earth,” said
AeroVironment’s Pipenberg. “The problem we ended up having
is that the way the rotor system reacts to control inputs is very
different. You also have much lower aerodynamic damping.”
“We were clearly generating enough thrust,” said Dr.
Carlos Malpica, RVLT technical lead for flight dynamics
and control at Ames, during a March 2021 Ingenuity
webinar. “The same helicopter, operating at lower rotor
speeds at Earth densities, was perfectly stable. But as soon
as we took it to the lower density, it became unstable.”
NASA’s space and aeronautics representatives agreed that
they needed to go back to understand some fundamentals
of flight mechanics in the Martian atmosphere, Malpica
and Pipenberg said. NASA formed a large team that
would enable the high level of performance of the
first heavier-than-air aircraft to fly on another planet.

In 2013, JPL had tapped AeroVironment to begin developing
a Mars helicopter (see “Red Planet Rotorcraft,” Vertiflite, July/
Aug 2018). The next year, it proposed a small one as an aerial
scout for the Mars 2020 rover. That brought suggestions that
JPL seek support from the Ames Research Center in California
and Langley Research Center in Virginia — NASA’s repositories
of rotorcraft design expertise — in developing that helicopter.

The Mars Helicopter Team is made up of members from three
NASA directorates. The Science Mission Directorate (SMD)
runs the Mars Exploration Program, of which Mars 2020 is
part. The Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) is
home to Gorton’s RVLT Project. The Science Technology Mission
Directorate (STMD) develops transformative technologies
to enable space missions. JPL was the lead for Ingenuity. Its
researchers were joined by colleagues from Ames and Langley,
as well as engineers from AeroVironment and other contractors.

In their first meeting with NASA aeronautics experts, JPL officials
showed video of December 2014 Space Simulator tests of smallscale demonstrators. The 25-ft (7.6-m) diameter simulator allows
researchers to replicate Mars’ atmosphere, which is 95% carbon

Daunting Challenges
A Mars helicopter is not a new concept. A 1993 scientific paper
proposed one. JPL and AeroVironment themselves explored
the idea together in the late 1990s. In 2000, spurred by NASA,

the Vertical Flight Society (then-American Helicopter Society)
annual competition for aerospace engineering students called
for such a design (see “A Little Bit of VFS in Ingenuity,” Vertiflite,
May/June 2021). The results of hover tests of a concept at
Ames were published circa 2000.

Researchers performed airfoil simulations using the
compressible Navier-Stokes flow solver OVERFLOW developed
at NASA, analyses very important in the design phase, “since
we needed to know if the rotor could generate enough thrust in
the thin Martian atmosphere, and also to determine what the
power requirements would be,” Allan said.

But the concept was daunting.
“There’s a lot of technical challenges to solve,” Gorton said.
“Getting things to work in a very harsh environment. Getting
the communications to work and the navigation to work.
Making sure that the helicopter would be robust enough to live
and survive on the way to Mars. There is just a host of technical
challenges.”
An additional challenge was the timeline. Launch windows
for Mars missions occur roughly every 30 months. To get on
the Mars 2020 mission, the team had six years to do the work
necessary to nail down a proof of concept, work up engineering
development models and produce a flight model of the aircraft.
The tight timeline would dictate some workarounds. The ARMD
team members did extensive testing and modeling of the coaxial
rotor system and its interaction with the solar array panel
mounted atop it. This included work in the Space Simulator,
which was modified to accomplish those tasks. The team added
a swing arm and later a rotating one as well as a “wind wall” of
fans to study flow interactions around Ingenuity’s components.
Team members repeated some of that work when designers
shifted from a circular solar panel to the final configuration of a
rectangular one to generate more power.
“Unfortunately, it was not possible to test the full vehicle in
forward flight at the Mars atmospheric conditions [in the
chamber] and meet the design schedule,” said Brian Allan, RVLT
technical lead for high-fidelity modeling at Langley, during
that March seminar. “Computational fluid dynamics [CFD] was
key in providing some insight into the vehicle forward flight
performance” and the complex flow reactions between the
rotors, the solar array and the cubed-shaped fuselage.
The Martian atmosphere posed other problems. The extremely
low density “results in very low Reynolds number (Re) flows
that tend to reduce the rotor performance,” Allan said.
Reynolds number is a ratio of the inertial forces (size and
speed) of an object compared to the viscosity of the fluid that it
moves through. Ingenuity’s Reynolds number is about 11,000;
for a conventional helicopter on Earth, it’s about 5 million.

Better Than Predicted
The tight timeline for development of Ingenuity had some
performance benefits, as it turned out. NASA was assessing
eight sites as final Mars 2020 landing targets. Each had its
own environmental conditions. AeroVironment had to design
for all eight. Not until November 2018 did NASA announce
Jezero. By then, the team was preparing to test Ingenuity’s
flight model. The design had been refined many times and a
fair amount of systems identification testing was done on its
control systems.
This produced a helicopter with greater power margins than
the JPL operations team had expected. Ingenuity’s batteries
not only to power flights, communications and navigation but
warm its electronics during Martian nights that could drop
to -148°F (-100°C). That gave them confidence to push the
helicopter’s envelope.
“In designing Ingenuity, we were basing our power estimates,
first of all, on its heavily margined, conservative worst cases”
because that is typical for spacecraft margins, AeroVironment’s
Pipenberg said. But because of uncertainty about the landing
site and its conditions, “we were using some pretty conservative
estimates.”
Jezero had the most favorable conditions of four finalist sites.
It was farthest north. Mars’ rotational axis is tilted slightly
more than 25°, similar to Earth’s 23.4°. That makes its northern
hemisphere warmer in summer, Ingenuity’s operating season.
Jezero’s ground also would sap less heat from Ingenuity.
“At the end of the day, we found that we got a pretty favorable
landing site,” Pipenberg said.
Flight controllers continue to expand Ingenuity’s envelope.
For example, they are having engineers tweak Ingenuity’s
navigation system to enable the helicopter to fly better
over terrain with changing elevations. The helicopter was
designed to fly largely over flat terrain. Its navigation system
uses a downward-pointing camera that images terrain 30
times a second. An onboard computer compares the images
to predictions of what it would expect to see on the ground
at specific times. Rising terrain tends to make objects look
like they are appearing faster than they should under the
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On Mars, Ingenuity’s rotor blades would be reaching tip speeds
of 0.7 to 0.9 Mach. Very little data exists on airfoils operating
at high Mach numbers and low Reynolds numbers. Gathering it
requires a specialized wind tunnel that can operate at very low
densities and high Mach numbers. “We did not have enough
time to consider testing at these conditions to meet our design
schedule,” Allan said, “so we ended up using CFD to generate
the airfoil tables needed by the comprehensive design analysis
codes like CAMRAD II.”

Their predictions compared well to data from Space Simulator
rotor tests, but “there is still much that we need to learn
about the flow at these very low Reynolds number/high Mach
number conditions,” Allan said. “If we want to consider future
Mars helicopter designs, we really need to look at developing
testing capability for airfoil data at these conditions for rotor
analysis and design tools, as well as for CFD validation.”
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Ingenuity’s log book, documenting
flights 9 and 10 by Ingenuity Chief
Pilot Dr. Håvard Grip.

To date, Ingenuity has helped
Perseverance explore south of
the Octavia L. Butler Landing Site.
Now the pair will backtrack past
the landing site and explore north
and west.

helicopter, an error that builds up over time. Flight 9, on July 5,
saw Ingenuity experience this buildup error flying over an area
of rocky ridges in Jezero’s South Séítah region. The helicopter
had a target airfield with a radius of 164 ft (50 m). It landed
154 ft (47 m) from the target center. That inaccuracy was not
concerning because the area’s terrain was relatively benign.
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Future flights will take Ingenuity over rockier, more uneven
terrain. Indeed, on Flight 17, the radio communications link
between Ingenuity and the Perseverance Mars rover was
disrupted during the final descent phase of the flight due to
a line-of-sight blockage by a hill (NASA was still downloading
and reviewing the data as of press time).
Ingenuity’s success is propelling work by JPL and Ames on the
feasibility of a larger Mars helicopter. That work actually began
before Mars 2020 launched. NASA also plans to launch an eightbladed quadcopter to explore Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, in
2026. Dubbed Dragonfly, that craft would not arrive at Titan until
2034 (see “To the Heavens and Beyond,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2019).
The JPL/Ames second-generation Mars helicopter study has
found that a 68-lb (31-kg) hexacopter capable of fitting within
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an aeroshell of a diameter of 8.2 ft (2.5 m) could carry an 11-lb
(5-kg) payload for 10 minutes of hover time or over a range of
3.1 miles (5 km). Results of this study applied to the current
Ingenuity form factor could enable a 2.9-lb (1.3-kg) science
payload, the researchers said.
Next steps in that research include validating models and
choosing the next Mars mission, which will dictate whether the
larger hexacopter or smaller coaxial aircraft is the right choice,
they said.
Whichever design is chosen, capabilities developed by the
NASA ARMD/Space collaboration for the Ingenuity
project are likely to be central to that platform’s success.

About the Author
James T. McKenna is a longtime aerospace journalist
focusing on aviation safety issues, writing most recently
for Aerospace Tech Review and Aviation Maintenance. A
past contributor to Vertiflite, he served twice as editorin-chief of Rotor & Wing magazine.

THE VERTICAL FLIGHT SOCIETY

Educational Initiatives

Student Design Competition
Deadline Approaches
University students are challenged with
designing electric air taxis that accommodate
passengers with reduced mobility

birth of a new transport mode is very exciting. One can only
imagine how different air travel today would be for people with
disabilities if this had been done at the birth of commercial
aviation. We’re delighted to do our bit in helping Urban Air
Mobility get it right, from the outset.”
VFS encourages universities from around the world to
form teams and take part in this exciting and challenging
competition, which is conducted to attract the best and
brightest engineering students to the vertical flight industry.

Nine Schools Selected for eVTOL
Drone Competition
VFS is currently running its second annual Design-BuildVertical Flight (DBVF) Student Competition. In November, VFS
notified nine teams that they had been approved to continue in
this year’s competition. The teams are from these universities:
Bell is the sponsor for the 39th Annual Student Design
Competition. (Bell)

The 39th Annual VFS Student Design Competition (SDC)
challenges students to design an all-electric vertical takeoff and
landing (eVTOL) aircraft that accommodates passengers with a
broad spectrum of mobility difficulties or other disabilities for
advanced air mobility (AAM) missions.
The competition, entitled, “eVTOL Air Taxi for Passengers
with Reduced Mobility (PRM),” is sponsored this year by Bell,
and is open to students at universities worldwide. This year’s
request for proposals (RFP) is posted on the VFS website at
www.vtol.org/sdc. A total of $12,500 in cash prizes is again
available to the winning student teams. The deadline for university
teams to submit a letter of intent to participate is Feb. 1, 2022.

In developing this RFP, VFS partnered with UK charitable
organization Aerobility, which offers disabled people the
opportunity to fly an airplane. “Aerobility is pleased to
partner with VFS on this student design competition,” said
Mike Miller-Smith, CEO of Aerobility. “The opportunity to
encourage tomorrow’s designers to consider accessibility at the

Arizona State University
Auburn University
McGill University
Ohio State University
Pennsylvania State
University

■
■
■
■

University of Maryland
University of Michigan
University of Portland
Vaughn College of
Aeronautics & Technology

This remote-controlled eVTOL competition seeks to encourage
interest in unmanned aircraft technology, and small air vehicle
design and fabrication. The competition is designed to develop
hands-on skills and familiarization with eVTOL and AAM
technology at the university student level and prepare the next
generation of engineers and leaders to push the limits of this
exciting technology into the future.
The US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command
(CCDC) Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is the host of the
DBVF competition flyoff, which will be held at ARL’s Robotics
Research Collaboration Campus (R2C2) at Graces Quarters in
Maryland and scheduled for June 1–3, 2022.
The aircraft will be restricted to a maximum take-off weight
of no more than 15 lb (6.8 kg) and teams must complete a
series of tests, including for vertical takeoffs and landings,
speed and endurance. This year’s RFP is also posted on the
VFS website at www.vtol.org/FLY. A total of $5,000 in
cash awards will be given in two rounds: for the teams’
preliminary design reports (due Dec. 20, 2021) and for
the overall competition.
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Albert G. Brand, Bell’s Senior Technical Fellow for Flight
Technology and the company’s lead for this year’s competition,
noted: “As an emerging industry, it is not too early to anticipate
the greater needs of our society where it comes to eVTOL
transportation. We need to recognize the needs of travelers
with reduced mobility and factor that in our designs.”

■
■
■
■
■
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American Helicopter Museum
Celebrates 25 Years

The American Helicopter Museum celebrated 25 years in
October. (VFS)

By Mike Hirschberg, VFS Executive Director

O

n Oct. 16, the American Helicopter Museum &
Education Center (AHMEC) in West Chester,
Pennsylvania, celebrated a quarter century since it first
opened to the public with a special 25th Anniversary Gala. In
addition to cocktails and dinner — and conversations with
friends, colleagues and new acquaintances that had been rare
in the 19 months since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic —
the evening also included several important talks.
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Museum Executive Director Paul Kahan and Chair of the Board
Chuck DiLabbio (who took over last year from Marc Sheffler)
highlighted the first 25 years of the museum’s success, as well
as looking forward to the next 25 years and its fundraising
efforts. Most significantly, however, was the bestowal of the
2021 AHMEC Achievement Award; the museum announced
the selection in May.
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This year’s winner was NASA’s Ingenuity Mars Helicopter Team
for “not only the team’s significant technical accomplishment,
but its demonstration of the unmatched versatility of rotarywing aircraft, which extends beyond our world,” explained
AHMEC co-founder and award chairman, Bob Beggs. “The
successful first flight of Ingenuity is a milestone in vertical
flight no less significant than Leonardo DaVinci’s aerial screw
in the 1490s or Igor Sikorsky’s first free flight in 1940.”
The museum recognized five organizations, each represented
at the gala:
■ NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Jaako Karras, Robotics
Electrical Engineer
■ NASA Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology Project: Dr.
Carlos Malpica, Flight Dynamics Lead
■ AeroVironment: Ben Pipenberg, Aeromechanical Engineer

■
■

SolAero Technologies: Navid Fatemi, VP of Business
Development
Qualcomm: Chris Pruetting, Senior Director of Business
Development

See “NASA Aeronautics/Space Collaboration Powers Success
of Mars Helicopter,” pg. 58, for more details on the Mars
Helicopter and how this collaboration resulted in Ingenuity’s
historic first flight on April 19, 2021, as well as 15 additional
successful flights by the end of November.
Preserve, Educate & Inspire
The American Helicopter Museum & Education Center’s mission
is to preserve rotary-wing aviation history, educate society on
helicopters and their missions and inspire future generations.
For a quarter century, the museum has continued to collect,
preserve, research, publish and exhibit the objects, artifacts and
documents relating to the origins and development of rotarywing aircraft. AHMEC does this through an active schedule of
public educational programs, exhibitions, events, air shows,
workshops and publications designed to teach the principles
of flight, celebrate the pioneers of aviation and encourage and
inspire future generations of engineers, scientists, innovators,
pilots, mechanics and inventors.
The foundation of the museum was chronicled in the Forum 77
paper, “Preserve, Educate & Inspire – Founding the American
Helicopter Museum & Education Center,” by Robert M.
Beggs, Museum co-founder and trustee. The museum opened
across the runway from the Brandywine Airport terminal on
Oct. 18, 1996: “This milestone was the realization of a vision
adopted at a luncheon meeting hosted by the Philadelphia
Chapter of the American Helicopter Society on July 30,

American Helicopter Museum Achievement
Award Recipientst
Year

Honoree

Achievement

2021

Ingenuity Mars Helicopter
Team

First Helicopter Flight on
Another Planet

2020

University of Maryland
School of Medicine,
University of Maryland UAS
Test Site and Living Legacy
Foundation of Maryland

First Successful
Transplant Organ
Delivery by Drone

2019

Martine Rothblatt and Tier
1 Engineering

Electric-Powered R44
Helicopter

2018

Lilium

Lilium Jet

2017

Volocopter

Successful Manned Flight
of Volocopter VC200

2016

Sikorsky

Unmanned Autonomous
Black Hawk

2015

Jeff Bezos

Amazon PrimeAir

2014

AgustaWestland

Project Zero

2013

AeroVelo

Atlas Human Powered
Helicopter

2012

Kaman and Lockheed
Martin

Unmanned K-MAX

2011

University of Maryland

Gamera Human Powered
Helicopter

2010

Sikorsky

X2 Team

2009

AgustaWestland

AW109 “Round the World”
Helicopter Speed Record

1993. Chapter leaders had previously brainstormed potential
ideas for commemorating the upcoming 50th Anniversary
of the American Helicopter Society in 1994, but recognized
the need to engage a broader constituency to do something
significant…. After debating multiple options for the
commemoration, the idea of a museum was embraced when
Peter Wright, then President of Keystone Helicopters, offered
to donate several vintage helicopters if
a museum was established.”

Jaako Karras
(shown) of
NASA JPL and
AeroVironment’s
Ben Pipenberg
did a tag-team
briefing on the
development
and operations
of the Ingenuity
Mars Helicopter.
(AHMEC)

by trained docents and professional mentors. For many years,
the museum has run its highly successful Girls in Science
and Technology (GIST) program, which was even conducted
virtually during the pandemic.
Special Events
In addition to the 25th Anniversary Gala, the museum hosted
a members-only special event the evening prior to celebrate
the unveiling of its newly restored Sikorsky HOS-1, the
“Gander Express.”
On Sept. 18, 1946, a Sabena Airlines DC-4 airliner crashed in
bad weather 20 miles (32 km) southeast of Newfoundland’s
Gander Airport. The aircraft had departed Shannon, Ireland,
with 37 passengers and seven crew members. A TWA captain
spotted the crash site from the air the following day.
Two Coast Guard helicopters were dismantled for shipping and
flown on military cargo aircraft to Gander: an HNS-1 (R-4)
from Elizabeth City, North Carolina, and an HOS-1 (R-6) from
Brooklyn, New York. The HOS-1 moved eight seriously injured
stretcher cases before dark on its first day of operations. The
next day, two helicopters evacuated the remaining survivors,
plus a 14-member US Army team and several other rescuers.

Today, the museum displays over 35
aircraft — helicopters, autogyros,
drones and more —as well as thousands
of important artifacts, components and
models, as well as hundreds of books and
thousands of historical documents.
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AMHEC also has a very strong outreach
program for science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM)
education — hence the “Education
Center” part of its name. The museum
hosts frequent half- and full-day
workshops for children of various ages.
Topics include astronomy, chemistry,
coding, drones and robotics. The
workshops are hands-on and conducted

NASA’s winning team with dignitaries: Hirschberg (VFS), Beggs (AHMEC), Fatemi
(SolAero), Pipenberg (AeroVironment), Malpica (RVLT), Pruetting (Qualcomm), Karras
(JPL), Sheffler (AHMEC) and DiLabbio (AHMEC). (AHMEC)
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rescue was headline news in Europe and the US, featured on
newsreels, in newspapers and magazines. It established the
role of helicopters as rescue aircraft in the publics’ mind and
secured a place in the Coast Guard inventory for helicopters.
The HOS-1 was later named “Gander Express” and was recently
acquired and restored by AHMEC.
The pre-gala unveiling included VFS History Committee
member and 2021 John J. Schneider Historical Achievement
Award winner Paul J. Fardink — who reviewed the “incredible
story of courage, innovation and compassion around the
rescue at Gander” — and Douglass Schaeffer, AHMEC’s Head
of Restoration. Attendees included US Coast Guard dignitaries
from Philadelphia and Washington.
This historic Sikorsky HOS-1, the “Gander Express,” saved many
lives, proving the value of vertical flight in the public conscience.

The museum also hosted a temporary exhibit Oct. 1 through
Dec. 5 to honor the contributions of the Tuskegee Airmen, the
first African-American military aviators (and their supporting
personnel) in the US Armed Forces, who served with distinction
during World War II. The museum featured a lecture by Dr.
Robert Kodosky, author of Tuskegee in Philadelphia: Rising to
the Challenge, as well as a book and memorabilia signing with
members of the Tuskegee Airmen and their families on Oct. 2.
Over the past quarter century, AHMEC has established itself as
one of the world’s largest helicopter museums. But it has gone
far beyond just displaying vertical flight aircraft. It has
served its mission well to “Preserve, Educate & Inspire.”

Holding a photo of HOS-1 flight mechanic Gus Jablonksi in front
of the Gander Express is his son, Steve Jablonski, with his son,
Mike Jablonski, holding his grandfather’s “Knight of the Order of
Leopold” medal, at the AHMEC ceremony. (AHMEC)
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Support AHMEC

The museum has two Kitty Hawk Flyer single-seat eVTOL aircraft
on display. (VFS)

The helicopters then ferried investigators and airline officials
to and from the crash site.
The two helicopters made 40 flights into the clearing and
rescued 18 surviving passengers and crew. The helicopter and
airplane pilots and support crews were awarded Air Medals and
Belgium’s “Knight of the Order of Leopold” medals. This major
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The American Helicopter Museum & Education
Center is located at 1220 American Boulevard, West
Chester, Pennsylvania 19380. A registered 501(c)(3)
nonprofit, the museum is supported by donations,
rentals and admittance fees. All revenue supports the
museum’s mission to preserve rotary-wing history,
educate society on helicopters and their missions, and
inspire future generations. Hard hit by the COVID-19
pandemic closures, the museum is currently open
Thursday through Sundays.
The museum’s 25th Anniversary Giving Campaign is
working towards a $250,000 fundraising goal and has
made significant progress, but is requesting additional
support from the vertical flight community.
Learn more at www.AmericanHelicopter.Museum.

THE VERTICAL FLIGHT SOCIETY

Awards

Prof. Marilyn Smith Selected for
2022 Nikolsky Lectureship
“Computational Vertical Lift Aeromechanics
and Its Future in the Twenty-First Century”
By Mike Hirschberg, VFS Executive Director

VFS announced on Dec. 9 that
Prof. Marilyn J. Smith was
selected for the prestigious 2022
Alexander A. Nikolsky Honorary
Lectureship. The Lectureship is
awarded to “an individual who
has a highly distinguished career
in vertical flight aircraft research
and development and is skilled
at
communicating
technical
knowledge and experience.”
Smith is the Professor and Director
of the Vertical Lift Research Center
of Excellence (VLRCOE) at the
Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia. This, the
42nd Annual Nikolsky Lecture, will be entitled, “Computational
Vertical Lift Aeromechanics and Its Future in the Twenty-First
Century,” which Smith will deliver in an hour-long presentation
at the 78th Annual Forum & Technology Display on Tuesday,
May 10, 2022, at the Fort Worth Convention Center in Fort
Worth, Texas. Her detailed written treatise expanding the
lecture will be featured in the Society’s Journal of the AHS, the
world’s only scientific journal dedicated to vertical flight.

Prior to joining Georgia Tech, Smith worked as a flight test
engineer and assistant scientist at the Lockheed-Georgia
Company (now Lockheed Martin) and McDonnell Douglas
Helicopter Company (now Boeing) while pursuing both her MS

Over two decades ago, Smith conceptualized the application
of high-fidelity CFD unstructured mesh solvers (using NASA’s
FUN3D) on complex rotorcraft configurations attaining
aerodynamic and performance predictions with the same
accuracy as structured solvers. Over the next decade, she proved
her hypothesis by leading her graduate student team to develop
extensions of FUN3D to overset, moving methodologies,
culminating in the first successful unstructured aeroelastic
analysis of overset rotor blades. This research formed the core
for the overset multiple reference frame modules in FUN3D.
FUN3D was chosen as one of NASA’s two rotating frame
solvers. Today, FUN3D is one of NASA’s primary CFD products
and is used by the US government and industry for a plethora
of computational overset configurations, including propellers,
rotorcraft and wind energy.
Because of her extensive experience in industry, Smith has
a unique outlook. She understands the time and hardware
constraints associated with engineering computations in
aeromechanics. In the area of efficient-yet-accurate industrylevel solver development, she envisioned a new paradigm
involving a hierarchical “carefree” dual-solver hybrid coupledaeromechanics framework that can permit rapid design and
analysis. She developed a transformative concept known as
“non-contiguous” grids that permits placing of CFD near-body
meshes only where needed.
Smith is an accomplished and award-winning author who
continues to collaborate and develop new understanding
around the complex flow phenomena seen in rotorcraft.
Her efforts in vertical lift go well beyond her research. She
has taught and continues to teach students in graduate and
undergraduate courses directly in rotorcraft aeromechanics or
highly relevant to them.
Prof. Smith will present her Nikolsky Lecture at the Vertical
Flight Society’s 78th Annual Forum & Technology Display on
Tuesday, May 10, 2022, at the Fort Worth Convention Center
in Fort Worth, Texas. She will then be honored at the Forum 78
Annual Grand Awards Ceremony with the presentation of the
Alexander A. Nikolsky medallion and certificate.
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Smith was nominated as an authority on computational
aeromechanics with a specialty in rotorcraft applications.
She is currently a full professor in Georgia Tech’s Daniel
Guggenheim School of Aerospace Engineering, where she leads
the US Army/Navy/NASA VLRCOE and a NASA University
Leadership Initiative (ULI) on advanced air mobility (AAM).
Her contributions include a sustained effort in computational
and theoretical research in aerodynamics associated with highly
separated and dynamic systems, primarily directed toward
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft. Her research
focuses on complex problems where the physics are not well
understood and/or when validation data for computational
processes are scarce.

and PhD degrees, which she completed in 1994. Her doctoral
research resulted in a Navier-Stokes solver exploring loosely
and tightly coupled approaches with the Hodges-Dowell
nonlinear beam theory to study an aeroelastic rotor in hover.
This 1994 effort was a precursor to the coupled computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) / computational structural dynamics
(CSD) aeroelastic analysis performed routinely today.

Information on Prof. Alexander A. Nikolsky and prior
Nikolsky Lectures is available at www.vtol.org/nikolsky.
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The maiden flight of the eMagic
One on May 31, 2021. (eMagic)

eMagic One
Silently Comes
Out of Stealth
By Michael Hampson

T
January / February 2022

he eMagic One, a new electric vertical takeoff and
landing (eVTOL) proof-of-concept demonstrator, made
its public debut at the EUROPEAN ROTORS exhibition
in Cologne, Germany, on Nov. 8–10. Developed by eMagic
Aircraft, the eMagic One is the product of company founders
Michael Kügelgen and Thomas Senkel, who sought to
maximize the endurance and range of eVTOL aircraft without
compromising on safety. Since conducting its maiden flight
in May 2021, the eMagic One has demonstrated its potential
as a unique and impressive addition to the field of eVTOL
aircraft.
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The eMagic One eVTOL demonstrator holds one person (the
pilot) and is equipped with a tractor propeller for forward
flight and eight lifting propellers dedicated for vertical flight. It
features tandem wings, a vertical rear stabilizer and a tricycle
taildragger wheeled landing gear arrangement. The aircraft
can be completely disassembled for transportation by truck
and trailer. The eMagic One was designed from scratch and
has excellent flight characteristics. All components such as the
electric drives, batteries and control systems are designed to be

fully optimized. The airframe is extremely light at 562 lb (255
kg), maximizing the flight range of the aircraft.
The eMagic Team
Kügelgen founded MK Technology in Germany in 1997,
which is an accomplished rapid prototyping and production
company. Kügelgen notes as a highlight, the development and
construction of the automatic production line investment
casting for SpaceX for the production of rockets and rocket
engine parts — this included construction of the world’s
largest steam autoclave, which is 75 ft (12 m) high and has an
empty weight of 143,300 lb (65 metric tons).
Kügelgen is a mechanical engineer and has been pilot for 45
years, rated for both fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters. He
developed the MK-105 Flash and MK-106 HIT drones in the
1980s, which were flown by the militaries of Germany, France
and the US. MK Technology is based in Grafschaft, Germany,
near the former capital of Bonn.
Senkel was the co-founder, primary designer, inventor and builder
of Volocopter’s original VC1, and also made the first flight of
this “flying yoga ball.” According to the Guinness Book of World
Records, this event marked the world’s first crewed flight of an
electric multicopter, on Oct. 21, 2011. Senkel left Volocopter in
2015, dissatisfied with the operational range of multicopters.
According to Senkel, eMagic’s winged aircraft will have a range five
times that of a multicopter eVTOL passenger aircraft.
Kügelgen leads the aerodynamic design, construction of the
aircraft and flight testing, while Senkel is responsible for
the propulsion system, battery technology, flight control

and the “Copter” flight testing hover
platform. Moritz Pfletschinger is
in charge of software development,
including the battery management
system, pilot assistance system and
flight controller optimization.
eMagic partnered with experts at
other German companies for the
development and construction of the
prototype. This includes:
■

■
■
■
■

First Flight Timeline
Jan. 6, 2019 – First flight of 1:6-scale RC eCTOL airplane
April 3, 2019 – First flight of 1:3.8-scale RC eCTOL airplane
May 10, 2019 – First flight of 1:3.8-scale RC Copter hover platform
May 28, 2019 – First transition of 1:3.8-scale RC airplane
March 4, 2020 – First flight of half-scale model airplane
July 30, 2020 – Full-scale Copter hover platform
May 21, 2021 – Manned full-scale aircraft taxi test
May 31, 2021 – Manned full-scale aircraft maiden flight
Oct. 24, 2021 – Manned full-scale Copter hover platform maiden flight
Nov. 5, 2021 – Unmanned hover flight of full-scale aircraft

Matthias Strieker (Silence Aircraft
GmbH, Schloss Holte-Stukenbrock):
milling of all negative molds and
manufacturing of carbon honeycomb
primary and secondary structural parts
of the airframe, as well as the off-the-shelf cockpit section
Thomas Strieker (Leviora Leichtbaumanufaktur, Verl):
structural testing
Richard Krüger-Sprengel (Helix Carbon GmbH, Würselen):
design and fabrication of the custom propellers
Hans-Joachim Droste (Droste Ingenieure GmbH, Cologne):
milling of all metal parts for controls and the electric motors
Joachim Geiger (Geiger Engineering, Hirschaid): electric
propulsion system for aerodynamic flight, one complete unit

The eMagic One features a variety of safety measures, such as
redundant on-board systems and a Kevlar honeycomb sandwich
monocoque structure around the pilot. With multiple propellers
and rotors, the aircraft takes advantage of distributed electric
propulsion (DEP), meaning that if one or more lift propellers or
motors fail, the other working propellers and motors can safely
land the aircraft. The tandem-wing configuration of the eMagic
One offers additional protection against stalls, enabling greater
operator control when transitioning between flight modes. The
aircraft has high-performance propellers that Helix Carbon
optimized for cruise flight and for hovering, respectively. The
eMagic One also has a whole-aircraft ballistic parachute and is
capable of conducting conventional takeoffs and landings.

Aircraft Development
eMagic Aircraft was formed in 2018. After Kügelgen and Senkel
settled on the One configuration, small-scale model testing
began in early 2019 with a 1:6 (16.7%-scale) radio control (RC)
airplane for electric conventional takeoff and landing (eCTOL).
Over the next 30 months, eMagic built and flew additional

VFS Executive Director Mike Hirschberg with Kügelgen and
Senkel at EUROPEAN ROTORS in Cologne. (VFS)
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The custom electric motors are Halbach magnet motors with
a field-oriented controller (FOC). The aircraft uses heavy duty
batteries and a battery management system (BMS); it has two
independent systems: high energy-density packs for cruise and
high power-density packs for hover. The only significant part of
the aircraft that eMagic didn’t build from scratch was the pilot
compartment: the company adopted the canopy, the canopy
frame and the seat from Silence Aircraft GmbH’s Twister
single-seat aerobatic aircraft. The cockpit has an electronic
pilot monitor (EPM) to control all the sensors and gauges with
a single monitor.

Nose-on view of the eMagic One. (eMagic)

The eMagic One cockpit is from the Silence “Twister” aerobatic
aircraft. (VFS)
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Helix Carbon designed and fabricated the custom
propellers, while Droste Ingenieure developed the custom
electric motors. (VFS)

1:3.8 (26.3%-scale) and 1:2 (50%-scale) model for eCTOL
testing prior to first flight, as well as half-scale and full-scale
versions of its Copter hover test platform (see sidebar, “First
Flight Timeline”).
Sub-scale prototypes of the two aircraft — the eMagic One and
the eMagic Copter — made their inaugural remote-controlled
flights in spring 2019. In July 2020, the full-scale eMagic Copter
conducted its first remote-controlled eVTOL flight. On May
31, 2021, the eMagic One reached a milestone by completing
its maiden crewed eCTOL flight. Successive tests throughout
the year evaluated the hover capabilities of both aircraft, with
the first eMagic One hover flight (uncrewed) occurring on Nov.
5, just 10 days before it was trucked to EUROPEAN ROTORS.
eMagic is flying the demonstrator under the German
Ultralight Flight Association (DULV) provision flight approval
(VVZ), which is the same approval that has been used by
Volocopter to date. The maximum takeoff limit that can be
approved by DULV is 1041.7 lb (472.5 kg), slightly more than
the maximum takeoff weight for the eMagic One, which is
925 lb (420 kg); an ultralight in Germany is also limited to
only one or two seats.
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The aircraft and Copter platform — as well as the models,
were all built and assembled in Kügelgen’s personal hangar
and facilities, at MK Technology’s Tec Centre. All hover test
flights were accomplished in the field adjacent to the Tec
Centre and his private property — he notes that this area is
also the landing field for his personal Guimbal Cabri G2 and
is officially certified.
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For the flights of the One aircraft, eMagic has been testing
at two nearby airfields, one is Bad Neuenahr (EDRA) and the
other is Mendig (EDRE).
The tests so far show an incredibly quiet aircraft in cruise as
well as hover. The company’s motto is “Even Birds Are Jealous!”
Indeed, in the flight test videos, the chirping of birds at the
airfield can be heard over the noise of the aircraft.

The 50%-scale model was key to developing and perfecting
the design and controls for the real thing. Both are seen in
Kügelgen’s personal workshop/hangar/garage.

eMagic One Description
Physical
Characteristics

Imperial

Metric

Wingspan

25.2 ft

7.68 m

Length

23.6 ft

7.2 m

Height

7 ft

2.15 m

152 ft²

14.145 m²

Wing Area
Load Factor

+4g/-2g

Empty Weight

562 lb

255 kg

Max Weight

925 lb

420 kg

Electric Motors
Flight

1x 40 kW @2200 rpm

Hover

8x 15 kW @ 1800 rpm

Performance
Cruise Endurance

up to 60 min

Hover Endurance

up to 4 min

Cruise Speed

78 kt

144 km/h

Max Speed

92 kt

170 km/h

Vne

110 kt

200 km/h

Stall Speed

40 kt

74 km/h

In spring 2022, eMagic plans to begin conducting transition
flights from hover to forward flight and back with the eMagic
One. The company plans to continue flight testing the aircraft
to receive full DULV certification and build several additional
One aircraft to gain more experience.
What Comes Next
eMagic Aircraft is seeking to develop a serial production
aircraft that incorporates the lessons from past flight
demonstrations. The production aircraft is likely to hold
either three or four people; eMagic Aircraft has stated that a
three passenger eVTOL aircraft is probably the best number
of passengers for an air taxi. Although the work to date
has been financed using personal funds, eMagic Aircraft

is seeking investors to support the development of a serial
production aircraft.
In a virtual presentation at Flying Pages’ annual e-flight forum
in China, Kügelgen presented the first images of the company’s
eMagic Next, a smart-looking, scaled-up design with two
tractor propellers. The batteries are located under the propeller
nacelles, enabling quick and easy battery swapping.
Driven by a passion for flying, Senkel and Kügelgen are
confident that the eMagic Next offers an innovative
solution to some of aviation’s longstanding challenges.

About the Author
Mike Hampson is the editor of the VFS World eVTOL
Aircraft Directory ( www.eVTOL.news/aircraft). He is
also the founder and editor of Helicopter Links
( www.HelicopterLinks.com) — “The Online Yellow
Pages for the Helicopter Industry” — and a past
contributor to Vertiflite.

Both half-scale and full-scale “Copter” testbeds were used to
develop the aircraft flight control system. Here, Senkel pilots the
full-scale Copter. (eMagic)

More photos of the eMagic aircraft are available on the VFS
Photo Gallery at www.vtol.org/gallery.
eMagic unveiled the three-seat eMagic Next design in midDecember. (eMagic)
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EUROPEAN ROTORS 2021 was held
Nov. 16–18 at the Koelnmesse in
Cologne. (All VFS photos)

Inaugural EUROPEAN
ROTORS Reunites Vertical
Flight Community

T

By Mike Hirschberg, VFS Executive Director
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he first in-person international helicopter expo in nearly
two years was held Nov. 16–18 in Cologne, Germany,
with a renewed appreciation for the personal interactions
that make the vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft
community successful. “EUROPEAN ROTORS — The VTOL
Show & Safety Conference” was organized by the European
Helicopter Association (EHA) in cooperation with the
European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). The concept
of bringing everybody together, from suppliers and rotorcraft
manufacturers to the operators and the regulator, to discuss
the latest challenges in the VTOL sector — in cooperation with
the regulator — is unique.
With visitors from 36 countries, attendees took part in the
many different events at the Koelnmesse exhibition center
over the three days. In addition to limiting the attendance
due to COVID-19 restrictions, facial masks, vaccination cards/
negative COVID tests, increased ventilation, social distancing
and other measures were used to facilitate an excellent event
while minimizing the chance of infections at a time when
COVID-19 cases in Germany were rapidly rising in its “fourth
wave,” reaching twice that of its previous record.
The success of the event was the result of strong support from
the helicopter industry, pent-up demand for in-person events,
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the widespread availability of the highly effective coronavirus
vaccine, protocols to minimize the spread of germs, a bit of
good luck, and a lot of planning and hard work.
VFS Support
The inaugural EUROPEAN ROTORS was originally slated
to debut in November 2020, after EASA split off from the
annual Helitech Expo that is now based solely in the UK.
The global pandemic necessitated the postponement of the
first live edition, but the community remained connected
with webinars, digital symposiums and the informative
“Digital Series” videos. The live event in November then
brought together the two worlds: a physical show with
conferences, workshops and trainings augmented by a virtual
platform offering additional posts from exhibitors and
additional content. This event platform is leading directly
into EUROPEAN ROTORS 365 for the European rotorcraft
community to stay connected and publish digital content
throughout the year. Importantly, all of the live sessions held
in Cologne this year were recorded and available online at
www.365.EuropeanRotors.eu.
VFS was the first vertical flight non-profit to throw its support
behind EHA for the event. In a press release announcing
the partnership in April, David Solar, Head of the General
Aviation and VTOL Department at EASA, said: “We are glad
to welcome the contribution of the Vertical Flight Society to

the conference programme of EUROPEAN ROTORS. Research
and technology are a key pillar supporting the development
of the VTOL community.” In addition, Dr. Frank Liemandt,
show director of EUROPEAN ROTORS, noted: “We are very
excited to be working with the highly respected Vertical
Flight Society and look forward to a high-level programme.
The collaboration with VFS is similar to an accolade for
EUROPEAN ROTORS.”
VFS produced and led four sessions on advanced vertical
flight developments, held on the first day, Tuesday, Nov. 16,
as well as an online session. These “VFS Innovation Sessions”
encompassed the following topics:
■

■

■

■

■

Rotorcraft Research, with experts from the Technical
Universities of Delft, Munich and Vienna, as well as EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University’s Worldwide Campus, plus
public research agencies ONERA — The French Aerospace
Lab and DLR — The German Aerospace Center, as well
as the coordinating body, the Association of European
Research Establishments in Aeronautics (EREA).
Vertical Aviation Safety, led by Jim Viola, HAI President
and CEO — and co-chair of the Vertical Aviation Safety
Team (VAST) — this session included helicopter safety
experts from the European Safety Promotion Network
Rotorcraft (ESPN-R) and Airbus.
Advanced Rotorcraft Technology covered the Clean Sky 2
Fast Rotorcraft Programme — including the Airbus RACER
compound helicopter and the Leonardo Next-Generation
Civil Tiltrotor (NGCTR) — as well as safety innovations
at Sikorsky and Bell, such as increased safety through
automation, fly-by-wire flight controls and system safety
design.
Advanced Air Mobility, with leaders from Airbus Urban
Mobility, Lilium, Vertical Aerospace and Volocopter, with a
focus on progress towards certification.
Airspace Integration of UAS & UAM was an onlineonly discussion that was pre-recorded to bring together
expertise from the US, UK and the European Union on safely
integrating huge numbers of unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS, i.e. drones) and urban air mobility (UAM, i.e. eVTOL)
into the airspace. Experts from OneSky Systems, Altitude
Angels and EASA, moderated by NASA’s Dr. Parimal “PK”
Kopardekar, gave more than an hour-long “virtual primer”
for the EUROPEAN ROTORS event.

The Technical University of Vienna (TU Wien) booth, with
sectioned Airbus Bo 105 drivetrain components on display.

Bell and other manufacturers held signing ceremonies for
purchase agreements.

AUTOFLUG displayed the three mounting configurations of its
modular crashworthy seats for eVTOL aircraft — a T-bracket, an
L-bracket and wall-mounted.

The EASA Rotorcraft and VTOL Symposium has been an annual
event for more than a dozen years in Cologne, focused on the
latest rotorcraft developments from a safety perspective. EASA
also gave a dedicated briefing on “How to certify an eVTOL.”
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Safety Programs
As part of the event, more than 100 topics were covered in
various sessions, covering 30 major conference blocks, as
well as two paid training courses, plus five workshops and
briefings. In addition, 10 additional topics were covered in
online sessions, such as the VFS Airspace Integration Session
and a livestreamed “Workshop on Rotorcraft Simulation,” led
by Prof. Giuseppe Quaranta, Politecnico di Milano.

Fichtner & Schicht makes specialized rotor blade edges for
European and Indian helicopters.
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Volocopter employee Lauren Kanady demonstrating a
battery swap in the VoloCity mockup (the battery is a
lightweight mockup).

SilentWings has been flight testing its hydrogen fuel cell eVTOL
drone. The tailsitter has a thruster in the tail, which pivots to a
conventional tail system in cruise flight. The hydrogen fuel tank
can be seen in the rear.

Leonardo, Merck, Pegasus Aero Group and XPeng. In addition,
the German Aerospace Industries Association (BDLI), Helishow
Dubai 2022, Helicopter Association International (HAI) and
UAV DACH — which is the unmanned aviation association of
Germany, Austria and Switzerland — also supported the event.
Airbus, Bell, Leonardo and Safran were members of the event’s
steering committee.
The all-electric Airial Robotics GT100 Gyrotrack drone, powered by
the twin tractor propellers; the rotor autorotates in cruise flight.

Other presentations covered drones; market news; helicopter
medical emergency services (HEMS); maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO); surviving vortex ring state (VRS); sustainable
aviation fuels (SAF); offshore operations; sustainable helicopter
operations; police aviation; aerial work; and a Swiss Innovation
Day, highlighting some of the country’s latest developments in
the VTOL segment.
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A final “Cross-Sectional Panel” discussed the highlights
from the EUROPEAN ROTORS sessions. Executives from
EHA (Chairman Peter Möller), EASA (David Solar), Norsk
Luftambulanse (Andreas Hjert, moderator of the HEMS
sessions), NGFT (CEO Christian Müller, aerial work sessions),
Heli Offshore (COO Francois Lassale, SAF sessions) and VFS
(Mike Hirschberg, innovation sessions) gave their views at the
event, with Liemandt moderating.
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Euroavia (the European Association of Aerospace Students)
Aachen also held both an in-person and a virtual challenge for
“Rotorthon” (like the popular software coding “hackathons”).
The event featured two VTOL topics, with six teams of aviation
students competing over the three days of brainstorming,
presenting their work on the final day.
Exhibits & Announcements
More than 150 exhibitors showcased the latest in helicopters,
drones and electric VTOL (eVTOL), as well as their supporting
components, products and services. The event’s platinum sponsor
was Airbus, with additional “conference partners” VFS, ADAC
Luftrettung, Boeing, City of Cologne, Heli Austria, KölnBusiness,

VFS has posted more than 120 pictures from the
event in the VFS Vertical Flight Photo Gallery at
gallery.vtol.org/album/HApo (case sensitive). Rotorcraft
and component manufacturers made up the majority of the
trade show. Below are some of the highlights.
Rellingen, Germany-based AUTOFLUG GmbH displayed
the three configurations of its lightweight modular seats
for eVTOL air taxis. Electroforming and tooling specialist
Fichtner & Schicht GmbH makes specialized rotor blade
edges for European and Indian helicopters; the Schlangen,
Germany-based company had numerous rotor blade leadingedge protective strips and other large components on display.
The exhibits included 14 helicopters from Airbus, Bell, Curti,
Guimbal, Leonardo, Konner and Robinson, as well as the
Fraundorfer Aeronautics’ Tensor 600X gyroplane prototype
and several VTOL drones. In addition, Volocopter displayed
its VoloCity mockup and eMagic Aircraft debuted their eMagic
One single-passenger lift-plus-cruise eVTOL (see “eMagic One
Silently Comes Out of Stealth,” pg. 68).
Munich-based SilentWings GmbH showed the Hydrogen
Fuel Cell electric VTOL drone demonstrator it has been flight
testing. The 77-lb (35-kg) gross weight drone is expected to
carry a 22-lb (10-kg) payload for six hours over a 375-nm (700
km) range. The tailsitter has a thruster in the tail, which pivots
to a conventional tail system in cruise flight.
Avy Aera, based in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, showed a
fixed-wing multicopter VTOL drone displayed at EUROPEAN
ROTORS 2021.
Hamburg-based Airial Robotics GmbH displayed two sizes of

The Skeldar V-200 at the ESG stand. The drone helicopter has
a 15-ft (4.6-m) rotor diameter and has been delivered to the
German Navy.

Bell 429 cabin with a German Police mission station developed
by ESG. EUROPEAN ROTORS show director Dr. Frank Liemandt
(left) is seen through the cabin, giving a tour to dignitaries.

its compound autogyro drones. The smaller, 44-lb (20-kg) gross
weight electricGT20 Gyrotrack was designed for a payload of 13
lb (6+ kg) and a flight time of up to more than two hours; the
rotor system autorotates in cruise flight, powered by the twin
tractor propellers. The GT20 is in production and operational
use. The larger, 220-lb (100-kg) electric GT100 Gyrotrack was
designed for a payload of 137 lb (62 kg) and a flight time of 42
minutes. The company has also designed a hybrid GT100H for
100-lb (45-kg) payload and an eight-hour flight time; a hybrid
GT200H would have a 440-lb (200-kg) gross weight, for a 200lb (90-kg) payload and a six-hour endurance.
BEE appliance GmbH, based in Beilngries, Germany, showed
its six-ducted-propeller electric BEE-H6. The company has been
flight testing its hexcopter cargo drone technology since January
2019, and even has a concept for a passenger-carrying eVTOL.
ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistik-GmbH displayed an example
of the Skeldar V-200 helicopter UAS that ESG has delivered to the
German Navy as part of its Sea Falcon system. The V-200 is built
by the Swedish manufacturer UMS Skeldar AB and can operate
for up to five hours with a maximum take-off weight of 520 lb
(235 kg); it can take off and land automatically on the deck of the
corvette in up to 20-kt (37-km/h) winds in “Sea State 3.” ESG,
based in Fürstenfeldbruck near Munich, also trumpeted the work
they had accomplished with Boeing to tailor the CH-47 Chinook
for the German military’s “Schwerer Transporthubschrauber”
(STH) competition to replace the Sikorsky CH-53G.

Heli-Flight, based in Reichelsheim, Germany, brought a
Robinson R44. Heli Austria also displayed an Airbus H125
and Robinson R44. ADAC Luftrettung brought an H135 and
also conducted hoist demonstrations with the ESPN-R team.

Fraundorfer Aeronautics AG, based in Donauwörth, exhibited
its Tensor 600X autogyro. Between January and November
2020, the aircraft completed around 50 takeoffs and landing.
The “600X” indicates it is a technology demonstrator with a
600-kg (1,323-lb) gross weight, the maximum for the German
DULV ultralight certification. The company is also eyeing
electric or other energy sources as an easy swap-out capability,
since power is only needed to drive the single pusher propeller.
The company also displayed a mockup of its tandem cockpit.
Amaro Italy-based Konner Srl displayed its K1 ultralight
helicopter and its TK250 turboshaft engine, which produces
250 shp (185 kW) and weighs less than 110 lb (50 kg). Heli
Transair European Air Services brought a Guimbal Cabri G2.
Finally, Ravenna, Italy-based Curti Aerospace showcased its
Zefhir prototype 001 (I-X048). The Zefhir is a two-seat, light,
single turbine-powered recreational or trainer helicopter.
In 2018, the aircraft demonstrated the world’s first test of
a helicopter with a ballistic parachute, with the parachute
installed above the main rotor.
At the event, Airbus Urban Mobility also unveiled a subscale
model of their CityAirbus NextGen (see “Airbus Reveals NextGen
eVTOL Concept,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021) and announced a
trilateral agreement with Thales and Diehl Aerospace for the joint
development of the eVTOL aircraft’s flight control computers.
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Bell exhibited a 505 and a 429, which featured a German police
mission station developed by ESG. Airbus displayed an H125 and
an ADAC Luftrettung five-bladed H145, as well as a crashworthy
fuel tank; the upgrade provides enhanced safety for the H125 and
H130 helicopters. Leonardo showed off an offshore AW169 flown
by Emden, Germany-based HeliService International GmbH, and
demonstrated the operation of its rescue hoist in cooperation
with the ESPN-R experts in this segment.

ADAC Luftrettung is now operating the five-bladed H145 as part
of its rescue helicopter fleet.
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HeliService displayed its AW169 at the Leonardo stand,
explaining its modern features and conducting hoist
demonstrations.

Airbus unveiled a model of its CityAirbus NextGen and
announced an agreement with Diehl Aerospace and Thales.
From left to right are representatives from Diehl and Thales, with
Airbus CEO Bruno Even and Airbus Head of UAM Joerg Mueller.

EUROPEAN ROTORS 2022
EHA and EASA will continue their annual collaboration
next year, with 25% of the exhibit hall already sold to repeat
exhibitors. VFS will again be supporting the event, Europe’s
largest and most important helicopter expo of the year,
with sessions on rotorcraft and eVTOL advancements and
technology. Next year’s EUROPEAN ROTORS is planned
for Nov. 8–10, 2022, at the Koelnmesse in Cologne,
Germany. Check it out at www.EuropeanRotors.eu.
The Fraundorfer Tensor 600X gyroplane technology
demonstrator began flying in January 2020.

Aviation Week’s AAM
Incubator Conference

A

By Jim Sherman, VFS Director of Strategic Development
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viation Week held its Aerospace Incubator symposium
on advanced air mobility (AAM) in Miami, Florida,
on Nov. 3–4. It covered topics such as the current
state of the industry, infrastructure, regulatory environment,
propulsion, supply chain, modeling and simulation, etc. The
event featured many VFS members in the agenda, including
Lilium; CAE, Inc.; VerdeGo Aero; SMG Consulting and Crown
Consulting, as well as other individuals familiar to the
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) community. VFS was the
“supporting partner” for the launch event.
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Robin Riedel of McKinsey & Company provided the keynote
presentation where he noted that the industry is transitioning
from a startup-dominant industry as incumbents, such as
airlines, are entering and AAM vehicle orders (including nonVTOL aircraft) have exceeded 6,500 aircraft, valued at over
$15B. He also noted that consumer interest is rising rapidly as
well, as drone deliveries increase and popular culture features
more eVTOL vehicle types. Riedel highlighted his five events
that could derail the AAM industry:

1. Safety — early use catastrophic accidents
2. Economics — a broadly acceptable price point doesn’t
materialize
3. Customer experience — connecting the first and last miles
to the air taxi
4. Public support — must find ways to remove NIMBY-ism
(“Not in my backyard!”)
5. Funding — aviation is slow and expensive, so the need to
keep growing funding levels
Graham Warwick, the Executive Editor for Technology for the
Aviation Week Network provided a very detailed overview of the
industry, from how it progressed to how it will go into operation,
as well as technology advancements, funding sources, operations
customers, infrastructure, airspace and policy.
Panels on infrastructure, policy, workforce, supply chain/
manufacturing and a startup pitch session highlighted the
remainder of the event.
The closing session featured Jim Sherman from VFS headquarters
moderating a discussion on “The Promising Future of eVTOL,”
with VFS members Johnny Doo (International Vehicle Research)
and Dr. Rubén Del Rosario (Crown Consulting). This session
moved the focus from air taxis to the wide variety of potential
applications, from personal recreational vehicles to
agriculture and emergency services.

Saving lives.
Anytime.
Anywhere.

Leonardo Helicopters provide unique, integrated and affordable products
to all/any of the global healthcare system.
The AW169 is ideally suited to life-saving primary and secondary EMS
missions anytime, anywhere. Easily adaptable, rapidly configurable and
uniquely designed to meet the most critical needs of the patient; the AW169
ensures that air medical professionals can provide the best care at the most
critical moments.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor –
Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.

leonardocompany.com
Helicopters | Aeronautics | Electronics, Defence & Security Systems | Space

Scan code to learn more

The H2eVTOL Council’s
Pioneering Year
By Danielle McLean, H2eVTOL Council, Founder & Co-Chair

I

n April 2020, at the US Air Force’s Agility Prime Launch,
a number of VFS members discussed the progression
of hydrogen fuel cell technology and that it appeared
to be at a tipping point for applications on electric vertical
takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft. A series of planning
and educational web meetings were held, led by Danielle
McLean (Happy Takeoff) and Dr. Anubhav Datta (University
of Maryland), as the chair of the VFS Electric VTOL Technical
Committee, and supported by Jim Sherman, VFS Director of
Strategic Development.
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In January 2021, Michael Dyment (NEXA Capital Partners)
joined the group and helped establish a charter for the VFS
Hydrogen eVTOL Council, with Dyment and McLean elected
as co-chairs (see “VFS Forms Councils on eVTOL Flight
Testing and Hydrogen,” Vertiflite, March/April 2021). There
was enough interest and momentum that more than 100
members signed up in the first month.
The H2eVTOL Council is now comprised of almost
senior engineers and leaders from eVTOL developers,
professional societies, universities and government
agencies, with the goal to help mobilize the global
aerospace community and adjacent industries toward
the transformation of air mobility, powered by
hydrogen.
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A Gamechanger
Most eVTOL aircraft designers view hydrogen fuel
cells as a future capability, while some are working
with H2 system developers to bring it to maturity as
a nearer-term solution (see “Future Fuel: HyPoint’s
Hydrogen Revolution,” Vertiflite, Sept/Oct 2021).
Hydrogen has a much higher specific energy than
batteries, translating to either longer flights or
heavier payloads. The drawback with fuel cells is that
they have low specific power; they can’t deliver a lot
of power in a short time, an imperative for powerhungry vertical takeoffs and landings. In contrast,
batteries have high specific power for vertical takeoff
and landing, but their specific energy is low, so they
can’t fly for very long.
Combining the high specific energy of fuel cells with
the high specific power of batteries offers the benefits
of both technologies. Batteries can provide power for
vertical takeoffs and landings; hydrogen can provide
78

power during cruise. The fuel cells can even charge the battery
packs during cruise. This could result in all-electric VTOL
flights capable of flight ranges of 200–300 miles (320–480
km) or more.
Hydrogen fuel cells have been tested and flown on several
multirotor and fixed-wing drones, successfully demonstrating
flights over 10 hours. For larger heavier eVTOL aircraft that
require more power than a drone for takeoff, the combination
of batteries and fuel cells could achieve zero-emission, allelectric, long-range flights.
Despite the clear advantages of utilizing hydrogen, it still
hasn’t been adopted in aviation at large.

Distinguished Speakers of the
H2eVTOL Council 2021
Date

Speaker

Company

Jan. 2021

Charlie Meyers

Massachusetts Hydrogen
Coalition, Inc.

Feb. 2021

Paul Eremenko and
Dr. J-P Clarke

Universal Hydrogen Co.

March 2021

Dr. Brian Benicewicz

HyPoint, Inc.

April 2021

Dr. Mark Allendorf

Sandia National Laboratories,
Hydrogen Advanced Materials
Research Consortium (HyMARC)

May 2021

Dr. Chris Dudfield and
Jonathan Douglas-Smith

Intelligent Energy Limited

June 2021

Oliver Savin and Carlos
Mourao

SAE International, EUROCAE
and ASTM International

July 2021

Dr. Andrew Martinez

California Air Resources Board
(CARB)

Aug. 2021

Juergen Puetter

Renewable Hydrogen Canada
Corporation

Sept. 2021

Thomas Jones

Plug Power, Inc.

Oct. 2021

Geoff Budd

OMB Saleri S.p.A.

Nov. 2021

Dr. Dave Edlund

Element 1 Corp.

Nov. 2021

Kelly Lugar and Sam
Whitehorn

Elevate Government Affairs

Hydrogen, are developing
other novel approaches for
storage and transportation.

Specific-energy and specific-power disparities between hydrogen and batteries. (Happy Takeoff)

Although multiple hydrogen
councils, consortia and
government bodies have
published white papers
and roadmaps with useful
information, they rarely
mention aviation. The
Council is engaging with
the government, industry
and academic organizations
to ensure that H2 for
eVTOL is not forgotten —
because aviation has been
the slowest transportation
industry to decarbonize and
stands to benefit the most
from hydrogen.

Setting the Stage
VFS formed the H2eVTOL Council to tackle these tough
challenges by bringing the world’s hydrogen and aviation
experts together. In a series of presentations, members
of the H2eVTOL Council gained a wealth of knowledge
throughout 2021. Guest presenters discussed hydrogen
highways and existing ecosystems in the fuel cell forklift
industry that can be used for eVTOL. Members learned
about different fuel cell stack cooling methods, such as
Intelligent Energy’s evaporative cooling and HyPoint’s
air cooling, as well as HyMARC’s cutting-edge metal
hydride research, Universal Hydrogen’s storage tanks
and their innovative ways of transporting hydrogen
through capsules.

The US is working to catch up to China and Japan in the number of
automotive hydrogen fuel cell refueling stations by 2030, but Europe
has more ambitious plans. (Happy Takeoff)

The Council learned that production at scale of green
hydrogen (from renewable sources) for air mobility
is under development and could be coming to the US
in the next decade. US planning and investing in hydrogen
infrastructure for hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) cars has paled in
comparison to other global leaders. In 2020, Japan had more
than 160 hydrogen refueling stations, Europe (primarily
Germany) had over 150, and China had over 100. At the end
of 2021, the US still has fewer than 100 hydrogen refueling
stations, only 48 of which are commercialized (all located
in California). By 2030, Japan plans to have 900 hydrogen
refueling stations. China and the US share a goal of 1,000
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Both gaseous and liquid hydrogen are difficult to store. Other
impediments like the lack of infrastructure, transporting
hydrogen and high costs are all results of hydrogen storage
intricacies. It’s certainly possible to store hydrogen at scale.
Companies like Plug Power have been storing and transporting
hydrogen to supply forklifts for decades. Unconventional
partnerships between forklift fuel suppliers and aerospace
companies may be exactly what the H2eVTOL industry
needs. Other companies, such as Element 1 and Universal

Element 1 is developing onboard methanol reformers
that produce hydrogen for the fuel cells. Methanol can
store more hydrogen than liquid hydrogen and may be
able to use existing infrastructure because it behaves
like gasoline and doesn’t have to be compressed.
However, challenges to acceptance remain, such as
whether methanol production is truly renewable and
how an onboard reformer compares in cost, weight,
and balance-of-plant to liquid hydrogen.
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stations. Europe plans to dominate with sights set on 3,700
stations by 2030. This is with respect to the automotive
industry and does not include forklift refueling stations.
Funding for hydrogen refueling stations was also discussed
in presentations to the H2eVTOL Council. Perhaps one of the
most important takeaways for the entire eVTOL industry was
that building a network of stations is four times cheaper per
mass of H2 and doubles (on average) the capacity of hydrogen,
verses funding one station at a time.
The year came to a climactic close with a presentation by
Elevate Government Affairs who debriefed the council on the
US government’s recently passed “Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act” (see “Is Hydrogen Aviation’s Clean Fuel for
the Near Future?” pg. 81). This $1.2T infrastructure bill
includes $62B directed to the US Department of Energy for
clean energy. One third of this — $21B — is for clean energy
demonstration projects, with more than one-third ($8B)
going towards hydrogen. Another $1.5B is going to hydrogen
manufacturing and supply chain needs.
This is an exciting development. With the plans for
hydrogen research and developments by the European
Union and members states that were announced in 2020,
there is increasing momentum in hydrogen transportation
technology, creating a tipping point for aviation in
general, and eVTOL specifically.

VFS members and non-members can join the Council
by contacting Jim Sherman at jsherman@vtol.org.
Speaker presentation recordings can be accessed by
VFS members (only) through the Hover H2eVTOL
community: hover.vtol.org.
The webinar in November with Elevate Government
Affairs, “Hydrogen Powered Vertical Aviation, The
$1.2T Infrastructure Act & Other Recent Legislation,”
is available to the public on the VFS Video Library:
www.vtol.org/videos.

About the Author
Danielle McLean is an engineer, entrepreneur, and
H2eVTOL thought leader. As CEO at Happy Takeoff, her
goals include developing technologies that decarbonize
aviation, identifying opportunities for overlooked
groups, and building multicultural teams. Prior to Happy
Takeoff, Danielle received the Innovation Award by Spirit
Aerosystems for her maverick-like advocacy for eVTOL
aircraft. In addition to being the co-founder/co-chair of
the VFS H2eVTOL Council, she is also the VFS Workforce
Development Advisor.

Is Hydrogen Aviation’s Clean
Fuel for the Near Future?
As the world struggles to combat global
warming, the Biden Administration’s $1.2T
infrastructure bill and Aviation Climate
Action Plan, as well as the UN COP26 climate
discussions, indicate the answer is “Yes.”
By Michael J. Dyment, NEXA Capital Partners, LLC

O

n Nov. 5, 2021, the US House of Representatives
approved a $1.2T infrastructure spending bill that
will make historic investments in core infrastructure
priorities, including roads and bridges, rail, airports, the electric
grid, electric vehicles, and broadband internet. The 2,702-page
“Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act” (HR 3684) opens
federal funding to non-traditional infrastructure needs such as
hydrogen fuels. Worth mentioning, the word “hydrogen” was
referred to 178 times throughout the bill, considerably more
than topics such as charging stations (118 times). The legislation
calls for the development of a sector-by-sector national strategy
and roadmap to facilitate a clean hydrogen economy. Explicit
mention calls for expansion of sustainable aviation fuels (SAF),
as well as hydrogen-carrier fuels such as methanol.
Some $65B in funds are committed for grid reliability and resiliency,
and supply chains for clean energy technology. Carbon capture
is specifically identified and targeted. The bill provides $9.5B
for clean hydrogen research and development (R&D) programs.
It re-establishes and expands the scope of the Department
of Energy’s hydrogen research and development program to
advance cross-cutting R&D for purposes of demonstration and
commercialization of clean hydrogen production, processing,
delivery and end-use application technologies.
Another section authorizes $8B for development of at least
four “regional clean hydrogen hubs” to demonstrate the
production, processing, delivery, storage and end-use of
clean hydrogen. At least one hub will demonstrate hydrogen
in transportation and can include aviation.

In related news, on Nov. 13, international negotiators reached
a deal, setting rules for carbon markets at the United Nations
COP26 climate talks, potentially unlocking trillions of dollars
for protecting forests, building renewable energy facilities and
other projects to combat climate change. The final deal adopted

The Biden Administration’s Aviation Climate Action Plan (ACAP),
issued on Nov. 9, 2021, was part of the larger announcement
at COP26 of net-zero greenhouse gas emissions from the US
aviation sector by 2050. ACAP encourages electrification, possibly
using hydrogen, as solutions for short-haul aviation. It also
fosters production of SAF fuels by the energy sector, considers
approaches to decarbonization to replace petroleum-based fuels,
including electrification, hydrogen fuel and sustainable liquid
fuels (e.g. methanol). Finally, it stresses international initiatives
such as the airplane CO2 standard and the Carbon Offsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA).
Elevate Government Solutions, LLC provided assistance for this
review. VFS hosted Elevate for a 90-minute webinar on Nov. 29,
reviewingthedetailsofthesedifferentpolicyefforts.Watchit
at www.vtol.org/videos.
About the Author
Michael J. Dyment is the Founder and Managing
Partner of NEXA Capital Partners, LLC, based in McLean,
Virginia. With 30 years of industry experience, Dyment
is a trusted advisor to institutional investors and top
management in the aerospace, transportation and
finance sectors. He has been leading NEXA’s Urban Air
Mobility (UAM) activities since 2018 and is the co-chair of
the VFS Hydrogen Council (see “The H2eVTOL Council’s
Pioneering Year,” pg 78).

House Introduces AAM Infrastructure Bill
Though not specific to hydrogen, a US House of
Representatives bill was introduced in mid-December to
facilitate the expansion of infrastructure for advanced air
mobility (AAM).
Introduced by House Transportation and Infrastructure
Aviation Subcommittee Chairman Rep. Rick Larsen
(D-Washington), Ranking Aviation Subcommittee
Member Garret Graves (R-Louisiana) and Rep. Dina
Titus (D-Nevada), the bipartisan Advanced Aviation
Infrastructure Modernization Act (AAIM Act) would
direct the US Secretary of Transportation to create a pilot
program to offer planning and construction grants to
support the development of necessary infrastructure to
support AAM operations, including public-use vertiports.
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The legislation authorizes $500M for a clean hydrogen
manufacturing and recycling program to support a clean
hydrogen domestic supply chain. Another $1B will be spent on
a demonstration, commercialization and deployment program
intended to decrease the cost of clean hydrogen production
from electrolyzers.

by nearly 200 countries will implement Article 6 of the 2015
Paris Agreement, allowing countries to partially meet their
climate targets by buying offset credits representing emission
cuts by others.
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VFS Webinars:
A Community Engaged
By Jim Sherman, VFS Director of Strategic Development

As much as the COVID-19 pandemic has continued to disrupt
daily life, it has also demonstrated the resiliency of communities
that remain engaged. In webinars and virtual meetings in recent
months, the members and chapters of the Vertical Flight Society
participated in a series of in-depth discussions on issues vital to
the future of vertical flight. Links to past and future webinars
(with links to speaker biographies and presentation slides) are
available at: www.vtol.org/webinars.
eVTOL Writers Group: HyPoint

In an eVTOL Writers Group webinar on Oct. 7, HyPoint, a
company developing zero carbon-emission turbo air-cooled
hydrogen fuel cell systems for aviation and urban air mobility
(see “Future Fuel: HyPoint’s Hydrogen Revolution,” Vertiflite,
Sept/Oct 2021), announced that it had entered into a strategic
development agreement with BASF New Business GmbH, a
subsidiary of German chemical giant BASF. The purpose of the
partnership is to develop and test a new proton-conductive
Celtec membrane with stronger mechanical properties that
can operate at higher temperatures and a higher pressure
differential, as well as related components and materials.
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Montreal-Ottawa Chapter: Next-Generation Pilots
— Training and Certification

On Oct. 20, the Montreal-Ottawa Chapter hosted a webinar
featuring VFS members Stella-Marissa Hughes from CAE and
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Bell test pilot Yann Lavallee, along with International Test
Pilots School (ITPS) President Giorgio Clementi, talked about
pilot training electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) and
advanced air mobility (AAM). Pilots have been at the heart of
aviation for more than a century, and will continue to have a key
role looking into the future. The responsibilities and competencies
required to be a pilot have evolved in the past 40 years and look
to undergo many more significant changes in the near future. This
webinar highlighted how flight test pilots contribute to aircraft
design and certification, as well as the coming changes with new
electric aircraft poised to enter the market.
Stratford Chapter: Dual-Solver Hybrid Methods
for Rotorcraft Aeromechanics

On Oct. 28, the VFS Stratford Chapter hosted Dr. Marilyn
Smith of Georgia Tech — and current VFS Technical Director
— to discuss the cost of Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) simulations. These simulations can be restrictive to
implement in aeromechanics design and analysis of vertical lift
configurations, given the cost to resolve the flow on a mesh
sufficient to provide accurate aerodynamic and structural loads.
Dual-solver hybrid methods have been developed that resolve
the configuration and the near field with the RANS solvers,
while the wake is resolved with vorticity-preserving methods
that are more cost-effective. These dual-solver approaches can
be integrated into an organization’s workflow to bridge the
gap between lower-fidelity methods and the expensive RANS
when there are complex physics present. Her talk provided an
overview of different dual-solver hybrid methods, coupling
approaches, and future efforts to expand their capabilities in
the areas of novel configurations and operations in constrained
and turbulent environments.
European Rotors: Airspace Integration of UAS
and UAM
On Oct. 29, VFS hosted a virtual technical session for the
EUROPEAN ROTORS program in Cologne, Germany (see
“Inaugural EUROPEAN ROTORS Reunited Vertical Flight
Community,” pg. 72). The session focused on the work being

Hydrogen-Powered Vertical Aviation, the
$1.2T Infrastructure Act and Other Recent
Enabling Legislation

done to prepare the airspace for the integration of unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) and urban air mobility (UAM) into
the airspace. The session was moderated by Dr. Parimal (PK)
Kopardekar, Director of NASA Aeronautics Research Institute
(NARI), and featured VFS member Chris Kucera of OneSky
Systems, Phil Binks of Altitude Angel and Vladimir Foltin from
the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
The discussion started by baselining how helicopter and drone
operations are performed under today’s rules and technology,
and continued into a discussion of what regulatory areas need
to be addressed and how the industry can and should participate
in those activities. Finally, the panel previewed when the
anticipated technologies will be in place, how they scale, and
how UAS/UAM operations will be supported. In addition to the
EUROPEAN ROTORS website, this webinar is also linked from
the VFS Video Library: www.vtol.org/videos.
Southwest Chapter: GoFly and the Development
of Aria

East New England Chapter: Insect-Scale
Flapping-Wing Aerial Robots Powered by Soft
Artificial Muscles

On Dec. 1, Dr. Kevin Chen of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) presented his research in developing and
flight testing of micro air flapping-wing robots. Recent advances
in micro-robotics have demonstrated remarkable locomotive
capabilities in insect-scale aerial robots. The program started
by presenting a 175-mg (0.006-oz), flapping-wing robot that
can hover in the air, swim underwater and impulsively jump
out of the water surface through combustion. In addition, the
recent effort in developing a new class of microrobots were
presented — microrobots that are powered by high bandwidth
soft actuators for improving robot resilience and agility. MIT
developed the first heavier-than-air aerial robots powered by
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The Society’s US Southwest Chapter hosted newly conferred Dr.
David Coleman from Texas A&M University on Nov. 9 to present
his experience with developing and flight-testing of a personal
air vehicle competing in the GoFly Prize challenge, with a $1M
grand prize sponsored by Boeing (see “GoFly Teams Prepare to
Fly Again,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2020). The team chose to develop a
coaxial electric helicopter, dubbed the Harmony Aria. The aircraft
was designed through an extensive trade study with computation
fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis, flight dynamics simulation, and
structural modeling. A quiet electric power train and battery pack
were also developed. A one-third-scale prototype aircraft was first
built to validate the design and acoustic predictions. The team
then constructed a full-scale, 520-lb (235-kg) prototype with an
8.5-ft (2.6-m) rotor diameter, but it crashed prior to the GoFly
Prize Final Fly Off on Feb. 29, 2020.

The VFS Hydrogen Council held a webinar on Nov. 29 to
present an analysis of recently passed legislation and its
potential positive impact on the vertical flight industry. Sam
Whitehorn and Kelly Lugar of Elevate Government Affairs
analyzed the US Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA), Aviation
Climate Action Plan, Advanced Air Mobility Coordination and
Leadership Act, and the anticipated Build Back Better bill. The
analysis translated the components of the large spending bills
into what will be allocated to aviation, and in particular AAM
and the hydrogen economy, and for the smaller legislation, the
impact the eVTOL/AAM could provide in meeting the goals.
See “Is Hydrogen Aviation’s Clean Fuel for the Near Future?”
pg. 81 for details on the different government plans and their
impact on vertical flight. The session was moderated by Happy
Takeoff CEO Danielle McLean.
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soft artificial muscles that demonstrate open-loop, passively
stable ascending flight as well as closed-loop, hovering flight.
This work demonstrates for the first time that soft aerial robots
can achieve agile and robust flight capabilities absent in rigidpowered micro-aerial vehicles, thus showing the potential of a
new class of hybrid soft-rigid robots.
Redstone Chapter: Research on Rotorcraft Flight
Dynamics and Control at PSU VLRCOE

On Dec. 6, Dr. Joseph Horn of the Pennsylvania State University
presented a summary of recent research. Horn conducts
teaching and research in the areas of flight dynamics, modeling
and simulation, controls, handling qualities and autonomy,
with an emphasis on rotary-wing vehicle applications. He gave
an overview of the Penn State facilities for handling qualities
research, including its modeling and simulation software,
motion-based flight simulator and indoor flight lab. Recent
research includes simulation and control of eVTOL aircraft,
active stabilization of external slung loads, scaled experiments
in autonomous ship landing, and PSU’s control design work
for the Piasecki X-49 high-speed compound helicopter, which
was part of Piasecki’s Adaptive Digital Automated Pilotage
Technology (ADAPT) program.
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Arizona, Philadelphia and Redstone Chapters:
Teledyne FLIR – Leading Perception and
Awareness Solutions
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On Dec. 7, Stuart Hartwell of FLIR presented Teledyne’s
acquisition of FLIR Systems and the resulting business, and
provided a high-level overview of Teledyne FLIR’s product lines
and emerging aerospace technologies.
Northeast Region Lichten Competition
The VFS Stratford Chapter hosted the US Northeast Region’s
virtual Robert L. Lichten Competition on Dec. 8. The Robert
L. Lichten Award was established in 1976 to encourage VFS
members who have not previously presented the results of

their work at a technical meeting to begin to do so through
presentations at local and regional VFS meetings. Each of the
ten regions around the world is eligible to select a regional
winner to enter into the international competition, from
which an overall winner and runner up are selected. The overall
Lichten Award Winner is invited to present his/her technical
paper at the Forum and receives complimentary travel to and
lodging at the Forum, as well as a $500 honorarium, sponsored
by Bell Textron, Inc.
Three candidates presented their work: Mary DaSilva, Senior
Design/Dynamic Systems Engineer at Sikorsky, presented
“Paint Scheme & Markings Digital Transformation.” Alexander
Stillman, a student at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
presented “Load Component Analysis of a Quad-Rotor Wind
Turbine.” And Stuart Vardy, Lead Design Engineer at Sikorsky,
presented “Desktop Virtual Reality Design.” Judges listened
to the presentations and made the final selection. The region’s
winner this year was Stuart Vardy, who now goes on to compete
in the international competition.
Southwest Region Lichten Competition

The VFS Southwest Chapter hosted the US Southwest
Region’s virtual Lichten Competition on Dec. 14. Ramsay
Ramsey, (shown on right in photo) a graduate research
assistant at Texas A&M University, gave his presentation,
“Design, Development, and Flight Testing of a 50-Pound
Quad Cyclocopter,” and was endorsed to proceed to the
international competition.
VFS has all of our available past video recordings linked on
the VFS Video Library page: www.vtol.org/videos. Those
available to the public are also available on the VFS YouTube
channel: www.YouTube.com/VTOLsociety.

EHang
Continues
Drive to CAAC
Certification

In November, EHang posted
a video of EH216-series
eVTOL aircraft conducting
simultaneous trial flights.

By Dan Gettinger, Managing Editor

E

Hang, the Guangzhou-based developer of eVTOL aircraft,
announced that China’s aviation authority is close to
certifying the EHang EH216. In its third-quarter earnings
call on Dec. 2, 2021, EHang executives said that they are hopeful
that the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) will issue
a type certification for the EH216 “in the next few months.” If
granted, the certification would enable the company to begin
commercial operations, a first for both the CAAC and an eVTOL
developer. The CAAC approach to certification allows more
leeway for demonstration flights than current FAA and EASA
rules for Part 23 airplanes or Part 27 rotorcraft.

Although commercial operations remain pending, EHang
continues to study potential eVTOL routes and conduct
demonstration flights with the EH216. In late November, EHang

A growing focus of EHang’s flight trials is an operational
model known as the 100 Air Mobility Routes Initiative, a
digital platform and a network of eVTOL routes that EHang
hopes will soon connect key cities in southeast China. In its
latest earnings call, EHang executives said that the company
has conducted approximately 2,800 flights in support of the
100 Air Mobility Routes Initiative and activated a 50-member
team to work on the project. To evaluate the model, EHang has
partnered with the Shenzhen-based HELI-EASTERN to launch
an aerial sightseeing trial at one of its heliports in Maluan Hill.
EHang hopes that the 100 Air Mobility Routes Initiative will
provide the foundation for future air mobility operations.
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EHang executives have described their push for CAAC to
approve the EH216 design as the company’s top priority.
EHang applied for type certification from the CAAC for the
EH216 in December 2020. In April 2021, EHang announced
that the CAAC had established a team dedicated to studying
the EH216 application. Since then, representatives from
EHang and the CAAC have held a series of meetings to
advance the certification process. As of early December 2021,
the CAAC was soliciting public comments on a draft special
conditions certification.

released a video of five EH216 passenger aircraft and an EH216L
logistics drone conducting simultaneous trial flights. Then, in
early December, EHang demonstrated the potential for aerial
sightseeing operations in an exhibition flight of the EH216 in
Bali, Indonesia, a tourist hotspot. As of November 2021, EHang
says that it has conducted more than 20,000 trial flights of the
EH216 in 11 countries. The EH216 was recently visited at exhibits
by Chinese Premier Li Keqiang and Felipe VI, the King of Spain.

EHang is the most established and farthest ahead of a large
number of eVTOL developers in China, including XPeng’s HT
Aero, Geely’s Aerofugia, TCab and others (see “China’s
Rising eVTOL Industry,” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021).
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Here’s our roundup of news on electric and hybrid-electric
vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft from our
Electric VTOL Newsletter and website: www.eVTOL.news.
More than 575 eVTOL aircraft have been catalogued to date,
with new aircraft added after every unveiling. Check out
eVTOL.news for more information on each of the aircraft
described here or to subscribe to our newsletter.
AIR Reveals AIR ONE

accepting a limited number of orders for delivery in 2022
and 2023. The 200-lb (90-kg) Jetson ONE is being sold for
$136,000 and, as of December 2021, customers had reserved
all but three of the available aircraft. “The Jetson ONE is an
electric helicopter that you can own and fly,” Jetson co-founder
Peter Ternström said in a statement. “We intend to make
everyone a pilot.”
Vertical Unveils VX4 Mockup
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On Oct. 19, AIR, an eVTOL developer based in Pardes Hanna,
Israel, unveiled the AIR ONE eVTOL concept. The AIR ONE is
designed to have a capacity for two people and will be powered
by four pairs of coaxial electric propellers, enabling it to reach a
maximum speed of 135 kt (155 mph) at a range of 177 km (110
miles) on a single charge. The AIR ONE is advertised as capable
of taking off and landing on any flat surface, and promoted for
personal use, with collapsible wings for storage. “AIR is looking
to make a true difference by making the freedom of flight truly
accessible to people,” said AIR CEO Rani Plaut in an interview
with the Times of Israel. The company began flying a 60%-scale
aircraft in 2019 and is aiming to begin full-scale flight tests in
February 2022; AIR hopes to obtain FAA certification for the
aircraft by the end of 2023, with deliveries beginning shortly
thereafter. According to Plaut, pre-orders of the AIR ONE are
already in the “triple digits.”
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Jetson ONE Primed to Deliver
Jetson AB, a Stockholm, Sweden-based eVTOL developer, has
begun accepting a limited number of orders for the Jetson
ONE, a single-seat eVTOL featuring a rigid aluminum frame
and eight electric motors. The company was founded in 2017
in Poznan, Poland, and began flying its “Speeder” prototype in
January 2018 (see Electric VTOL News, March/April 2019).
Jetson completed the first Jetson ONE prototype in 2020. It
was officially unveiled on Oct. 21, 2021, at which point it began

On Oct. 27, Vertical Aerospace announced that it had secured
$205M in a financing. The new funding will support the
production and certification of the VA-X4 (now renamed the
“VX4”) , its five-seat eVTOL with a range of 100 miles (161
km). Murdrick Capital Management led the round with an
investment of $200M; it was joined by Kouros SA with a $5M
investment. In addition, shareholders of Broadstone Acquisition
Corp. — a special purpose acquisition company (SPAC), which
is a shell company that serves as a vehicle for listing on a public
stock exchange — voted to complete the business combination
with Vertical on Dec. 14. Vertical was then uplisted on the New
York Stock Exchange under the symbol “EVTL.”
Meanwhile, Vertical Aerospace has bolstered its efforts
to develop the infrastructure to facilitate future eVTOL
operations. On Oct. 25, the company announced a collaboration

with London’s Heathrow Airport to study the feasibility of
conducting eVTOL operations from Heathrow by the mid2020s. Then, on Oct. 28, Vertical announced that it had
partnered with Ferrovial to develop a network of more than
25 vertiports across the UK. In “The Future of Advanced Aerial
Mobility,” a whitepaper published in October, Vertical noted
the complexity involved in developing vertiports, estimating
that it would likely take 3–5 years to develop a site depending
on local regulations. With this new partnership, Vertical
expects that Ferrovial, which has invested in or manages 33
airports worldwide, will bring its expertise to this new domain.
According to SMG Consulting’s Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)
Reality Index, Vertical Aerospace has conditional orders and
options totaling 1,350 aircraft, the most known from any
electric aircraft company. The company revealed a full-scale
mock-up (shown) of its VX4 on Dec. 9.
Dufour Launches Aero2 Drone

and convening public and private
stakeholders to responsibly shape the
emerging Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)
industry. It plans to launch its first
commercial flight in 2028 and scale
operations, leveraging the Group’s
manufacturing expertise, as the AAM
market and public acceptance begin to grow in the 2030s,” the
press release stated. Jaiwon Shin, who has led Hyundai’s AAM
work since 2019, was named as the CEO, while Ben Diachun
remains as the CTO. Supernal means “of exceptional quality
or extent” (as well as “relating to the sky or the heavens”) and
“speaks to how the Company plans to revolutionize travel and
enhance the passenger experience.” Supernal has offices and
facilities in Washington, DC, and throughout California.
In addition, Supernal announced the expansion of its Airspace
Management Consortium on Nov. 8, with the introduction
of Skyroads (formerly D3 Technologies), Altitude Angel and
OneSky to the industry working group. Hyundai launched the
consortium in June to serve as a resource for the AAM industry
and policymakers in the US and internationally as they begin
to shape common operating and design standards that support
industry development.
Manta Aircraft Expands Network

Hyundai is Supernal
On Nov. 5, Hyundai Motor Group announced the formation of
“Supernal, LLC” (www.supernal.aero) to lead its AAM efforts.
“The Company is developing a family of electric air vehicles

In November, Manta Aircraft, a Switzerland-based developer
of hybrid-electric vertical and/or short takeoff and landing (V/
STOL) aircraft, announced five new partnerships. On Nov. 9,
Manta announced that it had partnered with Kineton, Pantecnica,
Powerflex and Pietro Rosa on the development of its electric V/
STOL aircraft, ANN. Kineton will contribute to the development
of the software for ANN, while Pantecnica and Powerflex will
assist with aerospace qualification testing and the design of other
onboard systems. Pietro Rosa, a company specializing in engine
components, will also support the development of the propulsion
system. On Nov. 17, Manta announced that it had partnered with
Foviatech GmbH on the integration of AI solutions on eVTOL
aircraft to optimize flight controls. The company has been flying a
one-third scale model of its ANN2 “Speeder” since 2020 (shown).
The two-seat ANN2 has eight ducted lift fans and is intended to
cruise above 160 kt (300 km/h).
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Zurich, Switzerland-based eVTOL company Dufour Aerospace
launched the Aero2 as its first commercially available product
in their tilt-wing eVTOL family on Nov. 4. Aero2 is designed as
a multi-purpose small unmanned aircraft system (UAS) with
“an unmatched operational flexibility and low operating cost.”
This planned commercial drone is based on the subscale flight
test demonstrator the company has been flying since 2020 to
develop their Aero3 tiltwing eVTOL for passenger transport
and search and rescue (SAR). The Aero2 has a payload of up to
88 lb (40 kg), a maximum take-off weight of 330 lb (150 kg) and
a maximum flight time of one hour in all-electric configuration
and up to three hours with a hybrid-electric propulsion system.
Dufour said the Aero2 was designed to fully comply with the
European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) “Special
Condition for Light Unmanned Aerial Systems,” and would be
“suitable for a wide variety of customer applications.”
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Volocopter Expands UAM Networks
On Nov. 11, German eVTOL developer Volocopter conducted a
flight demonstration at Gimpo Airport in Seoul, South Korea.
During the crewed test, a Volocopter 2X eVTOL flew for five
minutes, traveling 3 km (1.9 miles) at 28 mph (45 km/h) and
an altitude of 164 ft (50 m). The test, which Volocopter said was
the first ever crewed eVTOL flight in South Korea, was part of a
government-backed urban air mobility (UAM) demonstration
event; it comes as Volocopter is solidifying ties with South
Korean partners.
Then, on Nov. 16, Volocopter conducted a second five-minute,
crewed flight at Incheon Airport in Seoul. On Nov. 23, the
company announced that it had partnered with Kakao Mobility,
South Korea’s largest mobility platform company, to study the
feasibility of UAM operations in the country. The two companies
are expected to release the findings of the study in February
2022, with the expectation that it could provide the groundwork
for the launch of commercial UAM services by 2025.
As with other leading eVTOL developers, Volocopter has
lately emphasized the development of UAM infrastructure
and services in parallel with that of its aircraft. On Oct. 27,
Volocopter announced that it had partnered with Italy’s
Atlantia and Aeroporti di Roma to raise public awareness
about UAM and “bring it to Italy within the next 2–3 years,”
according to a Volocopter press release. The company displayed
the Volocopter VoloCity mockup in Rome’s Piazza San Silvestro
on Nov. 2–4, and at the EUROPEAN ROTORS event in Cologne,
Germany on Nov. 16–18 (see “Inaugural EUROPEAN ROTORS
Reunites Vertical Flight Community,” pg. 72).
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On Dec. 3, Volocopter announced that it had established a
joint venture company with Neom, a planned city in northwest
Saudi Arabia, to develop a UAM network. The joint venture
company, according to Volocopter, will be the sole operator
of initial public transit routes in Neom and will develop an
“ecosystem for vertical mobility services including logistics,
emergency response, and tourism.” Neom confirmed an order
for 15 Volocopter aircraft. According to SMG Consulting’s AAM
Reality Index, Volocopter now has conditional orders totaling
265 aircraft.
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On Dec. 9, Volocopter announced what it calls a handbook
for the development of eVTOL infrastructure. In a statement,
the company said that its VoloPort concept offers a blueprint
for the vertiports that will support the public adoption and
expansion of UAM services. To develop the VoloPort concept,
Volocopter said it will work closely with various civil aviation
authorities and architects.

Volocopter Cancels SPAC
Volocopter, the German eVTOL developer, has reportedly
abandoned plans for a merger in a SPAC deal, according to a Nov.
26 account in the German financial outlet Finance Forward. If
true, the decision would reverse a move months in the making;
in March 2021, Volocopter CEO Florian Reuter said that the
company was seeking to raise funds by exploring a deal to go
public via an SPAC. In a Nov. 25 letter to investors obtained
by Finance Forward, Volocopter executives said that it was an
“extremely unfavorable” time for an SPAC transaction. Factors
such as the risks associated with an SPAC and the mixed
outcome of other eVTOL developers that have gone public are
believed to have contributed to Volocopter’s decision.
Eve Adds to Partners in Europe, Asia

Eve Urban Air Mobility Solutions, a division of the Brazilian
aerospace firm Embraer, announced new partnerships in Asia
and Europe in November and December. Eve also announced
on Nov. 17 that, in partnership with Senna Brand, it would
brand a version of its eVTOL as the “Eve-Senna” (shown) in
memory of Brazilian race car driver Ayrton Senna, who died
after a racing crash in 1994.
On Nov. 10, Eve announced it had signed a memorandum
of understanding with Widerøe Zero to develop eVTOL
operations in Scandinavia. The partnership builds on the
existing relationship between Widerøe, a regional airline
in Norway, and Embraer; the former ordered 15 Embraer
E190-E2 commercial airliners in 2017. Widerøe Zero, the
airliner’s air mobility business incubator, will work with Eve to
explore potential applications for eVTOL aircraft for cargo and
passenger delivery in rural areas.
Eve solidified its position in Australia with two new
partnerships in December, adding to a third with helicopter
operator Microflite, which Eve announced in September. On
Dec. 4, Eve announced that it had partnered with helicopter
charter company Nautilus Aviation to use eVTOL aircraft for
sightseeing operations over attractions like the Great Barrier
Reef. To support the development of what it calls a UAM
ecosystem, Nautilus, a division of Morris Group, has placed

an order for 10 Eve eVTOL aircraft. It expects to begin tourist
flights in 2026.
Meanwhile, Sydney Seaplanes, a domestic and charter carrier,
has placed an order for 50 eVTOL aircraft from Eve. In a press
release on Dec. 6, Eve said that progressive deliveries would
begin in 2026. “Subject to community consultation, we expect
some flights will operate from our iconic Rose Bay aviation
terminal in Sydney Harbour,” said Aaron Shaw, CEO of
Sydney Seaplanes, in a statement. The move comes as Sydney
Seaplanes is making a broader push to become the world’s first
zero-emissions airline.
According to SMG Consulting’s AAM Reality Index, Eve has a
total of 745 conditional orders, though to date the company
has not revealed its progress towards building a prototype.
AutoFlight Raises $100M to Advance V1500M

Renault Flies AIR4
On Nov. 26, French car company Renault unveiled a quadcopter
eVTOL with a fuselage inspired by its Renault 4, as the final
celebration for the 60th anniversary of the “R4.” The AIR4 has
only four propellers and only room for one passenger, but was
only flown uncrewed. Though only intended for marketing
purposes, some media outlets took it seriously, despite the
obvious lack of propeller redundancy. The AIR4 had a maximum

Doroni’s H1 Takes Shape

In early December, Coral Springs, Florida-based Doroni
Aerospace, Inc. announced the development of its showroom
model, digital twin and full-scale propulsion system. The
Doroni H1 is the company’s initial product and can carry up
to two passengers; Doroni has two pending patents on its
design and aerodynamics. The full-scale display model will
allow for direct engagement with the public and prospective
investors; users will be able to physically sit in the H1, use
the controls and experience the cockpit interior. The H1 is
being designed with the ability to park and charge in a twocar garage. The aircraft is being designed so it can qualify as
light-sport aircraft (LSA) and therefore be flown by pilots
holding a FAA sport pilot certificate. Doroni was founded in
2016, and has found additional attention in 2021. Doroni
placed second at the Florida Aerospace 2021 Forum and
garnered the support of government agency Space Florida
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Autoflight, an eVTOL developer based in Shanghai, China,
announced on Nov. 22 that it had raised $100M in a Series
A investment round led by Lukasz Gadowski and his Berlinbased company, Team Global. The funding will go towards
developing the V1500M, a four-passenger (five-seat) eVTOL
unveiled in September 2021. AutoFlight completed the maiden
flight (shown) of the V1500M in October and is expected to be
certified by 2024. Gadowski is a European technology investor
who, according to FutureFlight, has invested in other electric
aviation companies such as Volocopter, Archer and ZeroAvia.
AutoFlight announced that Gadowski will join the company’s
board of directors.

takeoff weight of 838 lb (380 kg) and was designed, built and
flown in six months by Hong Kong-based TheArsenale.
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to help bring production to scale, and has raised over $300K
to date from investors on StartEngine.
Ascendance ATEA Gets More Fans
On Dec. 1, Ascendance Flight Technologies, a France-based
eVTOL developer, unveiled a hybrid-electric aircraft. The
ATEA is a conceptual five-seat conceptual eVTOL aircraft
featuring canard wings. It uses eight dedicated embedded
“fan-in-wing” VTOL thrusters, as well as two propellers
for forward flight. Ascendance expects the ATEA to have a
range of 250 mi (400 km), making it optimized for intraand inter-city travel within a given region. The company
expects to begin production in 2025.
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Element 1 Teams with NEXA for H2 Aviation
Bend, Oregon-based Element 1 Corporation announced on Nov.
29 that it had signed an agreement with McLean, Virginia-based
NEXA Capital Partners, LLC, to accelerate the adoption of its
methanol-to-hydrogen generators for fuel cell applications in
aerospace and particularly eVTOL. Element 1 and NEXA are
combining their expertise, along with NEXA’s capital market
access, to hasten the introduction and commercialization of
fuel cells for hydrogen-powered flight. Methanol is a promising
hydrogen carrier because a given volume of methanol carries
more recoverable hydrogen fuel than an equivalent volume of
liquid hydrogen. Compared to conventional fuels, renewable
methanol produced from biomass, wind and other processes
cuts carbon dioxide emissions by up to 95%, reduces nitrogen
oxide emissions by up to 90%, and completely eliminates
sulfur oxide and particulate matter emissions.
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With new contracts, partnerships and flight tests spanning
multiple countries and companies, efforts are advancing to
develop electric conventional takeoff and landing (eCTOL)
and electric short takeoff and landing (eSTOL) aircraft for
advanced air mobility (AAM) applications.

of the Black Kite at the expo. Although KAI’s plans to develop
the aircraft remain unclear, the company is likely preparing to
compete for the eventual replacement of the Republic of Korea
Air Force’s KT-1 trainer, which entered service in 2000 and are
expected to retire in the mid-2030s.

Airflow Announces New Partners

ZeroAvia Levels Up
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San Francisco, California-based electric aircraft developer,
Airflow, was founded in 2019 by five former Airbus Vahana team
members. In October and November, the company announced
a series of partnerships designed to accelerate the development
of its eSTOL aircraft. On Oct. 13, Airflow announced that Plug
Power, a New York-based hydrogen energy firm, had invested
in the company to co-develop and certify a hydrogen fuel cellbased propulsion system for sub-regional aircraft (shown). Plug
Power will also serve as Airflow’s preferred hydrogen provider.
On Oct. 25, Airflow announced that it had partnered with
Honeywell to explore the integration of Honeywell’s IntuVue
RDR-84K radar system on to its aircraft. Finally, on Nov. 11,
Airflow announced that Pipistrel, the Slovenian light aircraft
manufacturer, will supply the motors, motor controllers and
batteries for Airflow’s proof-of-concept eSTOL aircraft. In
August, Airflow had announced that it had received orders for
eSTOL aircraft totaling more than $600M; AviationWeek noted
“a shift in its strategy for market entry away from a focus on
express logistics toward replacing fleets of older aircraft now
used for regional passenger and cargo flights.”
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New Electric Basic Trainer Concept
Korea
Aerospace
Industries
(KAI)
unveiled a subscale
model of a conceptual
two-seat
electric
basic trainer at the
Seoul International
Aerospace
and
Defense Exhibition (ADEX) 2021 held on Oct. 19–23. Known
as the Sorigae (“Black Kite”), the electric aircraft will feature a
36.75-ft (11.2-m) long fuselage with four four-bladed electric
propellers. KAI also displayed a single-engine turboprop variant

ZeroAvia, the hydrogen-electric aviation firm, announced new
agreements with companies in the US, UK and India. In a press
release on Oct. 26, ZeroAvia announced a partnership with
Alaska Air Group to develop a hydrogen-electric powertrain
capable of flying 76-seat regional aircraft. The two companies
will initially work on outfitting a De Havilland Q400 with
ZeroAvia’s hydrogen-electric propulsion technology. With an
eye to converting other aircraft to hydrogen-electric power,
Alaska also “secured options for up to 50 kits” from ZeroAvia.
Then, on Nov. 9, ZeroAvia announced it had partnered
with Hindustan Aeronautics to develop a hydrogen-electric
powertrain for the for the Dornier and Hindustan 228, a 19seat twin-turboprop regional aircraft (concept shown).
On Nov. 9, ZeroAvia announced that it had received a
conditional purchase of 250 engines from Rose Cay Partners,
a US-based real asset investment platform. Rose Cay intends
to acquire existing aircraft and convert them to the hydrogenelectric engines, according to a ZeroAvia press release.
Deliveries are expected to begin as early as 2024. If so, it
could coincide with the first commercial hydrogen-electric
flight between London and Rotterdam The Hague Airport
with a 19-seat aircraft. In an Oct. 24 press release, ZeroAvia
said that it was collaborating with Royal Schiphol Group and
Rotterdam The Hague Innovation Airport Foundation on the
project and are in “advanced partnership talks with airlines”
to realize this vision.
Finally, on Dec. 13, United Airlines announced that it would
also purchase a stake in ZeroAvia and buy up to 100 of its
2–5 MW hydrogen-electric engines to retrofit the airline’s
Mitsubishi CRJ-550 regional aircraft. ZeroAvia said that the
investment by United and Alaska closed a $35M round of
capital investment in ZeroAvia, bringing total financing for the
company to $115M.

Electric Airplane Crosses Cook Strait

On Nov. 1, a Pipistrel Alpha Electro conducted the first flight
by an electric aircraft across Cook Strait, which separates
the North and South Islands of New Zealand. ElectricAir,
a Chirstchurch-based electric aviation firm, organized the
historic flight, which occurred 101 years after the first flight
between the two islands. The aircraft, piloted by ElectricAir
founder Gary Freedman, flew 48.5 miles (78 km) to mark the
beginning of the UN COP26 Climate Change Conference in
Glasgow. “To meet New Zealand’s emission reduction targets,
there is a need to electrify all our transport — road, sea and air,
and ElectricAir wants to pave the way and show it can be done,”
Freedman said in a statement.
Heart Selects Aernnova, Garmin for ES-19

(shown), and five Monarchs, a 100-passenger seaglider.
Southern Airways will introduce the seaglider in its New
England and south Florida markets. According to Regent, its
seagliders will transport commercial passengers and cargo up
to 180 miles (290 km) and at a maximum speed of 180 mph
(290 km/h). “We not only plan to integrate seagliders into our
existing air-transportation networks at coastal airports, but
also to offer new downtown-to-downtown direct routes along
coastal corridors,” said Stan Little, chairman and CEO of
Southern Airways, in a statement.
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Southern Airways Adds Electric Seagliders
Southern Airways Express, a Florida-based commuter airliner,
announced on Dec. 1 that it will buy 20 Regent electric
seagliders. The deal, which is valued at $250M, includes
plans to acquire 15 Regent Viceroys, a 12-passenger seaglider
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Heart Aerospace, the Sweden-based electric aircraft developer,
selected two additional companies to advance its plans to
develop an all-electric regional aircraft. On Nov. 26, Heart
selected Spain’s Aernnova to co-design the ES-19, Heart’s
19-passenger regional electric aircraft. Then, on Dec. 9, Heart
announced that it had partnered with Garmin to develop a
fully integrated flight deck of the ES-19. The modular Garmin
G3000 flight deck will be tailored for electric aircraft, said Heart
in a statement, to optimize the electric drive train and battery
management systems of the ES-19. The ES-19 is expected to
have a range of 250 miles (400 km) using lithium-ion batteries
and an electric propulsion system. Heart is planning for it to
enter scheduled service by 2026.
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Modern Chinese Warplanes:
Chinese Army Aviation —
Aircraft and Units
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MODERN CHINESE WARPLANES
Chinese Army Aviation – Aircraft and Units
Andreas Rupprecht

In the panoply of assessments of the Chinese military, the
People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) helicopters — especially those
of the PLA Ground Force (PLAGF) — are often overlooked.
However, by most measures, the Chinese military’s fleet of
helicopters is growing rapidly in quantity and capability,
emerging as a centerpiece of the PLA’s modernization efforts.
In Modern Chinese Warplanes: Chinese Army Aviation — Aircraft
and Units, Andreas Rupprecht offers an essential guide to the
rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft that comprise the PLA’s Army
Aviation. This book is one seven on Chinese military aviation
by Rupprecht.
The PLA Army Aviation (PLAAA) is a branch of the PLAGF
¬(also known as the PLA Army) and the operator of the
greatest number of rotary-wing aircraft in the PLA. In Chinese
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Army Aviation — Aircraft and Units, Rupprecht estimates
that approximately 1,000 helicopters are in service with the
PLAAA. By comparison, according to 2021 edition of The
Military Balance, the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and PLA Navy
(PLAN) together operate around 160 rotary-wing aircraft.
Although it remains smaller than its US counterpart, the
PLAAA has grown considerably in recent years. The PLAAA
has around five times as many helicopters in service today as
it did in 2000.
The emergence of the PLA Army Aviation is a relatively
recent development in the 94-year history of the PLA, writes
Rupprecht in chapter one. The Central Military Commission
established the PLAAA as a bureau of the General Staff
Department in 1986, though it was later transferred to the
PLAGF. The first Army Aviation regiment was formed in 1988
with helicopters transferred from the PLAAF. In 1999, the PLA
established the Army Aviation College, which is headquartered
in Beijing and responsible for training helicopter pilots for
the PLAGF, PLAAF and People’s Armed Police. Throughout
the 1980s and 1990s, the PLA launched multiple programs
to develop domestic alternatives to foreign-made attack and
utility helicopters.
Chapter 3 is comprised of a series of profiles on the
development history of PLAAA aircraft. The PLAAA operates
a diverse collection of helicopters that includes a mix of
foreign-made aircraft acquired from the former Soviet
Union, Russia, US and Europe, as well as aircraft developed
and produced domestically. It also flies a handful of crewed
fixed-wing transports and an unknown number of uncrewed
aircraft for reconnaissance and surveillance. Chinese Army
Aviation — Aircraft and Units excels in its detailed treatment
of the development, production, acquisition and modification
of these helicopters. This is particularly true of the Z-8
transport, Z-9 utility and Z-10 attack helicopters, each of
which were developed and produced in China with support
from foreign manufacturers. It is also true of the Russian
Mi-17-series medium-lift utility helicopter, variants of which
have been in PLA service since the early 1990s.
Mirroring reforms in the PLA at large, the PLAAA underwent
a restructuring in 2016 and 2017 that resulted in a much
closer association of PLA Army Aviation brigades with each of
the group armies, the PLA’s corps-level formation. In chapter
six, Rupprecht describes the organization of the PLA Army
Aviation units and provides a summary of the operational
history of each of the known PLAAA brigades. Today, each
Army Aviation Brigade is comprised of multiple regiments
equipped with utility, attack and reconnaissance, or light,
helicopters. Although it was published shortly after the
reorganization became publicly known, chapter six reflects

the emerging order of battle of Chinese military helicopters,
one that reflects the growing importance of rotary-wing
aircraft to PLA operations.
In addition to the substantive chapters on PLAAA helicopters
and organization, Chinese Army Aviation — Aircraft and Units
also features sections on helicopter munitions and pilot
training. Of particular interest to those unfamiliar with
the subject is Rupprecht’s inclusion of a brief chapter on
paramilitary forces, namely the People’s Armed Police (PAP).
The PAP, which is sometimes referred to as China’s “other
army” and functions as both a military reserve and national
military police force, has absorbed missions from the PLA
such as the responsibility for responding to natural disasters.
The role of the PLAAA has evolved from one focused on logistics
to one that is involved in a greater breadth of military missions.
Instead of the adjunct role it once may have served, the
PLAAA today is considered an “integral member of combined,
joint and special mission operations,” writes Rupprecht. The
growing sophistication of the PLAAA has not escaped notice in
Washington. “The [PLA Army’s] advancing rotary wing aviation

capabilities and, more specifically, its new air assault brigades
play a vital role in the Army’s ability to project power,” wrote
analysts at the US Department of Defense in the 2020 report
to Congress on China’s military. Modern Chinese Warplanes:
Chinese Army Aviation — Aircraft and Units offers an excellent
reference point for those interested in the development of
rotary-wing aircraft and capabilities in the world’s largest
armed force.
Title:

Modern Chinese Warplanes: Chinese Army
Aviation — Aircraft and Units
Author:
Andreas Rupprecht
Publisher: Harpia Publishing Verlags GmbH, May 19, 2019
93 pages, including color photos, tables and plots
Length:
Softcover, 8.25 x 11 inch (21 x 28 cm),
Print:
13.4 oz (380 g)
978-0-9973092-8-7
ISBN:
Purchasing: The book has a retail price of $30 or €20.95, and
can be purchased from the publisher at
Harpia-Publishing.com or through your
favorite bookstore.

We Are MORE THAN A Museum!
The American Helicopter Museum displays over
35 military and civilian helicopters and offers age
appropriate programs that highlight the history,
innovation and technology of vertical flight.
Visit our recently renovated Museum!
NEW State-Of-The-Art Theater, Interactive Exhibits,
Board Meeting Room and Class Room ~ making it
the perfect venue to hold your SPECIAL EVENT:
BIRTHDAY PARTIES, FAMILY GATHERINGS,
CORPORATE RENTALS, HOLIDAY PARTIES & MORE!

WE PRESERVE, WE EDUCATE, WE INSPIRE
1220 American Blvd. • West Chester, PA

610.436.9600

www.americanhelicopter.museum
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Leadership Profile
Patrick Collins

Senior Fellow, Helicopters Operating Centre, Defence
Equipment & Support, UK Ministry of Defence (MoD)
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Pat
Collins
helped
launch NATO’s Next
Generation
Rotorcraft
Capability
(NGRC)
project after a varied
career in engineering. He
explained, “My current
role in NGRC is technical
advisor to the leadership
of the specialist group,
which has representatives
from the seven nations
that are expected to
take this forward via an
MOU
[Memorandum
of Understanding] next
year.” The MOU will
undertake the concept
stage of a common
replacement for more
than 900 medium-class
multi-role
helicopters
that will reach the end of their service lives between 2035 and 2045
(see “47th ERF Is a Virtual Success!” Vertiflite, Nov/Dec 2021). Collins
summarized, “We know what we’ve got currently. We’d like a replacement
to fulfill similar roles but with greatly increased serviceability in a truly
multi-role platform, with improved performance and at significantly
less cost to procure and operate.
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“The specialist group has a small leadership team,” noted Collins. “Our
chair is from the UK Army with two officers supporting him. Our vicechair is from the Italian Ministry of Defense, and I’m the technical
advisor.” Requirements for the notional Puma/Merlin/Hip/Black
Hawk/NH90 replacement are evolving. “One of them is a target 220kt [407-km/h] cruise speed. We recognize that if we set a high cruise
speed, the only solutions that are going to meet that are something
other than a conventional rotorcraft — a compound or a tiltrotor
— and they bring with them various constraints in other areas. We
have therefore set a threshold speed requirement of 180 kt [333
km/h] which, although challenging, could be met with a conventional
design. We’ve got a very severe cost requirement — purchase costs
and operating costs are both very challenging. We’ve also got a high
availability target, and we want it to be easily maintainable.”

precludes a dual-use platform. If you’re going to have an aircraft which
has ballistically tolerant, duplicated and separated components,
that is going to lead to additional mass and complexity which civil
operators don’t need and add to cost. I think it needs to be a military
platform from the outset.”

Practical Engineering

Pat Collins grew up in Ratcliffe-on-Soar south of Nottingham. His
father, Harry Collins, was head of chemistry research at a large
steelworks. “He wasn’t an engineer, but he had an interest in airplanes
from childhood. My parents used to take me to Battle of Britain days
at RAF Gaydon, which was a V-bomber base in the early 1960s.” (The
Valiant, Vulcan and Victor aircraft were the UK strategic bombers of
the 1950–60s.)
Loughborough University was one of several schools offering aeronautical
engineering studies. “Loughborough was close to where my parents lived.
Their four-year degree course offered the opportunity to gain hands-on
engineering skills alongside the academic content. You also undertook a
20-week placement in industry ahead of your final year.”
The Aircraft Research Association (ARA) in Bedford gave the student
engineer work as a research assistant analyzing transonic wind tunnel
data. Collins observed, “Few university courses had much rotary-wing
content at that time, although I am aware that Westland had close
links to the University of Southampton.” Westland Helicopters was
busy producing Pumas, Gazelles, Sea Kings and Lynx when Collins
applied for his first aerospace engineering job. “To be honest, I was
keen on helicopters, and Westland were offering a great starting salary
in a very pleasant part of the UK. They were having a big recruitment
campaign at the time relating to the Sea King Replacement program
that eventually became the WG.34. When we teamed with Agusta, it
became the EH101” (now the AW101).
The helicopter maker started Collins through its development
graduate scheme. “The development department covered structural
and mechanical test, vibration test, flight test, instrumentation and
‘type test.’ I started as a structural test engineer. Within six months
you’d go on rotation for about two years, going around to all the other
departments to get a flavor of what they did.”
“There was also the option to spend four months in a totally unrelated
department, which for me would be significant. After my six months
in structural test, I went to the fledgling survivability department.
That really appealed to me, and clearly the feeling was mutual as at
the end of my short placement, I was asked to stay and did so until I
left the company in ‘86.”

Collins offered, “One of the drivers is to adopt a MOSA [Modular Open
Systems Approach] for mission systems and the defensive aids suite
[DAS] — aircraft survivability equipment [ASE] in US parlance. We
recognize that most nations have sovereign requirements as far as DAS/
ASE. The architecture that allows that to be integrated on the platform
rapidly and then updated reactively to new threats is a key attribute.”

Lacking new programs, the Westland survivability department
downsized over the following years. Collins found intriguing work
in South Africa. “In 1986, there was an advert in Flight International
from a consultancy, recruiting helicopter survivability engineers to
work for an unnamed company in an undisclosed country. The salary
they were offering was significantly more than any of us were earning
at Westland. We all applied for the same job.”

For much of his career, Collins focused on systems vulnerability and
survivability. “Survivability has to be built in from the start; this

A telephone interview led to a move to Atlas Aircraft in Johannesburg
and a job on the Rooivalk attack helicopter. Collins recalled, “Rooivalk

was a really interesting program to work on. South Africa was engaged
in a protracted conflict with Communist-backed forces in Angola and
neighboring countries. They needed an escort helicopter, but they
couldn’t buy one on the open market, so they developed their own.
When I got there in August of ‘86, I saw a few drawings, but the design
was at an early stage. There was a mockup of the avionics bays; that
was all they had. When I left in February 1990, I’d seen the prototype
flying. It was just incredible, the speed in turnaround development.
Keep in mind they were developing another helicopter at the same
time, the Oryx, which was an updated version of the Puma.”

The war on terror renewed interest in helicopter survivability. “We were
very conscious of the threats from small-caliber weapons. Ballistic
tolerance to bullets and gun-fired projectiles was a big deal back in
the ‘70s and ‘80s. It has changed since then. When we were fighting
in Iraq and Afghanistan, we were largely up against adversaries armed
with machine guns, RPGs [rocket propelled grenades] and MANPADS
[man-portable air defense systems]. Once you move out from that
kind of theater to a more advanced one, sophisticated air defense
systems become the primary threat.”

South Africa underwent massive changes in 1990, and Collins recalled.
“It was quite a scary place to live at times. My wife and I decided that
it was time for us to return to the UK with our then-young family.”
Collins applied for a range of jobs. “To get a security clearance in any
defense-related industry was going to be challenging.” In September
1990, an ad called for composite engineers in motorsports. “When
I spoke to them it was very clear that they were interested in hiring
someone with chartered engineer status and recent aerospace
experience. The fact that I had considerable experience of working
with aramid and carbon fiber was a really good mark for me.”

In 2008, Collins appeared as an expert witness at an official inquest into
the shooting down of a C-130 Hercules aircraft in Iraq with the loss of
all 10 personnel on board; the outcome had a significant impact on the
survivability of future UK aircraft. “About three years later, I was seconded
to DE&S [Defense Equipment and Support], the UK MoD’s procurement
and support agency in Bristol, Southwest England, as scientific advisor
to the two-star director of the Helicopters Operating Centre. It was our
way of getting science and technology into the procurement process and
proved to be highly successful.”

Collins became Project Engineer on the Jaguar XJR-12 Le Mans
racecars built by Advanced Structural Technology, part of Tom
Walkinshaw Racing. He recalled, “Weight saving was critical. The trick
was to reduce weight as much as possible and then ballast up to the
minimum allowed in order to position the center of gravity. The chassis
was made from carbon fiber prepreg and aluminum honeycomb.
Carbon-Kevlar hybrid material was used in the floor to provide a
degree of damage tolerance from debris hitting the underside. The
bodywork was generally Kevlar and honeycomb. At the time, it was
very high-tech and required race teams to be very well-funded.”

Survivability Science

When the Rooivalk made a marketing visit to the UK Army helicopter
show at Middle Wallop in 1994, Collins went to see the helicopter and
renew acquaintances. “A lot of the work I’d done at Westland was under
contract to the Royal Aircraft Establishment [RAE] at Farnborough. I
met a number of old colleagues and talked to them about potentially
getting a job in the MoD.” An interview earned a job offer. “They
were particularly interested in my survivability and vulnerability
experience. When I was at Westland, I’d done a lot of work for RAE
on developing damage algorithms for rotorcraft components versus
specific projectiles. That related to development of computerized
vulnerability assessment tools which were then in use.”

The MoD Defence Evaluation and Research Agency split into two new
organizations in 2001: the commercial company QinetiQ and the
government agency Dstl (Defense Science & Technology Laboratory).

Collins established a NATO Science and Technology Organization
(STO) activity to look at “Future Rotorcraft Requirements,” which
led to a conference in 2015 with strong support from several
organizations: ONERA (France), DLR (Germany), NLR (Netherlands),
Dstl (UK) and the US Army (see “US Army Working with NATO on DVE
and Next Gen Rotorcraft,” Vertiflite, May/June 2017). This led NATO’s
Joint Capability Group Vertical Lift to establish the Next Generation
Rotorcraft Capability (NGRC) Team of Experts. Collins explained,
“This informed NATO on what the Next Generation Rotorcraft could
be. Five partner nations [France, Germany, Greece, Italy and the UK]
signed a letter of intent in 2020 to undertake the pre-concept phase,
with the UK agreeing to lead that phase of the programme. We are
now working on the MOU to cover the next stage of development.
NSPA [NATO Support & Procurement Agency] have been selected as
delivery agent for the [3-year] concept stage.”
NGRC requirements are in development, but compared to today’s
helicopters, Collins noted, “The NGRC has to be at least as survivable as
the platforms it will replace against an ever-evolving threat.” He added,
“One of the things I feel quite strongly about is armor. If you design
the platform correctly, you can limit the armor you need to just around
the occupants. Most systems on the platform should be designed to be
survivable without any added protection being required.”
Collins joined the Royal Aeronautical Society in the late 1970s and
became a fellow of the society in 2002; he has been a member of its
Rotorcraft Group since 2018. Collins joined VFS (then the American
Helicopter Society) with his return to rotorcraft in 2011. “I believe
that the two societies complement each other well. When I came
back into the fold, I had to re-visit a lot of what I’d done previously.
I identified the AHS annual Forum as a really good way of getting a
lot of information quickly; the program manager briefings being
particularly informative. I find the developments in UAM [urban air
mobility] truly inspiring. With programs like FVL [Future Vertical
Lift], NGRC and UAM, the future looks rich with opportunities
for the next generation of rotorcraft engineers.”
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Collins brought his on-the-job experience and commercial perspective
to the government lab. “There was enthusiasm to exploit laboratory
expertise commercially. We had very close collaboration with our
government counterparts in the US, Australia and Canada through The
Technical Cooperation Program [TTCP] and with multiple European
nations, but aimed to expand engagement with industry.” Within a few
years, Collins assumed leadership of the section that had sponsored the
research he had been working on at the start of his career at Westland.

Next Generation Rotorcraft Capability
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VFS Welcomes Our
Newest Corporate Members
VFS now has more than 160 corporate members! Go to
www.vtol.org/corporate or contact VFS membership today to
find out how your company can benefit from
VFS corporate membership: membership@vtol.org
or +1-703-684-6777 x107.

CAFE Foundation
[Affiliate]
PO Box 11162
Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110-5162 US
www.cafe.foundation
The CAFE Foundation is a nonprofit organization whose mission is
to advance the development of low-emission flight by fostering and
promoting early entry practical market opportunities. For 37 years,
the CAFE Foundation has successfully pursued its mission to create
and advance the understanding of personal aircraft technologies
through research, analysis, and education. As electric aviation has
developed over the last decade, so too the CAFE Foundation has
focused its efforts on this burgeoning industry.
CAFE Foundation hosted the first electric aircraft symposium in
North America in 2007. In 2011, the Foundation managed NASA’s
Green Flight Challenge which was funded by Google. This US$1.35
million prize was awarded to Pipistrel USA for its winning fourseat, electric-powered aircraft, the Taurus G4, which flew nearly
200 miles (322 km) non-stop, while achieving 403.5 passengerMPG (171.5 passenger-km/l). Its astounding efficiency was more
than twice that of the piston-powered aircraft in the competition.
CAFE Foundation’s signature program is its annual Electric Aircraft
Symposium (EAS), now co-hosted with the Vertical Flight Society.
Yolanka Wulff serves as the CAFE Foundation executive director, and
the EAS organizer.
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Community Air Mobility Initiative
[Affiliate]
PO Box 11162
Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110-5162 USA
www.communityairmobility.org
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The Community Air Mobility Initiative (CAMI) is a nonprofit
educational organization founded to support the responsible
integration of advanced air mobility (AAM) into communities
through education, communication, and collaboration. CAMI
educates and equips state and local decision makers, public agencies
and communities with the information they need to set policies, and
design infrastructure and systems that incorporate AAM into the
transportation needs for their communities. CAMI is supported by
its members, which include a broad spectrum of stakeholders, and
through its programs. CAMI’s library of online resources includes
CAMI Notes, Videos and Guidebooks. CAMI’s signature program
is its Urban Air Policy Collaborative, a cohort-based educational

and peer networking program for public agencies. The mission of
the Urban Air Policy Collaborative is to develop a policy framework
for the local implementation of advanced air mobility through
the sharing of knowledge, discussion of issues, development of
recommendations, and collaboration with peers through an ongoing
program of workshops, presentation and conversations. CAMI is led
by its co-founders, Yolanka Wulff who serves as executive director,
and Anna Dietrich who serves as director of industry and strategy.
MOBIUS.energy Corporation
[Associate]
14731 Franklin Ave., Suite G
Tustin, California 82780 USA
www.mobius.energy
MOBIUS.energy Corporation, headquartered in Orange County,
California, has developed a safe, powerful and energy-dense battery
module optimized for electric aircrafts. Our standard module,
Husky 2P45, has a market-leading high discharge rate that provides
the on-demand power boost during the take-off and landing of
electric aircraft. Its high charge rate enables fast charging, and its
streamlined design facilitates easy maintenance, on-site swapping,
and cost-effective re-use and recycling. Mobius will deliver its
modules to the AAM market through a subscription model, including
maintenance and salvage services. Repurposing its modules for
second life in the stationary market and providing end-of-life
recycling will create a sustainable circular economy helping to
decarbonize the aviation industry.
Ohio Department of Transportation —
Ohio UAS Center
[Associate]
1980 W Broad St.
Columbus, Ohio 43223-1102 USA
www.uas.ohio.gov
The Ohio Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Center, operating
under the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT)’s
DriveOhio initiative, is working on alternative solutions to ground
transportation issues by better utilizing Ohio’s airspace. Integrating
AAM solutions has the potential to make Ohio’s roadways safer
and less congested, allowing for critical ground transportation
to efficiently travel throughout the state, and provide new
and enhanced methods for the transport of people and goods.
Through ODOT research projects and the recent selection for
Ohio to participate in the NASA announcement for collaborative
opportunities in support of the AAM National Campaign, the
Ohio UAS Center is working to make highways in the sky a reality.
Additionally, the Ohio UAS Center manages and performs all
unmanned aircraft operations for ODOT. In addition to ODOT
operations, the UAS Center serves as a shared resource to local and
state agencies for flight operations and UAS program development.

TruWeather Solutions, Inc.
[Small Business]
1303 Sawbridge Way
Reston, Virgina 20194-1323 USA
www.truweathersolutions.com
We are Mission Accomplished. Prior to our founding, our
TruWeather Solutions leaders served our country honorably for over
35 years. During our service, our team developed a weather risk
management framework for Air Force operations that integrated
weather into daily mission planning and support. In just one year,
without increasing accuracy, our team was able to reduce the impact
of weather by 40%, saving taxpayers over $200M. This framework
was certified by Air Force analysts. TruWeather has adopted this
framework to serve weather-sensitive businesses and industries in
the private sector to increase safety and productivity when weather
is a potential threat to business operations.
Correction: GasTOPS’s website in the last issue of Vertiflite was
incorrect. Here are the full contact details:
GasTOPS
[Associate]
www.gastopsusa.com
4960 Corporate Dr. NW, Suite 140
Huntsville, Alabama 35805-6209 USA

S. Harry Robertson
Safety Pioneer

Dr. Samuel “Harry” Robertson, a
pioneer in crash survivable fuel
systems, died on Oct. 9, 2021, at the
age of 87.

“Harry Robertson’s impactful work on creating crash survivable fuel
systems for the rotorcraft industry and military forces has saved over
9,000 lives and continues strong for over 43 years,” said Newman
Shufflebarger, president of Robertson Fuel Systems, in a statement.
“Everyone at Robertson is proud to continue Harry’s legacy of saving
lives and his absence is a true loss.”

Robertson was born on Oct 2, 1934 in Phoenix, Arizona. As a teen,
he won national awards in model airplane flying and automobile drag
racing. He built the cars, drove them and researched fuel improvements.
In 1956, he earned a BS in Business Administration and Mechanical
Technology from Arizona State University. He then entered the US Air
Force and flew the Boeing B-47 Stratojet bomber. He also began his
work in aviation safety including accident investigation.
After his active duty tour ended in 1960, he served as a pilot in
the Arizona Air National Guard (Phoenix) flying the Boeing C-97
Stratofreighter, and then later flew in the Army National Guard (Papago).
He was a military pilot until 1974. He was also an active civilian pilot.
Robertson received numerous accolades and recognition for his lifesaving work. His awards and honors include the Living Legends of
Aviation’s Ken Ricci Lifetime Aviation Entrepreneur Award, and he
is an Inductee into multiple aviation halls of fame, including those
of the San Diego Air & Space Museum, National Aviation, US Army
Aviation and OX5 Aviation Pioneers.
He served on Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s Board of
Trustees for over 20 years, was given an honorary PhD in 1972,
and was honored as a Trustee Emeritus upon leaving the board.
Through the years, he was also a member of numerous scientific
and professional organizations including the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), HAI, International Society of Air
Safety Investigators (ISASI), Society of Aviation and Flight Educators
(SAFE), and SAE International. He was a VFS Lifetime Member, Gold
Circle Club Member and Emeritus Member, having joined the Society
in 1970; he was also a past VFS Forum technical paper author.
According to his obituary, “Harry created a huge body of knowledge
that makes the world a better, safer place. He used the knowledge
to do important things. Later he taught and shared knowledge and
the thought processes and methodologies that are used to develop
knowledge. He handed down resources for others to succeed. To sum
him up in one sentence, ‘He cared.’”

Harold Summers
Maintenance Icon

Harold “Hal” Lee Summers, a fixture
in the rotorcraft industry since the
1960s, died on Oct. 20, 2021. He was
the director of flight operations at
Helicopter Association International
(HAI) for nearly 18 years.
Summers was born on Feb. 23, 1938 in
New Port, Oregon. His aviation career spanned more than six decades.
After receiving his Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) maintenance
license, he worked in Alaska in the early 1960s. Summers joined
Petroleum Helicopters, Inc., (PHI) in 1964, eventually becoming vice
president of maintenance, where he presided over maintenance and
support for a global fleet with more than 400 helicopters in the Gulf
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Robertson invented a survivable fuel
system known as the “Robbie Tank”
that is self-sealed against ballistic
threats of various calibers. He was the
founder of Robertson Fuel Systems, a
HEICO company, which produces fuel
systems that are today in service with multiple federal agencies and
departments, including all branches of the US Department of Defense.
For the past 50 years, he has been a significant figure in aviation and is
recognized as “The Father of the Crashworthy Fuel System.”

His pioneering work also essentially eliminated post-crash fire injuries
in Indy cars and other racing.
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of Mexico alone. He later served as acting chief engineer for a joint
venture between PHI and China Southern Helicopter Company in
Zhuhai, Guangdong, China, where he met his second wife, Zhilin.

Tucker Recognized for Safety Contributions

In 2004, Summers joined HAI, where he was directly responsible for
managing the fly-in and fly-out each year at Heli-Expo. In that role, he
would work with local airports to coordinate staging and fueling sites
and with the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to manage the
regulatory requirements, and then managed the arrival and departure
of up to 60 helicopters to be displayed on the show floor. Summers
also worked with other HAI staff members, regulators and industry
stakeholders to resolve issues for HAI members.
Summers was equally active in using his expertise to advance the
industry by participating in myriad HAI working groups, industry
working groups, and national and international regulatory committees
or working groups. He served as the staff liaison to the HAI Technical and
Maintenance Working Group, and the Utilities, Patrol and Construction
(UPAC) Working Group. He also actively or previously represented
HAI and the rotorcraft industry on the FAA Bird Strike Advisory and
Rulemaking Committee working group (ARAC; FAA Rotorcraft Occupant
Protection ARAC working group; FAA Health and Usage Monitoring
System (HUMS); FAA International Vertical Aviation Safety Conference
Planning Team; NASA’s Rotorcraft Issue Analysis Team (R-IAT);
Rotorcraft Maintenance Programs Industry Group (RMPIG); RTCA
SC-237, WG 110, Helicopter Terrain Awareness and Warning Systems
(HTAWS); RTCA SC-239, Interference to Radio Altimeters from Certain
5G Networks; RTCA SC-241, Guidance for Cockpit and Cabin Cleaning;
and the Southern California Airspace Users WG (SCAUWG).

On Oct. 21, the Honourable Company of Air Pilots, a UK-based air safety
organization, awarded Tim Tucker the Cumberbatch Trophy for 2021.
Tucker, an instructor of Robinson Helicopter Company’s Pilot Safety
Course, launched the Pilot Safety Course in 1982. Since then, more
than 18,000 attendees have attended the course. Beginning in 1992 in
South Africa, Tucker has conducted over 120 overseas safety courses
in 35 countries and 57 cities. “Tim Tucker has probably done more for
helicopter safety than any man alive,” said one executive chairman of
a major helicopter company in a statement. “He has mentored with
compassion every junior pilot he has ever met.” The Cumberbatch
Trophy, first awarded in 1936, is an annual prize bestowed to individuals
for their outstanding contributions to aviation safety.

“Hal was an icon in the industry, a subject-matter expert on everything
involving helicopter maintenance, and he felt it was an honor and
obligation to share his wisdom and experience with the rest of us. We
are a better industry because of his passionate contributions, and he
will be profoundly missed,” said Jim Viola, President and CEO of HAI,
in a statement.

Tucker has published numerous articles and books on aviation safety.
He has over 37 years of experience in the US Army in both the active
and reserve force. In addition to the Cumberbatch Trophy, Tucker
is the recipient of several prestigious awards, including four FAA
Certificates of Recognition.

VFS Calendar of Events

Check out these exciting upcoming vertical flight technical events,
and make your plans today to be part of tomorrow's vertical flight technology!
Jan. 25–27, 2022

Transformative Vertical Flight (TVF)

May 10-12, 2022

The Vertical Flight Society’s
78th Annual Forum & Technology Display

San Jose, California

Fort Worth,
Texas, USA

January / February 2022

Sept. 6–9, 2022

Winterthur,
Switzerland

Nov. 1–2, 2022

Nanjing, China
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This event includes the 9th Annual Electric VTOL Symposium and the 2022 Aeromechanics for Advanced
Vertical Flight Technical Meeting.

The world’s leading international technical event on vertical
flight technology. The three days of technical sessions will
include hundreds of technical papers on every discipline from
acoustics to unmanned systems, as well as dozens of invited
presentations and discussions by leaders in industry and government.

47th European Rotorcraft Forum (ERF)

The European Rotorcraft Forum is one of the premier events in the rotorcraft community’s calendar bringing
together manufacturers, research centers, academia, operators and regulatory agencies to discuss
advances in research, development, design, manufacturing, testing and operation of rotorcraft.
Abstracts due Feb. 28!

9th Asian/Australian Rotorcraft Forum (ARF)

ARF has been postponed to 2022, but will still be held in Nanjing, Jiangsu, China. It is organized by Nanjing
University of Aeronautics and Astronautics (NUAA) with the support of the local VFS chapters of the participating countries.

Find out more at

www.vtol.org/events
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FASTER. FARTHER. SMARTER.
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